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In the decade since 1963, there have come into exis-

tence in Britain some five hundred teacher or teachers'
centers, the first term commonly used by Americans, the

second by the British,

a

language difference suggestive of

how the teachers' participation in curriculum development
and in-service education may vary in the two countries.

In

any event, the teachers' center is a relatively new organiza-

tion and may be defined as

a

facility supported by

a

local

education authority, an educational governance unit comparable
to our public school district, to render to teachers one or
more of the following services:

social and pastoral services,

in-service education opportunities or services, curriculum
equipment
development opportunities or services, materials or

communication or inforor personnel support or resources, and

mation sharing services.
place to place in Britain.

Centers may be quite different from
Some centers are specifically

designed to be specialty centers, as

a

needlework or crafts
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center, or a math and science center, or a drama center.

Some centers are designed to serve one level of schooling,
as a primary center or a secondary center.

or comprehensive centers,

Some are general

embracing all school subjects,

activities, and grade levels.

A few are residential centers,

designed for in-service education and educational conferences.
Staffing of centers varies widely from part-time volunteer

help to

a full time "warden"

supported by

a

secretarial and

technical staff.
By focusing on some well-established comprehensive

centers we may be able to see the means by which British

education seeks to serve the nation and to meet the needs
of its youthful school age population more effectively.

Since

the growth of teachers' centers was greatly stimulated by

the London-based Schools Council for Curriculum and Examinations,

and since the Schools Council is a prime mover in

centers
initiating curriculum development activities, teachers'

delivery
are viewed as an end of a curriculum development
system,

a place

where groups of teachers initiate their own

local needs
curriculum development activities and modify to

development project materials
and conditions national curriculum
if they so choose.

.
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Many in Britain contend that the teachers' center

movement is

a

fad,

that many of the centers which have been

established will disappear.

Others contend that there are

some centers which will flourish and become well-established

parts of a national concern for the re-education and training of teachers and the on-going development of curriculum.

These latter concerns are expressed in two documents,
popularly called the James Report (Department of Education
and Science, Teacher Education and Training

James of Rusholme, London:

HMSO,

1972)

White Paper (Parliament. Education:
Cmnd. 5174.

London:

HMSO,

,

Chairman Lord

and the government's

A Framework for Expansion

,

1972)

Through tape recorded interviews with the wardens and
other education leaders in Britain, the comprehensive teachers'

center is examined in

a

number of localities, among them

being Plaistow, Bath, and Oxford as well as in counties such
as Derbyshire,

Oxfordshire, and Leicestershire.

From these

examinations, questions are raised and observations set forth
taxas to what such developments might hold for American

supported public schools.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

This is a dissertation on

a

number of British

teachers' centers as they were in 1972.

The teachers'

center is a relatively new organization in British tax-

maintained education, having grown from
early 1960
center,

's

a

very few in the

to approximately 500 in 1972.

A teachers'

simply defined, is an organization supported by

local education authority (LEA)

,

a

an educational governance

unit comparable to our public school district, to render to

teachers one or more of the following services:

social and

pastoral services, in-service education opportunities or
services, curriculum development opportunities or services,

materials or equipment or personnel support or resources,
and communication or information sharing services.

Centers may be quite different from place to place
in Britain.

Some centers are specifically designed to be

specialty centers, as a needlework and crafts center, or
math and science center, or

a

drama center.

a

Some centers

are designed to serve one level of schooling, as a primary

center or

a

secondary center.

Some centers are general or

2

comprehensive centers, embracing all school subject specialties and activities and all grade levels.

A few centers

are residential centers, designed for in-service education

and educational conferences, housed in former country
estates.

In terms of staffing, centers may operate with

P a ^t-time,

volunteer teacher leadership or be one of those

which operates with
"warden,

members.

"

a

full-time leader, often called a

supported by secretarial and technical staff

Many centers are housed in school buildings,

sharing facilities with the on-going work of

a

school.

Others operate in old, converted-to-purpose school buildings;
a few operate

in new facilities bui lt-to-purpose .

varieties of centers, then, are numerous.

The

This disserta-

tion concerns itself with the general or comprehensive
center led by a full-time warden.
The purposes of this dissertation on British

teachers' centers are:

(1)

to inform American educators

and interested citizens about British teachers' centers by

describing a selected number of general or comprehensive
centers;

(2)

to discuss the crucial role of the teachers'

center leader or warden, indicating the evolutionary nature
in
of this leadership role and suggesting how this new role

more
British education may complement or conflict with other

3

well established roles in British education;

(3)

to analyze

the work of the British teachers' centers under discussion,

especially as this work relates to in-service education and
to curriculum development;

(4)

to indicate the evolutionary

nature of the British teachers' centers as organizations
involving,

in some degree,

teachers in their own personal

and professional growth; and

(5)

to suggest the implications

which these teachers' centers and such center development

may have for American tax-supported, public education.
Chapter II briefly explains the origins and the

definition of teachers' centers, as expressed largely in the
literature emanating from the Schools Council for Curriculum
and Examinations, the London-based educational support organi-

zation which so greatly magnified the attention given to the

early Nuffield Foundation sponsored curriculum development

work in science and mathematics.

In Chapter III, a selected

number of English teachers' centers are described, each

with its particular character and mission growing out of
the nature of the area to be served and out of the personality
and professionalism of the center leader or warden.

Some of

these centers serve urban areas; some serve both urban and
rural constituencies.

In describing these teachers' centers,

perspectives.
an attempt is made to show them from a number of

4

The reader will hear from the wardens themselves,
from

Education Officers, from Advisers, from classroom teachers,
and from head teachers

— head

teacher or head being the title

used to describe a position comparable to that of principal
in an American public school.

in this section,

particular

stress is placed upon the crucial nature of the warden's
role since it is the warden who gives life and direction
to the work of the center.
In Chapter IV,

I

shall attempt to abstract from the

variety of centers discussed in Chapter III some ideas and
principles which may be significant for organized, taxsupported, public education in the United States and for the

development of teacher-serving agencies.

Here my main focus

is the American public school system which will ultimately

have to fund from scarce tax resources the bulk of local
change and development efforts it undertakes and sustains.
In America, we may find teachers' centers flourishing with

the aid of foundation grants or on government grants or as

part of private or parochial school endeavors.

My concern

is with the meaning which may be derived from British tax-

maintained education for American tax-maintained education.
It is to this end, then, that I shall work in Chapter IV.

5

This present work is an outgrowth of an earlier
study of British informal or open education which

I

prepared

for the Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, United

States Office of Education, in the summer of 1971.

study was entitled "British Primary Education
of Innovation."^

That

— Components

One of the components of the British

education authorities' innovatory system reported on in this
study was the teachers' center, specifically the Witney

Teachers' Centre located in the town of Witney fifteen miles

to the west of Oxford.

In gathering the material for this

report, the methodology and the format used in the present

study were first developed and tested.

A questionnaire was

prepared and a lengthy interview with the Witney center's
warden, Mr. Keith Gordon, was conducted.

Another interview

covering the same questions had been conducted with
Mr. John Coe,

Oxfordshire's chief primary adviser.

Both the

Gordon interview and the Coe interview, as well as all subsequent interviews used in this study, were tape recorded

with the knowledge and permission of the respondents.
^U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, Bureau of Educational Personnel Develop"British Primary Education Components of Innovation"
ment,
1971.
(An unpublished report)
Phillip H. Woodruff.

—

by
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Supporting evidence in the form of written
materials,

published or distributed through the teachers'
center, was

collected for purposes of illustration or elucidation.
Out of this initial experience, a more comprehensive interview questionnaire was developed (appendix

1)

for use with wardens and other educators on a second

investigative tour of British teachers' center conducted
in the spring of 1972.

The basic interview strategy was

to pose a general question or statement to which the

respondent was encouraged to answer both personally and
professionally.

A respondent might go off in any of

number of directions.
the interview format

,

Question probes were suggested in
these designed to keep the respondent

discussing elements of his professional life as
leader and as

a

a

professional educator.

a

center

As one having had

experience in radio interviewing on public service programs
and in public opinion polling interviews, it is
easy matter for me to conduct

a

a

relatively

relaxed interview to format

without the disturbing presence of questionnaire physically
in view.

In conducting the investigations, the accustomed

routine was to appear at a center early in the morning,

following an initial contact.

A great deal of time was

.
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spent in informal conversation with the center warden,

frequently in the quiet of his center, in the lounge over
coffee .

In this relaxed atmosphere, the questions were

pursued, the interview often taking

a

freely turning,

personal character, eliciting both the warden's personal
feelings as well as his professional judgments.

Often the

interview circled back to difficult topics, ones

a

warden

would rather not talk about such as the conflicts which he
might have with advisers or his difficulties in getting
into schools or working with some head teachers.
run,

In the long

the goal was to gain an accurate picture of the center

as of the moment of the interview.

and feeling together.

I

wanted to get fact

Following the interview session, the

warden's center was investigated; each part and each function was inquired into for further information.

Samples of

the center's publications and schedules and curriculum

development projects were collected.

Often opportunities

to cross-check a center's work and the warden's role came

when

a

neighboring center was visited, as the reader may

note in several sections.

These cross-checks often gave

interesting and valuable insights into the previously

visited centers and the previously interviewed warden's
statements

8

If the methodology has shortcomings, the most

notable is that too short

a

time was spent in each center

and too little of the actual work of teachers was seen.

The view of these centers comes primarily through those

who are, in the American term, administratively oriented.
Additionally, the interview method places

a

very substan-

tial reliance on the willingness and ability of respondents
to report out those facts and feelings which may be so

close to them that accuracy may be prejudiced at the
outset.

Yet this is off-set by the planned questions,

and by the cross-checking whenever possible.
a

Additionally,

third visit to the centers was undertaken during the

summer of 1973.

A draft document had been prepared and in

the third investigative tour a center warden in each

authority covered in the draft document was re-interviewed
and an accuracy check was made of the details contained
in the document.

As a result, some modifications have been

made and some up-dating of information in included, but the

dissertation remains essentially
taken at a particular time.

a

portrait of institutions

Changes in the centers which

have taken place since the initial investigation and which
elements
will take place are not likely to alter the basic

described herein.

9

These investigations into British teachers' centers
owe much to Mr. Gordon Hamflett who, at the time of
the

initial investigative tour of centers, was the Coordinator
of Field Officers,

Schools Council for Curriculum and

Examinations in London.

The project was discussed at

length with Mr. Hamflett.
500 centers in Britain,

Since there are approximately

it seemed impossible to cover a

very wide range of centers.

those centers where

a

Mr. Hamflett directed me to

measure of success had been attained;

that is, to those centers beyond the start-up point in local

education authorities (LEA's) which had made
investment in center life.

a

sustained

Within this boundary, centers

were visited where the leader was seen as playing

a

strong

role, where the style of leadership of the warden played an

important part in whatever success the center had in

achieving the mission set for it.

Since

I

recognized that

the investigation was centering on successful centers,

determined that when the occasion arose
at random other centers.

I

I

would investigate

The Banbury center and the Single

Tree center in Oxford, which are included, are two such
centers.

This is not to say that they are not successful

centers; they were two centers which
a number,

I

investigated, among

which were not on Hamflett 's schedule.

—

10

The investigation was directed at successful

centers

— those

authority

,

having funding by the local education

possessed of

a full time warden,

a

budget for

materials and supplies and for curriculum development
and in-service education, and located in a site devoted

exclusively to center life.

Whether such centers were used

and how such centers were used, what the impact on the lives
of teachers was, and what curriculum development or in-

service education had been undertaken
as I conducted my investigation.

authority to create and maintain
thing for that center to make
in its area of service.

the warden are important.

a

— these

concerned me

It is one thing for an
a

center and quite another

difference in education

Here the role and personality of

How this man fits into the organi-

zational scheme of things and how he plays out his role
these are crucial.

Thus people are important to this study.

The organization and the style of this dissertation
are designed to focus on people, to highlight the importance
of the warden's personality and professionalism, to give

meaning to the varieties of backgrounds and motives which
wardens bring to their roles as leaders of teachers' centers.
the locale
An attempt is made to have the reader enter into

and come to a feel for the place and the people.

Contrasting

11

situations are developed:

Pape in his county office

with a Millington in his grim third floor center;

a

Larkin or Baker, each in extensive facilities, with

Wood in his tiny center.

a

Similarly, the loosely struc-

tured Leicestershire centers are contrasted to the more
formally structured centers in Derbyshire.

If as a

result of these contrasting scenes, the reader comes to

appreciate the rich variety which characterizes center

development in Britain, this dissertation will be
success.

a

partial

If some sense of the elements which each has in

common with others is gained, an additional benefit will

be reached.

Hopefully the reader will come to share the

enthusiasm which the author has for the evolutionary and
democratic growth processes which involve British teachers
as agents of their own growth and development.
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CHAPTER

II

THE ORIGIN OF BRITISH TEACHERS' CENTERS
In style there are almost as many teachers' centers
as there are centers in the country.
They all vary.
They relate very much to their local ecology. if
one thinks of the kind of set up for teacher centers
which is perhaps right for London, a large urban area,
and if one thinks of rural Lincolnshire, which is a
very scattered town county--a lot of townships with a
dickens of a lot of space in between the kind of set
up is totally different! 2

—

Mr. Gordon Hamflett, Coordinator,
Field Officers, Schools Council
for Curriculum and Examinations

The Schools Council for Curriculum and Examination
is almost hidden away in a nondescript office building

midway down Great Portland Street.

Through the glass doors

one encounters a uniformed receptionist-guard of convincing

firmness who directs one to the exhibitions rooms and to the
lift.

Up in lift to the third floor and out into a maze of

corridors, narrow and without clear markings, and finally
the visitor enters Mr. Gordon Hamflett'

s

office.

It's late

Interview with Gordon Hamflett, Coordinator, Field
Officers, Schools Council for Curriculum and Examinations,
London, England, 17 March 1972.
2

The Schools Council for Curriculum and Examination is
hereafter referred to as simply the Schools Council or
identified by the letters SC.
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in the afternoon.

The spring sun has warmed the room.

Mr. Hamflett is in his shirt sleeves.

Tall, boney,

angular, he's a man who reminds one of some well-known

figure.

There's

a

Lincolnesque quality to him.

height, his long boney hands,

It's his

in the way, when he sits,

he leans forward slightly slouched, hands on his knees,
fingers intertwined.
eyes are deep set.

he is

a

His brown hair is brushed back.

His

Long nose, generous mouth, large ears,

man of rugged handsomeness.

Teachers' centers?

In spite of it's being late Friday afternoon, Mr. Hamflett
is caught up in the subject.

He can spare a few moments.

Once started he talks, almost without interruption, well
over an hour and then makes arrangements for yet a further

talk.

At the time of my visit, Mr. Hamflett was in charge
of the Field Officers of the Schools Council, seconded to

this post from Her Majesty's Inspectorate for a three-year
period.

Such an introduction poses problems for one new

to British education:

quickly.

so many organizations and terms so

One learns that the Schools Council for Curricu-

lum and Examinations is an independent educational body

funded half and half by the Department of Education and
Science,

formerly known as the Ministry of Education, and

14

the LEA's

the Local Educational Authorities, the
nation's

school districts, and that the Schools Council
operates

annually with

budget of approximately one and

a

million pounds.

a

half

The Schools Council operates through a

number of committees which are concerned with such things
as governance,

program development, subject matter special-

ties and examinations.

Each committee has as members

majority who are practicing teachers.

a

in this way, the

classroom teacher is represented at the highest levels of
Schools Council operations.

What funds the Schools Council

does not use for its own administration and salaries go,
for the most part,

for the sponsorship of curriculum

development projects sited at universities, colleges of
education, and institutes of education around the country.

These then are "national projects" developed in cooperation

with

a

number of project schools in one or more local

education authorities, which, after refinement, are published

by commercial houses and made available throughout Britain
for examination,

for workshop study,

and as models for

local curriculum development endeavors designed for a

specific school population or

a

specific school use.

The

purpose of the Schools Council was succinctly set forth
in the first issue of the Schools Council Newsletter,

15

Dialogue

,

September 1968:
3

The Schools Council does not exist to impose a new
curriculum on the schools but to provide a supporting
service for the teacher in answer to the demands
for
an increased rate of progress: to identify and
make
known successful practice, to facilitate experiment,
to test and evaluate, and to provide the necessary
expertise to devise and disseminate appropriate teaching
materials.
The conclusion of this article struck the important note
for the development of teachers' centers:
if you can get together with your colleagues from
other schools in local teachers' centers, cooperative
examination of the curriculum can take place on a more
fruitful basis still. Involvement in relevant policy
and decision making is the hall-mark of a profession.
The teachers' centers and the Schools Council provide
you with a new and exciting opportunity for your full
•

.

.

professional development.^
The Field Officers, under Mr. Hamflett's general direction,
are the liaison men between the LEA's, their schools, and

the Schools Council headquarters in London.

Since the

Schools Council is an independent body, its projects and its

materials have no official or government status or sanction
apart from their own merit.

The Schools Council exercises

no authority, other than by virtue of the prestige it may
carry, over any education authority,

school, head teacher,

"The Teacher and the Council," Dialogue Schools
Council Newsletter No. 1 (September 1968), p. 4.
3

,

4

Ibid.
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or classroom teacher.

Clearly, the Schools Council does

have prestige and does influence education in
Britain and
nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the development
of teachers' centers themselves.

The Schools Council Field Officers, rather than being
ex— school administrators or college or university people,
are commonly head teachers or advisers or inspectors

seconded from the field for
three years.

period of usually two or

"Seconded from the field" is a term unfamiliar

to many Americans:
in Britain,

a

commonly used in educational circles

it simply means that a person is on leave from

one position while he serves for a period of time in

another position or capacity.

When out in their service

areas, these Schools Council representatives generally

play down their Council connections, seeking to serve
local needs and initiatives, encouraging center development

and aiding center leaders in program developments or with

plans or with conferences.

Theirs is the role of the

informed facilitator, a teacher-in-the-know, one who has
access to the London facilities and materials and to the
projects.

Since there are, by now, well over 100 Schools

Council sponsored curriculum development projects, it is
important that Field Officers know of them or know where to

17

find out about them.

With Britain divided into 11 areas,

each served by a Field Officer, the area an
officer must

cover is extensive.

When one realizes that ten years ago there was no
Schools Council, no LEA maintained teachers' centers (with
a few exceptions)

,

no "wardens" or "teacher leaders" or

"curriculum development officers," and no national curri-

culum projects, one can assess the tremendous organizational
and curriculum change that has come into British education.

The present situation is almost entirely the outgrowth of
the curriculum development projects sponsored by the Nuffield

Foundation, especially

science projects.

the Nuffield math and the Nuffield

As Hamflett says,

in 1963 Nuffield launched amongst others, three
projects of significance in the primary field Primary
Mathematics 5-13, this was bridging two years into the
secondary years, 11-13; Nuffield Science, again a 5 to
13 project; and Modern Languages, which was from 8 and
running through into the secondary years. . . The significant thing about the primary projects was that they
saw as an essential part of the involvement in the
project trials opportunities for teachers to meet
locally (1) to share their experience, (2) to, I suppose,
have workshop-type courses . . . (3) opportunities for
teachers to make materials of their own, and (4) inevitably
to feedback in a two way relationship to the project
c
team. J
.

.

.

^Interview, Hamflett, 17 March 1972

—

:
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In ghjJ-dren a nd their Primary Schools

.

The Plowden Report,

we find the authors commenting on teachers'
centers as
follows

We hope that, as in mathematics, teachers' centres will
encourage initiative in teachers and will certainly not
be used to draw up school syllabuses, though examples
of the materials which can be handled by children at
ages, and of the ways in which investigation
has developed in individual instances, can be useful.
They should provide opportunities for teachers to extend
their own scientific knowledge by practical work, and
by study courses and lectures given by experts. The new
methods demand more knowledge in teachers. There ought
also to be opportunities for them to make apparatus to
use in school and to discuss with their colleagues the
innovations they are trying out, and opportunities for
them to see each other's work in the classroom. There
already exist the field study centres at Flatford,
Malharm Tarn and elsewhere which have done much for the
further education of teachers in biology and, more
particularly, ecology, and a similar need exists in the
non -biological sciences. The precise relationship
wh ich ought to exist between teachers' centres,
institutes of education and colleges of technology will
probably vary from area to area but we have little doubt
that some kind of partnership is needed.^
Similarly, Edith Biggs, the member of Her Majesty's

Inspectorate justly famed for her work in mathematics,

declares in 1969, in a "Note to Third Edition" of

Mathematics in Primary Schools:
6

Great Britain, Department of Education and Science,
Children and their Primary Schools Vol. 1: Report.
A report of the Central Advisory Council for Education
(England)
1967, Vol. 1, p. 244, #674.
,

,

^
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The Bulletin (Schools Council Curriculum Bulletin
No. 1) itself and the Schools Council/Nuffield
Foundation's Development Projects in mathematics (five to
thirteen) and in primary science
have focussed
teachers' interest on current changes in teaching
methods. Over 130 Local Education Authorities are
concerned with the projects. Two most important outcomes have been the establishment of Teachers' Centres
and the close partnership which these ensure among infant,
junior and secondary teachers who are able to meet
regularly, in small groups, in and out of school hours
to experiment and discuss. Teachers' Centres have now
become part of the fabric of in-service training in
the majority of areas and leader teachers are running
successful courses for their colleagues. Here teachers
exchange ideas and methods, and nothing but good can
come increasing knowledge gained in this way of problems
at varying stages of children's education.
From time to
time lecturers from colleges of education give their
expert help and meet teachers in an informal way at
the Centres. There is evidence that the use of these
Centres has extended not only to many schools outside
project areas but also to many other aspects of the
Curriculum.
.

What happened, of course,

.

.

is that the Nuffield Foundation

funded the mathematics and the science projects before there

was a Schools Council.

Part of the requirement that the

Nuffield project leaders laid upon

a

cooperating educational

authority was that the trial schools should be provided by
the LEA with a center where the Nuffield materials might be
stored, where workshops on the materials and methods might be

7

Great Britain, The Schools Council, Mathematics
in Primary Schools Third Edition, Curriculum Bulletin
(London; Her Majesty's Stationery
No. 1, by Edith Biggs.
p. ix.
Office, 1969)
,

,
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held, where teachers serving as project teachers might
meet, where additional materials and modifications in

materials might be made.

These centers were, indeed, the

beginning of the teachers' center movement.

They served

the mathematics and science programs admirably, bringing

together infant, junior, and secondary teachers, bringing
in mathematics and science specialists, and disseminating

the project materials and methods and supporting teachers as

they worked in their classrooms with these new materials.
The Schools Council picked up on the Nuffield work when it
came into existence in 1964, and the joint endeavor spread
the Nuffield math and science work.
In 1967, the Schools Council issued an historic

bulletin entitled, "Curriculum Development:

Teacher's

Groups and Centres," often referred to by the simple

designation of Schools Council Working Paper No. 10.

This

booklet promoted the development of teachers' centers as
the focal point of curriculum development.

It continuously

stressed the role of local initiative and the absolute

necessity for individual teachers to come together to plan
and develop curriculum out of their experience and out of
their pupils' needs.

For an American educator, there is

„
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something remarkably refreshing in the attitude
expressed
in this document towards teachers.

One finds it in simple

phrases, as:
(b) The development, and trial use in
schools, of those
methods and materials which are judged most likel
achieve the objectives which teachers agree upon.

There it is:

"which teachers agree upon," an expression

that what teachers think really matters.

In another passage,

we find these words,
It is clear that decisions by local education authorities
and others on how best to make the response to teachers'
needs can only be realistic if genuine consultation
occurs at the earliest opportunity.^

The concern for teachers' needs, for genuine consultation, and the ability to listen and to act on what is

heard may seem, at the outset, simplistic, and obvious.
Yet to many American teachers, accustomed to being on the

bottom of the professional hierarchy, seldom consulted and
often told what is expected of them, words such as these
found in Working Paper No. 10 are, indeed, refreshing

evidence that somewhere efforts are being made to bring
teachers into processes and decisions which are part of

"Curriculum Development: Teachers'
^Schools Council,
Groups and Centres," Working Paper No. 10, (London: Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1967), p. 2.
9

Ibid,

p.

3
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their daily personal and professional lives.
to stress this at this point because

a

One needs

teachers' center

is something more than a place;

it has to do with people

and how those people interact.

Unless this is understood

clearly and constantly borne in mind, one can miss seeing
an important aspect of the British teachers' center development.

Substantively, Working Paper No. 10 sets forth the

three main functions of local groups and centers:

... the most important is undoubtedly to focus local
interest and to give teachers a setting within which
new objectives can be discussed and defined, and new
ideas, on content and methods in a variety of subjects
can be aired. The comment and criticism of local
teachers can show very clearly whether an idea which
works well in one school can succeed in another.
A second function of some centres will be complementary to the first: the schools in the area of a local
group may be among those which have been formally
invited to give new materials their trial before
publication. Where this is so the local centre of
interest will contribute to the evaluation of materials
before they are published and will feed back comments,
criticisms and suggestions for improvement. In this
respect, the role will be to give nationally initiated
work a solid foundation in widespread teacher experience
and judgment.

Thirdly, where teachers locally are not directly involved
in the trial of work which is being nationally developed
by an institution in their area they should nevertheless
be kept informed about research and development in
progress elsewhere. If teachers are to participate
fully in the work of curriculum review, they need to
be made quickly and expertly familiar with important
projects as they develop. In this way they can prepare
themselves to appraise and to modify, according to their

—
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own estimation of individual and local needs,
the
materials which may eventually become generally
available. 10

The basic elements of a teachers' center are set forth
in

these provisions, the heart of which is the classroom
is not that the educational authority must

wait, with a benign reluctance to impose on the teacher,
for the teacher to make her needs known and for the teacher

to take the initiative; rather, the authority is to provide

opportunities and resources for the classroom teacher to

respond to, and in responding, to grow in professional
expertise.

Schools Council Newsletter No.

3,

Dialogue

,

carries in its "From Readers' Letters" column an excerpt
of a letter from a Sussex teacher which indicates the role

the Schools Council Field Officer and a local teachers'

center may play in the life of

a

single teacher experiencing

a sense of professional isolation from educational innova-

tions

:

picked up Schools Council Newsletter No. 2 from a
littered staffroom coffee table. I read all with
interest, and gradually the feeling of being isolated
cut off from any real zest for better things in
education started to creep over me, as it has hundreds
.
of times during the past seven years in teaching
I

—

.

.

Teachers' Centres and the Changing
Curriculum: a report of three national conferences
SC pamphlet 6, (London: 1970), p. 6.
10 Schools Council,

,
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So I have written to ask if there is a lively branch
of the Council handy to this corner of West Sussex
W. Desmond Dornau,

Washington, Sussex. 1

1

The editor replies:
(The Schools Council does not in fact have local
branches, but we have put Mr. Dornau in touch with
the Field Officer responsible for his area and with
his local teachers' centre. .
Ed.) 1 ^

—

One is intrigued as to the outcome of this event, but at

least there was a response.

viding

a

The authority, in thus pro-

center has the initiative; it creates an environ-

ment and a spirit which enhances the teacher's personal and

professional qualities and encourages the interaction of
teachers, in the best democratic tradition, to effectuate

teacher growth and curriculum change and development.

The

key element is not authoritarian direction but authority
provision.

As the Working Paper No. 10 makes explicit:

The next step in enlarging the number of teachers
familiar with development work rests with local education
authorities supported, wherever possible, by teachers'
associations, area training organizations, colleges of
education, university departments of education, and
professional subject associations. The role of each
body depends upon the character of the grouping
achieved in each locality. The particular way in which

ll»p r0 m Readers' Letters," Dialogue
Newsletter No. 3, (June 1969), p. 15.
12 Ibid.

,

Schools Council

.
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their help can best be given should take into account
of the wishes of the teachers themselves, expressed
through their local development centres ^
.

The conclusion to Working Paper No. 10 reiterates the theme
that curriculum development must emanate from local teachers

engaged in developing the materials and the methods they
feel best suited to their situation.

There are two basic principles on which, in the Council's
view, progress on curriculum development should be
built:
first, that the motive power should come primarily from local groups of teachers accessible one to
another; secondly, that there should be effective and
close collaboration between teachers and all those who
are able to offer cooperation.
There is no hierarchy of
initiative or control. The cooperative effort of each
interest needs to be involved in an equal partnership,
and all parties should be ready to give or to seek
support

Working Paper No.

10,

"Curriculum Development:

Teachers'

Groups and Centres" was followed by yet another booklet

which summarized three national conferences.

In Gordon

Hamflett's view, these conferences were historic in stimulating the growth and development of teachers' centres in
Britain.

The Schools Council pamphlet

and The Changing Curriculum

,

a

6,

Teachers Centres

report of three national

conferences, published in 1970, reviewed these three
13 Schools Council,

14 Ibid,

p.

9,

#27.

Working Paper No.

10,

p.

7,

#24.
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national conferences held under the auspices of the Schools

Council to discuss teachers' centers.

During 1968, the Schools

Council surveyed the local education authorities on teachers'
centers and, in 1969, called together three separate conferences, covering a total of nine days and bringing together

some three hundred educators.

The 1970 report is "a selec-

tive account that concentrates on major points of agreement

and disagreement" expressed by the participants.

Gordon

Hamflett notes that following the publication of this report
in 1970,
.

.

.

it is significant that in the twelve months

following those conferences, I think, that the teachers'
centers in this country grew in number from about 270
to about 470.15
Since there are now over 500 teachers' centers in Britain
today, the growth has continued and the influence of the

Schools Council report is still felt.
Schools Council pamphlet
the 1968 survey,

6

indicated that, as of
Most

few centers had been purpose-built.

were based in school buildings and most of these were

attached to primary schools.

In 1968,

89 centers were

concerned exclusively with Nuffield or Schools Council
projects in mathematics, science, and modern languages.

^Interview, Hamflett, 17 March 1972.

:
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The report indicated that, whatever purposes
the center

might be serving, it was generally composed
of two essential
features
-a comfortable lounge or discussion room and a
workshop,
with some facilities for making tea. The lounge and
the workshop made up the core of the centre
.
.

At this time in the development of teachers' centers in
Britain, the report indicated that:

The usual programme was a combination of work related
to national projects, courses arranged by local education authority advisers, and curriculum study groups
established by teachers. Only in a minority of
centres was it clear from the (survey) returns that
study-groups had developed to the stage of systematic
local curriculum development. 17

What was clearly established by the time of the conferences

was that:
The principle of school-based work organized through
local groups had been found to be feasible, but the
manner in which such work was carried out displayed
the variety of local circumstances. 1 ®

Early on in the evolution of teachers' centers in Britain,
a

number of sensitive problems had been spotted and the

Schools Council conferences dealt with these, presenting

them rather than solving them.

The main purpose of having

centers was to serve the needs of teachers as they worked
on curriculum development.

16 SC pamphlet 6,

Generally conceded that education

p. 8.

17 Ibid.

18 Ibid.
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was undergoing great changes and that the nature
of preparing
pupils for the modern world required curriculum
development,
it was nonetheless a matter of controversy as
to how such

curriculum development would progress.

Even the term

"curriculum development" was a sticking point.

necessarily mean

a

Did this

change of curriculum or merely a deepening

of already established practices, doing better with what

was already in existence?
to run the center?

Who was to lead this development,

How would the role of the center leader,

by whatever title he might be called, relate to the wellestablished roles of British education like those of head
teacher,

local advisers, heads of secondary departments, and

the authority's own education officers?

Moreover,

if a new

role were introduced into education, did it not perforce
require a re-definition of all roles?

Was it necessary to

have a full-time curriculum development person or would
part-time or voluntary leader be appropriate?
should a center be?

must

a

a

How large

How many teachers or how many schools

center serve to be an effective unit?

A question

of vital importance was how to get teachers into the center,

the how turning on problems of the center's offerings and
on the time available to teachers but also acknowledging
the fact that some teachers who might most need the center's
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influences might be most reluctant to appear at the
center.
Clearly,

for the conference participants at the Schools

Council conferences in 1969, there were far more questions
than answers.
If the 1969 conferences raised difficult questions

about teachers' centers, they also set forth some agreements,

some principles.

Centers,

it was agreed,

the product of local conditions and local needs.

should be

Their

growth should be evolutionary, arising from local teachers,
from local needs, to do local curriculum development work.
Thus, to initiate a center out of some theory, to develop
one by imitating one established elsewhere, to get involved

with

a

building or with facilities and

a staff

which did

not arise from local initiative were poor practices likely

to impose a burden on already burdened teachers, to make

coercive what was supposed to be helpful, and to prejudice
the success of any curriculum development endeavors.

The

teachers' center was, by analogy, thought of as the church,
its participants as its communicants, and the spirit which

bound them together was regarded as essential without which
good works could not proceed.
ference report noted:

As the Schools Council con-
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Contributors at the conferences stressed that the
significance of teachers' centres did not lie in the
buildings and their equipment. Their importance
lay in what they represented:
a movement to promote
change in the curriculum which drew its strength from
school-based developments and the widespread participation of teachers who gave the lead in the whole
process.
If this is to be more than a pretty piece
of mythology, then the consequence of change must be
accepted.
Participation is the popular solution for
many political and social problems. The logic must be
followed through:
in a democratic society greater
participation by people may offer more possibilities
of solving some problems, but equally it will raise
other problems. This is true of a strategy of curriculum development that seeks to give a dominant role
to teachers in schools. And it is why at the heart
of so many of the areas of possible future development
lie the human problems of adaptation to new attitudes
and relationships. 19
As one may note, the role of

a

teachers' center warden in

such a new institution is difficult.

If he is entirely

passive, holding back awaiting the surging demands of

teachers to group themselves into curriculum development
teams after school, he may wait in vain, a mere clerk of
the institution.

If he aggressively searches out needs and

puts together teacher groups to work on curriculum development, he may indeed be indulging fancied needs and may be

coercing teachers to take up what they really have no heart
for.

If he presses forward national project materials or

new commercial materials, setting forth exhibitions and

-^Ibid., p. 27.
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workshops on such materials, he runs the risk of huckstering
and of alienating teachers.

It is little wonder that the

conference participants suggested that teachers' center

wardens have some special skills:
greater expertise in group discussion work, a sound
understanding of behavioural psychology, of the work
done on curriculum planning, of related fields of
sociology, and a working knowledge of resources and
information needed by teachers. But this is a very
sketchy outline of the skills required for this role.^
a

Generally speaking, the centers should be in the control of
teachers.

Center wardens, in some manner, should form

advisory committees to help in policy formation, in program
development, and in aiding the warden to determine what

truly are the needs of local teachers and how best they
might be met.

The presence of such a body, if nothing else,

helps assure teachers that policies and programs are being
made by those who have their interest in mind rather than

by an isolated member of the educational profession selected
for an elitist role in the educational hierarchy.

The issue of getting teachers to use the center posed
the question of the center's program and the availability of
time.

It seems clear that centers try to provide what they

think teachers want.

^Ibid.,

p.

This means that the center warden has

25.
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to be out in schools, has to be responsive to his center

committee, and has to conduct some sort of survey of the

teachers in his area,

"a slow business and at times disap-

pointing to the enthusiast involved, but it was an essential preliminary stage." 21

Early in the life of centers, courses were offered
to teachers.

In British terminology,

a

"course" may be

anything from a one session meeting led by

a local

teacher

or advisor to a full-fledged university offering, though

clearly the merit and credit of each is not regarded as
equal.

Thus, courses in a teachers'

center may be one or

more sessions devoted to a topic, and early in a center's
life most courses are concerned with some national curricu-

lum development project.

It was a course,

as in Nuffield

Primary Mathematics, which served to introduce many teachers
to the work of a teachers' center.

Working with local

inspectors or advisers, center wardens could frequently
devise courses which carried on from the national projects
or which began a new tack altogether.

Clearly productive

workshops were preferred over lecture courses.

A teachers'

center is well suited to workshop presentations or courses
21 Ibid.,

p.

14.

2
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since it possesses the tools and equipment

,

the supplies

and the materials with which to work as well as a place

to work where projects undertaken by teachers separately
or in groups may be left until completed.
One lesson has already been learnt by centres. When
launching study or working groups, it was essential
to limit the aims and demands on time. What was
attempted had to be capable of producing a tangible
result, be it a report or some teaching material,
within a definite period of time; if this were not
so then the group was in danger of becoming a
dwindling talking-shop . 22

A "talking-shop", certainly expresses the least satisfactory
use of a teacher center, yet, a center ought to provide
for the social needs of teachers and talk that is part of

socialization, part of communication across the boundaries
of schools, across the school levels, is indeed very impor-

tant.

The fact that the initial Nuffield project materials

bridged the junior and secondary years made it important
that these two levels of British school teachers get together.
Indeed, in this sense, British schools may use the teachers'

center as an instrumentality of curriculum articulation and

systematization for what has heretofore been

a

highly diver-

the
sified educational structure, one which has owed much of

unity of curriculum, method, and goals it has known to

2

Ibid.

—
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external examinations.
Time for teachers to work at the center is as
important a topic as is the program.

Getting the teachers

released from school during class hours is no easier
if as easy

— in

Britain than it is here.

Since British

primary and junior schools are commonly smaller than

American elementary schools, the absence of one of more
faculty members during the school day may pose hardships

both on the pupils and on fellow teachers.

While substitute

teachers may be brought in, this is scarcely an adequate
solution in the long run.

The development work in a

teachers' center frequently requires the services of an

interested, enthusiastic teacher, often one of the most

talented in

a

school,

person over

a

period of time with

and to sustain the loss of such
a

a

substitute is hardly

fair to the children, nor is it a happy situation for fellow

teachers and for the head teacher.

Since

a

head teacher

is in absolute control of his school, working to make his

school develop its own definite standards and character,
he is often less than enthusiastic about staff absences
for development work even while recognizing the importance

of the work in the long run.

of a teacher

1

s

It may be that clever scheduling

time may provide developmental opportunities
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at other than the tag end of a hard teaching day.

it may

be that the teachers' unions will negotiate released time

provisions for developmental work.

when the Schools Council pamphlet
answers

At present, as in 1970
6

was published, the

to released time for teachers still elude the

educational authorities, heads, wardens, and education
officers alike.

It is a problem which will soon grow acute

in Britain since the Department of Education's 1972 report

Teacher Education and Training 23 commonly referred to as
,

the James Report, calls for a massive program of in-service

education for Britain's teachers to be implemented within
a few years.

For the purposes of center wardens and teachers,

the Schools Council conference report did come up with
satisfactory,

if brief,

a

definition of curriculum develop-

ment and of in-service education, both functions to be

served through teachers' centers.

These two elements of

professional change are so inextricably linked that it is
often assumed that by doing one, one is automatically doing
the other.

Certainly one can make

a

case for such a premise.

Department of Education and Science,
A report by a Committee of
Teacher Education and Training
Inquiry appointed by the Secretary of State for Education
and Science, under the Chairmanship of Lord James of
(London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1972).
Rusholme.

^Great Britain,

.

.
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Yet the report draws a distinction, one which aids in

keeping
adviser.

a

center warden's role separate from that of an
The warden is the curriculum development facili-

tator, one who knows the steps of, and possesses skills in,

curriculum development irrespective of subject specialty.
As Jim Jordon, Warden, Yeovil Teachers' Centre, wrote of

himself on taking up his job as warden:
was to be a catalyst, an enabler, an agent of change,
developer of curriculum. it was all going to happen
in three small rooms in Yeovil. 2 ^

I
a

And he goes on to note:
The warden of a Teachers' Centre must work in something
of a rarified atmosphere. He must have a vested interest in change. The Teachers' Centre can acquire an
exaggerated reputation for being a progressive institution simply by being a place where it is expected that
changes shall be made. Just as naturally it must
expect criticism from various traditionalist groups
remaining unconvinced of the need for, or the value
of, change. 25

And then he comes to the dual nature of curriculum development

:

The obvious first importance of a Teachers' Centre is
that it shall be a meeting place. Whilst innovation
must begin in one creative teacher's mind it can only
develop and spread if it is considered by others. That
teachers come together doesn't mean anything will happen

"Change in action," Schools and innovasupplement to Dialogue Schools Council News-

24 Jim Jordan,

tion 1870-1970
letter (February 1970)
,

25 Ibid

,

,

p.

14.

^

"
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"curricular wise". The Teachers' Centres
have, quite
properly, become the focal point for
most in-service
training within the locality. 26
On

the other hand,

in contrast to wardens,

a subject or activity specialist,

an adviser is

one who may not necessarily

be skilled in curriculum development but
who is deeply

knowledgeable in one or more curriculum specialities.

A center warden may be in schools as

a

passive agent, one

observing the scene as it were, gathering information,
sensing
needs which he may help meet, assessing the success or
failure of projects developed in working parties at his
center.

The scene of action for the warden is the center.

An adviser, on the other hand, is in schools to aid teachers
in their teaching,

to work alongside them in classrooms

with children, to be

a source of strength in methods and

ideas as a teacher implements a lesson in

a

curriculum.

As

Joseph Featherstone remarks, when commenting on the change
in the British inspectorate from "educational policeman" to

becoming members of an "advisory service,
Some of the liveliest authorities, such as Leicestershire, have set up distinct advisory offices with no
administrative responsibilities except to spread ideas
and train teachers in new methods .
26 Ibid.
77

'Joseph Feather stone s Schools Where Children Learn
(New York: Liveright, 1971), p. 22.
1

,

.
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Featherstone draws an important moral
from his observations on the changed role of the
British inspectorates:

external rules enforced from without not
only have
little positive effect on schools but tend
to make
their practices rigidify through fear.
Where
government and local inspectors have ceased
inspecting
and taken up advising, the results have
been excellent. 28

The advisers' prime place of work is in the
schools with
teachers,

both during and after schools, to help them

with teaching problems.

it is this distinction that is

implicit in the definition, then:
For a given area of learning, curriculum development
was the process of their teaching, the construction
of methods and materials to achieve the objectives,
an assessment of their effectiveness, and finally a
feedback of these results to form a new starting
point for further study.
In-service training was
essentially the imparting of the results of successful
curriculum development and the reinforcement of that
success 29

Clearly when
center,

a

warden comes to program courses for his

it is with the advisers that he may work in

planning programs and he looks to advisers to be workshop
leaders,

if their special expertise is required and

available.
Teachers' centers, growing from the first days

when they were part of the delivery and feedback system of
28 Ibid.
29

SC pamphlet 6,

p.

23.
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the Nuffield projects, have finally
emerged as new educa-

tional institutions in Britain.

Some now are huge and

complex purpose-built institutions employing
reprographic
specialists, secretaries, technologists in
TV and photo-

They are engaged in

a

variety of enterprises

curriculum development, in-service education,
materials
production, data bank and resource centers, a nexus
of

many educational activities and constituencies.
s ^ill

Others

are one or two rooms in an old primary school, served

by a volunteer.

In the middle range of teachers'

centers,

where most are to be found today, is an interesting group
of centers, and an interesting group of people.

Time now

to visit a variety of centers and wardens, the first

among them being Ernest Millington and Gordon V. Pape,

both of whom are located in greater

London separated by

miles of government and financial buildings, tourist
attractions,

industrial sites, docks on the Thames, and an

endless number of stations on the Underground.

Time too

to turn to other centers in other parts of England, as

widely separated as Derbyshire and Hampshire, Bath and
Banbury.

,
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CHAPTER III
BRITISH EDUCATORS AND TEACHERS' CENTERS
These poor neighborhoods, these downtown neighborhoods, have always traditionally had an enormous
staffing problem, rapid turn-over of staff, people
not wanting to live in the neighborhood, and the
problem of commuting
Last year and this year, for the first time ever,
we've had no staffing problems and (the Chief
Education Officer) attributes it to the teachers'
centre 30
.

.

.

.

Mr. Ernest Millington,

Teacher- in -Charge
Newham Teachers' Centre,
Outer London

Through the third floor windows of the Victorian
school building which houses the Newham Teachers' Centre,
as far as the eyes may see through the industrial haze,

stretch the neat rows of two-story, attached houses, each

with its small patch of lawn in front and its walled yard
in the rear.

Mile after mile, the chimney pots of these

homes march, row after row.

The lace curtains in the

windows of the homes and the varied colors of the bow
front window frames are all that distinguish one home from

30 Interview with Ernest Millington, Teacher-inNewham Teachers' Centre, Plaistow, E. 13.,

Charge,
20 March 1972.
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another.

in the distance, one can barely make
out the

gantries,

the cranes,

of the London docks.

A monolithic

highrise apartment house breaks the horizon
in another
direction.

Dominating the scene off in the east is the

West Ham Football Stadium.
Down this stretch of the Thames, Hitler’s bombers

came night after night to bring to this district of
London
the awful distinction of suffering the greatest residential destruction of any section of London.

Here during

the grim depression days before World War II, these single-

family homes housed two and three families, the men

employed as laborers in the heavy industry of the area.
The worst of the housing is now inhabited by the undereducated,
Kenyans,

district.
violence,

less-skilled British workers and by the immigrant.
Pakistanis, Indians, and West Indians live in the

Not a high crime area, it is an area of sudden
some drug abuse,

of teen-age gangs.

It is an

area of flight, an area from which people move as soon as

they can; it is an area which the young flee when old

enough and as soon as they can get jobs in the more prestigious areas of London.

It is also an educational authority

which comprises 129 schools, from primary to schools of
further education including special schools for the deaf

.
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and for the educationally sub-normal
(ESN schools)

.

it is

an area which is the speical concern
of Mr. Ernest

Millington, Teacher-in-Charge of the
Newham Teachers’

Centre
Mr. Ernest Millington is a burly gentleman,

middle-aged, who occupies an office up

a

flight of stairs

in what may only be described as a mezzanine,

a

room

wedged in between the third floor and the roof, of
the New
cit y Primary School, a Victorian school of stucco, high
ceilings, narrow staircases, and the combined smells of
children, airlessness,

janitorial cleansers, and the musty

bookish neglect of three quarters of

a century.

Like the

houses of the neighborhood which date from 1890's the school
seems unchanged.

Today, however,

it houses on the first

two floors fewer than 400 children.
days,

it enrolled 800 children.

Years ago, in depression

Now that the enrollment

has fallen off, the third floor has been turned over to be

used as

a

teachers' center.

work, but not the only site.

It is the site of Mr. Millington's

The Newham Teachers' Centre

also has an art and drama center on the first floor of

nearby school.

Mr. Millington is a jovial man,

rich of

voice, one who lingers over words, who savors them.

enjoys talking.

a

He

His black-bearded round face, his thinning
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hair which he pushes back from the temples
regularly, his
glasses perched on the end of his nose over which
he peers
intently, all mark him as a Dickensian character.

The

impression is heightened by the desk behind which he
slouches.
it.

A sea of papers, books,

pamphlets,

He shuffles through this pile and that,

an article which supports his point.

rolls over

searching for

Patiently

Mrs. Robinson, his secretary who moves about the piles
of papers and stacks of books,

in and around file cabinets,

with the precise grace and delicacy of
fish amid the lily pads,
for.

At the same time,

a

Heron spearing

locates what it is he's looking
she tidies up a bit here and there.

This center, established in December 1964,
Mr. Millington says, was once a single room housing the

Nuffield math project, one of 14 such locations about
England which were developed in cooperation with local

education authorities to help disseminate the Nuffield
Foundation supported curriculum development project in
primary mathematics.

The Nuffield Foundation,

like the

Ford Foundation, owes its resources to the motor car
industry.

Some teachers' center wardens attribute the

foundation's interest in math and science education to the
British loss of markets, to the need to compete with

a
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rising German and Japanese industry, to
the national need

England possesses to throw itself back into

a

leadership

role through industrial and technological
excellence after

losing command of the Empire and its resources.
the argument goes,

is to compete,

if England,

it will take a differ-

ently educated citizen than the schools had been providing
for Empire leadership.

in any event, because two of the

Nuffield math project members came from the Newham district,
^

site was located in the Newham area.

a single

What started as

room in the New City Primary School, devoted to

mathematics, has spread to the whole third floor, encom-

passing all curriculum areas and all levels of schooling.

Today Millington's center serves 1,800 teachers in 129
schools,

80% of whom attended functions of some sort in the

center last year, for an average of

5

visits per teacher.

In the streets below the sounds of lorries grinding
in low gear comes through the windows.

In the late after-

noon, the center is empty except for the three of us,
Mr. Millington, Mrs. Robinson,

the secretary, and me.

A music teacher breaks in to ask if he may get some sheet

music reproduced.

Indeed, he may.

Millington notes that

it is just this sort of service which has made his center

such an important part of the educational scene.

There is
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place teachers can come to for help.

questions

I

I

have three

ask of visitors to the center," says

Mr. Millington.

how can

"i

"Coffee or tea?

help you?"

say No, you know."

the office.

Cream and sugar?

He leans back and laughs.

And,

"We don’t

A chubby teen-age girl shyly comes into

Millington breaks off his remarks again to

speak to her.

She is one of the local secondary commerce

students, one of those who as part of their practical

training in office work help out in the teachers' center
for short periods.
in the city.

She wants a recommendation for

a

job

Millington is warm, kindly in his manner.

Yes, he will write in her behalf.

He suggests we walk about

the center.

Down the Jacob's ladder of

a

staircase from the

mezzanine, we enter a large center hall surrounded by what,
in other days,

were eight classrooms.

The center of the

large hall contains a long display and poster board area.

Posters of the gas works, gas processing and distribution,
are on display.

Free posters are rolled up for any teacher

who might want one.

A constant supply of such free materials,

commonly supplied as advertising, public service, material

by commercial houses, is available.

Mr. Millington indi-

cates in the course of our walk that he is constantly
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scrounging up free materials
for his teachers.

A school

closes down and he accumulates
reams and reams of paper
and.

perhaps, a press as well,

a salesman visits and he

secures samples in quantity of
duplicating stencils and
paper. A publisher's representative
makes available some
books.

So it goes,

something here and something there,

and the needs of teachers are met
in many different ways
from many different sources.

The old classrooms, now painted in light
blue,
are simple and unpretentious with chairs,
tables, display
areas, blackboard and corkboards.

to a special subject area.

The rooms are each devoted

There is

a

math and science

room,

a

history and social studies room,

room,

a

professional library for teachers' use,

religious education.

a

language arts
a

Since the district contains

population for whom English may be

a

room for
a

large

second language, much

attention is devoted to the development of an English

curriculum for these students.
project for such students,

"SCOPE," a Schools Council

is available at the center,

more

preferred for these students than "Breakthrough to Literacy,"
another Schools Council project,
of beginners' reading program.

a

Sylvia Ashton Warner type
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Millington
in the district are,

s

relations with the head teachers
on the whole, good, he informs you.

Surprisingly enough, he has some difficulties
with the
head of the school in whose building his center
is housed.
He and his center are regarded as intruders, taking
space
the school's head feels he needs and, perhaps,

suggesting

changes in curriculum and methodology the school's teachers
are either unprepared to accept or wish to move to too

Millington discounts the validity of these reasons,

cfuickly.

his attitude expressed with
a

a

sigh of resignation that such

condition should exist.
Though Millington talks little about

it,

it is

clear that he is an advocate of change, that he believes
the curriculum of the schools he works with must change

and become relevant to the lives of the pupils in his
district.

Because he feels this so strongly, he talks

about the importance of the CSE Mode III, the Certificate
of Secondary Education which may be granted to a student

completing

a

locally-designed course, the syllabus and

examination of which has been submitted to
teacher body for approval.
a

teacher

a

regional

a

CSE courses offer

a

school or

way to meet local curriculum needs and still

receive accreditation by an external body.

Universities
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and colleges will accept CSE passes and grades as
creden-

tials for admission, much in the manner as they accept

passes and grades in "0" level and "A" level examinations,

which are prepared and mounted by the universities and
colleges themselves.

teacher or

a

Millington stands ready to help

group of teachers devise

a

a

curriculum under

the CSE provisions.

RSLA

— Raising

the School Leaving Age is a major

concern of English educators and certainly

Ernest Millington's.
an additional year,

a

concern of

The prospect of keeping in school for
from 15 to 16, a large number of

Newham district youth poses real curriculum development
problems.

Millington has dealt with the RSLA issue

a

number of times in his Newham Teachers' Centre Bulletin,
PROJECT,

published and distributed to teachers once each

term during the school year.

In his July 1971 issue,

Mr. Millington notes,

We are just one school year away from two major educational changes, the reorganization of all Newham
secondary schools into an 11-18 comprehensive system
and the raising of the statutory school leaving age
to sixteen. ^1
"Editorial: Dear Colleagues,"
(Newham Teachers' Centre Bulletin, Plaistow,
PROJECT
July 1971)
p. 1.
E. 13 .
31 Ernest Millington,

,

,

,
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In this same issue,

The School Leaving

almost entirely devoted to "Raising

Age— A Grim

Challenge?", Millington

attention to the Schools Council supported curriculum development projects which may be helpful to those

planning curriculum for the students to be kept on the

additional year.

For the instruction and guidance of

educators in the Newham area, he also lists the BBC's
20 radio and 20 television programs, which throughout

1971-72, were beamed to nation's educational leaders and

teachers for their discussion and planning as they prepared
locally for the 1972-73 RSLA year.

At Newham Teachers'

Centre, as elsewhere at other teachers' centers and in

secondary schools throughout England, teams of teachers
met regularly to view, discuss, and report back to their

colleagues in schools the substance of the BBC's programs.
"Each week, one television programme, one radio programme

and one chapter from the relevant BBC booklet will, together,

contribute to an integrated week's study," announced

Millington in his bulletin.

He theh listed the program.

If RSLA has been a pre-occupation of Millington and

his colleagues, especially those in secondary education,
the problem of developing a relevant curriculum for the

secondary pupil has been of considerable interest to them.

.
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has promoted and chaired

a

number of inter-school

conferences for secondary youth and their teachers, often

bringing in local political leaders, dealing with issues
of racism,

immigration,

sex and promiscuity, violence,

and career opportunities.

He has devoted the pages of his

bulletin to these issues too.

His November 1971 issue of

PROJECT was devoted entirely to informing Newham area
teachers about "Children and Social Agencies," and listed
in its table of contents articles on:

The Police and the Young Offender
The Magistrates' Court
Probation and After-Care Service
The Borough Welfare Services
The Teacher and the N.S.P.C.C. (National Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children)
Youth and Recreation-^
Each article, authored by an expert in the field, was

addressed to the teacher in the district who might not

know of the service or who might have
knowledge of it.

a

vague or inaccurate

As one reads through Millington's bulle-

tins, one gathers that his interests and his energies range

widely and that he, as an individual, and his center, as the
nexus of many educators' and schools' interests, is an

^Ernest Millington, "Children and Social Agencies,
PROJECT (Newham Teachers' Centre Bulletin, Plaistow E.
England, November 1971)

13,
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invaluable agency carrying out the objectives he adopted
from the Schools Council when first it set forth in

Working Paper No. 10 the goals of

a

teachers' center:

1.

to focus local interest and to give teachers a
setting within which new objectives can be
discussed and new ideas aired.

2.

the schools in the area of a local group may be
among those which have been formally invited to
give new materials their trial before publication. The local centre will contribute to the
evaluation of materials and feed back comments,
criticisms and suggestions for improvement.

3.

where teachers are not involved in the trial of
work being developed nationally they should be
kept informed about research and development
in progress elsewhere. 33

Millington's bulletins are full of reports of exciting
teaching going on in primary and secondary schools
throughout the area.

A primary deputy head teacher has

developed an exciting way of using Instamatic cameras with
immigrant children to help them develop personal confidence,

motor skills, and to help them develop their language skills.
A talented young teacher has developed a way of producing
".

.

34
.A Story Using Coloured Slides and a Tape Recording."

33 Schools Council, Working Paper No.

10,

p.

6.

"Making a Story Using Colour Slides
(Newham Teachers' Centre
and a Tape-Recording," PROJECT
Bulletin, Plaistow, E. 13, March 1972).
34 Paul Collis

,

,
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"Teacher -in-Charge" is Millington's title and
the more one sees of him, the more the impression grows

that he is,

indeed,

in charge.

He thinks of himself as a

teacher, one learning with others as he works to improve

education for the teachers and for the children in his
area.

As he notes in PROJECT

,

We deeply sympathize with the over-60 year old woman
teacher who complained (about the center)
"Either
a lift or fewer stairs.
After a full hard day in
school all those DREARY stairs in that GRIM building.
Ye Godl" However, in spite of having no car and
referring to the Teachers' Centre as the Outpost
even this lady manages to use the Centre occasionally.^
,

This is Millington who from early morning till late at
night works at making the Newham Teachers' Centre
entity.

a

living

He is equally prepared to work with teacher groups,

working parties, on curriculum revision or materials preparation for any school level.

He will turn out mathematics

cards for a primary teacher, prepare drafting plates for

technical drawing instructional purposes for

a

secondary

teacher, or print up a text of local history for

of secondary teachers.

a

group

Regarding social studies and history,

he notes it's little use moralizing at these dockside young

people about not stealing.

It's much better, he asserts,

^Ernest Millington, PROJECT (July

1971),

p.

4.

,
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to develop concepts of morality by study which is within
the context of their society as, for example, to study
the development of the London docks,

first constructed to

eliminate cargo thefts from the ships lying in the river,

discharging their goods by lighter.

Sixty percent of those

goods never reached their destination, he declares, before
the docks were built.
ment,

part of

a

Education is

a

part of the environ-

societal whole, and children need an

education which relates them to their world and to their
society and to the future.

It is this that Ernest

Millington feels so keenly, articulates so persuasively.
A teachers' center provides services.

The Newham

Teachers' Centre possesses "reprographic" equipment,

workshops, a pottery work area, a lounge for relaxing and
for discussions,

a

library,

curriculum work areas.

as well as the specialized

A reprographic area or room is

devoted to all kinds of equipment needed for the reproduction of printed and photographic materials.

Electronic

stencil cutters, heat duplicators, multi-color duplicating
machines,

simple spirit duplicators, address-o-graphs

bindery equipment

— these

pieces of equipment and others

are often found in teachers' centers.

Millington's center

has a darkroom and is soon to have its own TV laboratory
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and equipment.

It's all available to teachers.

Open from

early morning until late in the evening, often
open during
holidays,

the center can be used by any teacher who cares

to use it:

use is voluntary.

The biggest hurdle

a

teacher

has is in getting to the teachers' center during school
hours, but, with the cooperation of the head teacher,

it is

possible for working parties of teachers to come to the
center in the early part of the afternoon and to work

uninterrupted until evening time.

However, the majority

of the center's activities come in after-school time,

from

4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Presently the Newham Teachers' Centre does not
possess facilities for extensive social activities for
teachers,

a lack Mr.

Millington feels keenly.

The authority

intends to build a purpose-built teachers' center in the
future,

one which will have a social center.

Millington

feels a social center to which teachers may come may help
to reduce the sense of isolation many teachers may feel in

urban areas, especially new and young teachers recently

arrived in the city.

This concern for the teacher's

personal welfare falls into what Mr. Millington refers to as
his "pastoral" duties, tending to his flock, as it were.
Often, he notes,

a

lonely, troubled teacher merely wants
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someone to talk to,

someone with whom to share her personal

and professional problems.

It's not counseling,

in any

formal sense of the word, but it is being available,
responsive, understanding,

and non-threatening.

A teacher may

come to the center leader when she may hesitate to take

her problems to the head teacher of her school or to her
colleagues.
such

a

Often Mr. Millington is called upon to help

teacher with problems involving course work she may

be undertaking for a university,

a

her immediate professional duties.

matter quite outside
As Ernest Millington

speaks, his words come forth low and rich amid the puffs
of blue smoke from the pipe he's lighting.

One senses

the degree to which the teachers' center, not as a physical

institution alone but

a

center of human interaction and

professional change as well, has become

a

part of the man.

Little wonder that he is often called upon by the Schools

Council to preside over conferences for teachers' center
leaders and wardens from other areas.

Like other leaders

and wardens too, he attends the workshops on teachers'

centers and on curriculum developments organized by the
Schools Council and by various educational authorities.

One

cannot be an expert in all fields of education, but one can
at least know something of what's going on.

Indeed,
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Millington disavows any expertise at
all.
job,

he asserts,

it's not his

to give the last word to teachers;
rather,

it is his job to facilitate their
growth and development

by providing the circumstances and conditions
which make
it possible for teachers to draw upon
their own strengths

or upon the strengths of their fellow teachers,

Millington sits in on

working group involved in some

a

curriculum or professional matter, he does so as
cipant.

There it is;

unending.

when

a

parti-

the work of a center leader is

He is involved in the lives of the community

people and their children; involved in the lives of the
teachers; involved in the processes of curriculum change
and curriculum development; involved in providing all kinds
of services and materials to his teachers;

learning,

involved in

in keeping up with a rapidly changing world.

There

— uncooperative

inade-

are frustrations aplenty

head teachers,

quate financial resources, pressures of time and of getting
teachers released for work, too many demands and too little
staff help.

Fortunately, Ernest Millington has the unwaver-

ing support of his educational leader, an infinite belief
in his own capacity to do the job,

and boundless good will

and dedication to serving his fellow teachers.
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Millington's center is an
excellent example of
the way in which a center
comes to embody the personality
of the leader, the nature
of the community his center
serves,
and the educational needs
which the children and the
teachers
manifest.
So perfectly attuned to the
Newham area is his
center that one would have difficulty
imagining his center

operating as it does

elsewhere.

He has brought to his center

a concern for interfacing the
schools and the community,

for

developing ever more open informational
and cooperative
channels between the community

'

s

social service agencies and

the schools so that the grave problems
of the community may

be ameliorated.

Similarly, he has sought to bring ever

greater relevance to the curriculum so that the
disparity

between school studies and children's lives is
lessened and
education for the Newham children meets their needs.
made his center

a

haven of service for teachers,

pastoral concern as well as

a

place of resources.

a

He has

center of

Millington'

perspective, as he plays out his "Teacher-in-charge" role is
the Newham district,

community with

a

a

discrete,

identifiable educational

constituency of parents and children, heads

snd teachers, each having its own needs,

special claim on Ernest Millington.

each laying its

Across the city, in

the county offices of the Inner London Education Authority,

.
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Mr. G. V. Pape has a different
perspective, many varied

constituencies, and much vaster concerns
if one is to
judge by the role he plays.

Yet if Millington meets the

needs of his constituents through his
center, Pape similarly

meets the needs of his constituents
through

a

range of

center activities encompassing the work of
in-serive

education
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This isn't quite the
English way of doina thinoe
Ct aCCOrdin 9 t0
-e and'
according ? inspiration
and individual initiative
and
9 W a
lt ha
azard1 ^
see. but the
end
product of it is something
~
very well worthwhile'. 3 6

^

^

.

^

G. V.

Pape, Staff Inspector
for
Primary Education, The Inner
London Education Authority

ln his small,

;

antral courtyard

immaculate office overlooking
the

of the County Building
which houses the

educational offices of the Inner
London Education Authority,
Mr. Pape leaned back in his
chair and remarked that close

adherence to long-range planning,
checklists of pre -operational conditions to be met,
extensive guidelines for

programmatic development aren't part of
"the English way
of doing things.

.

."

though,

no doubt,

faced with a

revolution in education, English educators
are going to

have to pay much more attention to these
things than they
have heretofore.
Mr.

Pape is a large man, tall and imposing.

hair streaked with grey flows back from his forehead.
face is broad,

somewhat grave in appearance.

if marked by reserve.

There is

Dark
His

His demeanor

a sense of calm,

dispassion-

ate analysis to his discussion; patient, polite; underneath

^Interview with G. V. Pape, Staff Inspector for
Primary Education, Inner London Education Authority, County
Building, London, 28 March 1972

bU

the surface one senses a
man much in command of
educational
operations in London's 900
primary schools and their
10,000
primary teachers. if Ernest
Millington in his aerie in
New City Primary School loohs
lovingly out over his Newham
district, Mr. Pape, deep in the
educational fortress of
the County Building, down
endless corridors of gleaming
linoleum, operates out of a small
office to bring change
to the primary schools of inner
London.

He has the assis-

tance of 80 inspectors of education
and 10 advisory teachers,

heads of schools seconded for

educational authority.

a

year’s service with the

The main weapon in their arsenal

for educational improvement is in-service
education.

A

support system to this educational improvement
are the
teachers' centers.

As Pape points out,

there have been

in-service courses offered in the city for many years,
much

before teachers' centers were developed, and much improvement came through these in-service courses.

However,

the

development of the teachers' centers has brought to inservice education a sustaining influence, an on— site support,

which can hardly be underestimated in helping teachers
realize the potential of the courses they receive under the

in-service education rubric.
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As Mr. Pape note S/

from three sources.

in-service education may come

First, of course,

in-service educa-

tion for practicing teachers
may come from the university
institutes of education, some thirty
of which may be found
in the greater London area.

Second,

the local education

authorities mount their own in-service
education courses,
often utilizing local schools and
teachers' centers as
sites for such courses.

Third,

the Department of Education

and Science, the national governmental
body entrusted

with education in Britain, offers short,
often summer or
holiday courses as well as long, half year
or full year,
courses for teachers.

These latter are often located at

teacher training colleges or

a t

universities.

In addition,

teachers' centers themselves may offer courses for the

teachers in their region and it is not uncommon for inservice education to be carried on by

a

school staff as

part of its own development, especially where the staff
is sufficiently large to develop its own talent and

leadership.
a

Often

a

local inspector helps out with such

school-based in-service course.

While in-service educa-

tion has been part of the Inner London educational scene
for many years,

great changes in British education began

to take place with the Nuffield Foundation's development

.
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of project materials in mathematics
and science.
ago,

Ten years

Pape notes, he attended a
mathematics course at an

out-county site in Kent taught by Edith
Biggs, the famed
HMI

Her Majesty's Inspector

—who

has influenced the

development and spread of modern mathematics
in Britain;
"an absolute wizard in primary
mathematics," Pape calls

her.

7

Mr. Pape and teachers from London attended
her

workshop, sought to take back to the London
teachers the

experiences they had.

it was precisely this difficulty

in translating an experience from an in-service
workshop

to the local schools and sustaining it until it took
hold

that has made the teachers’ centers such an important
^*3clition to the

British educational scene.

When Pape

inquired of Edith Biggs how many teachers would build on
their workshop experience,

it was her estimate that no more

than 10 to 15% would unless there was

a

follow-up,

a

tragically grave loss in view of the need for educational
improvement
It then became clear that to maximize the impact

of in-service education,

it would be necessary to bring

Edith Biggs to London, rather than London teachers, one by
one,

to Edith Biggs at

37 Ibid.

a

remote workshop in Kent.

Pape
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recalls that

math facility for teachers was
established

a

at a London training college,
the first of many such

specialized curriculum development
facilities.

Similarly,

some 8 years ago a Nuffield science
center was established

and is still going strong.

what started as

a

As time went on, of course,

mathematics center became more generalized,

coming to embrace all areas of the curriculum
and all levels
of schools.

indicated,

The comprehensive teachers' center, Mr. Pape

grew out of the specialized centers which

served the Nuffield projects, both mathematics and
science.

"Nuffield gave it

a shot

and the staff had

a

in the arm.

They had the staff

missionary zeal," he noted.

Now there

are ten multi-purpose centers in the Inner London areas

with the exception of the Lewisham district.

Additionally,

there are numerous special curriculum centers, as

a

new

reading center which this year will utilize its television

equipment to bring in-service educational programs to

wide area and

a

a

number of the Inner London schools hooked

up with the Authority's closed circuit TV system.

reading center is an out-growth of

a

The

1968 reading survey

conducted by the Inner London Authority and the in-service

38lbid.
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program which has been mounted
reflects the Authority's

willingness to invest funds in critical
areas of curriculum development.

In addition to the reading center,

officially called the Centre for Language
in Primary Education,

there are special centers devoted to
science, maths,

English, history, health education, music,
and so on.

foreign language

The multi-purpose centers have been located,

insofar as possible,

for maximum accessability so that

travel distances, in after-school hours, won't
be so time
consuming.
In addition to the London centers, the Inner London

Education Authority owns

a

residential teachers' center in

Surrey, about thirty miles from London.

country mansion, "The Manor,
at Stoke d Abernon,

"

It is an old

situated on beautiful grounds

capable of housing some 48 teachers on

weekend or leave-time retreats.
years ago by the local Authority.

It was purchased some six

As is true with a number

of other educational authorities, the purchase and main-

tenance of residential teachers' centers is regarded as

a

valuable addition to the in-service educational program
and to the educational support system of centers and

advisers working with teachers.

At the Manor,

in mid-March,

one of London's inspectors was conducting a weekend work-
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shop for teachers, a Design and
Decoration Workshop.

Residential centers are also used to
house visiting educators from other authorities and the
Inner London Authority
is now entering upon an interchange
of visits with the

educational leaders of the West Riding of
Yorkshire.
"A sort of home and away thing," Mr.
Pape calls it, wherein

head teachers and advisers from each authority
will have
the opportunity to learn from one another.

When asked

why the Inner London Authority was working with
authority, Mr. Pape responded that,

a

Yorkshire

"It's a good and

enterprising authority," particularly noted for its outstanding primary schools developed under the leadership of
Sir Alec Clegg, Chief Education Officer 39
.

The Inner London area is

a

large and diverse one,

presenting great differences in the social, economic, and
racial make-up of the neighborhoods which comprise the
total Inner London Education Authority.

In response to

conditions of deprivation, there have been designated
what are called "EPA's

— Educational

Priority Areas."

index of characteristics has been devised to identify
an EPA.

School heads in an Educational Priority Area
39

Ibid.

An
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receive an additional

fc

600 to h 900

(pounds)

a

year to

spend as they may see fit to
improve the educational

offerings and quality of their
schools.

The money may go

for supplementary staff or it
may be spent for books or

materials, or for building or
playground equipment.

No

limit is placed on how the head teacher
may spend his

funds.

Among the characteristics which bring

a

school

this kind of "positive discrimination,"
as Mr. Pape called
it borrowing the term from the Plowden
Report,

items as:
pupils,

are such

the number of free meals distributed to the

the number of immigrant children in attendance,
the

size of the families from which the pupils come,
the inter-

school mobility of the children, the housing conditions,
the reading scores of the children,

and so on.

Additional

support for these schools, as well as for others, is

manifested in the grant of an extra teacher for the forty
%

week school year for every five teachers released by the
head teacher for six weeks of in-service education,

thirty week teacher "loss."

a

Thus, this year this Authority

will provide 100 teachers so that 500 may be released for
six weeks for an in-service program.

Teachers so released

tour other educational authorities, visit schools, receive

workshop instruction in mathematics, science, language
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arts and especially in English
as
in reading instruction.

a

second language and

In pairs, they work up

a

project

of their own choosing to
present to their colleagues and

to take back to their schools.

Head teachers not able to

release five teachers in a year's time
may split the quota

with a neighboring school and share
a supplementary teacher
or share the funds equivalent to the
supplementary teacher's

salary.

There is great flexibility in the arrangements

which may be made.

As Mr. Pape asserts, the program is

certainly consistent with the principles of the
recently

published James Report,

a

governmental commission report

which calls for extensive in-service education for English
teachers in years to come.

The ultimate value of the in-

service work, Mr. Pape avers, is to be measured by the

degree to which it is sustained and advanced once teachers
return to their schools.

Here the role of the teachers'

center is central.
In addition to such elaborately designed in-service

courses for groups of teachers, Mr. Pape has organized

a

"Welcome to Southeast London," an orientation program for
beginning, probationary teachers.

These newcomers, often

timid about living in the city and especially in EPA's,
are given walking tours of the neighborhoods,

introduced
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to local citizens, taken to high-rise
apartments to see

how the children they teach live,
provided with opportunities
to talk with young teachers who have
worked in their area
for three or four years.

They meet with the editor of

the local paper and talk with the church
leaders.

Finally,

they have a simulation workshop where they "do"
their first
day in school,
Mr.

"My First Class."

Like Mr. Millington,

Pape too feels that the teachers' center will have
to

come to attend to the pastoral needs of teachers, to their
social needs.

Presently the social provisions of the London

teachers' centers are not matters of official concern.

Many centers do have social programs in facilities designed
for teachers,

often equipped for dances, parties,

Some even have bars.

snacks.

Generally, teachers' center social

functions appear to be an after-thought,

less the immediate

concern of the Authority than educational improvement though
there seems to be a growing recognition that the personal
needs of teachers have

competency and growth.

a

deep influence on their professional
As Mr.

Pape says,

"We've not done

enough to meet the social needs of our teachers."^

From Mr. Pape's office it is not more than
40 Ibid.

a
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quarter of

mile to where the Inner
London Authority heads
were interviewing prospective
teachers, newcomers to the
profession, for jobs.
Some 2.500 new teachers
would be
hired during the Easter holidays
and as I stood among the
tense,

views

a

'

frightened young men and women
awaiting their interI

sensed how lonely, how isolated,
how frightened

they were.

Derbyshire.

As one candidate expressed it,

"I'm from

I've finished my training but nothing
prepared

me for London."

Had she ever heard of teachers' centers

and in-service education?

"No," she said.

"What are they?"

The measure of work to be done in
supporting

a

teacher,

in helping her develop the personal
and professional confi-

dence and competencies was in this young girl's
frightened
eyes.

Mr. Pape and Mr. Millington have a great deal
to do

to meet her needs.

Both Millington and Pape would agree,

that in-service education is

a sine

I

think,

qua non of an educa-

tional establishment which is endeavoring to meet the needs
of the children and of the teachers of a diverse urban area.

In this endeavor,

teachers' centers are

a

significant part

of the delivery system of change, bringing in-service

education to teachers at sites readily available to them,

both comprehensive and specialized.

Such centers focus the
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in-service activity sharply
on the kinds Qf things
which
teachers need to work acre
effectively in their classroom,
an especially important
consideration in the EPA
(Educational
Priority Areas) where a
special staffing formula
is worked
out to make in-service
education even more effective,
center
then provide availability
and focus to in-service
education.
They also provide continuity
and sustenance, an on-going
quality without which the effects
of in-service courses may
wane.
If we see Millington's center
as a central element
in educational change in
Newham,

we also see Pape's work

as providing for the city the
same elements for the broad

and diverse educational needs of the
Inner London Authority.
London is not alone in developing an
elaborate

delivery system for in-service education
and curriculum
development.

Many English cities are developing networks

of centers to initiate or to sustain
developmental activities

Leicestershire,

long noted for innovative work in education,

is no less involved in planning and sustaining
its in-service

and curriculum development endeavors, placing them on
what

appears to be
of operation.

a

remarkably informal and democratized basis
Let us turn away from London and toward

Leichestershire and see this center development first from
the central office and then from three separate wardens in

three distinctly different centers.
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... I would never want a teacher leader
there for
twenty years. I don't think
this is the right wav
° approach it.
You want somebody with a lot
of
enthusiasm, a lot of life, a
lot of new ideas and
because of this, after three or
four years, they're
going to work themselves out
and you're going to
have to inject somebody new.^^
Mr. Christopher Carr, Assistant
Education Officer, Leicestershire

Education Authority

Situated in the English Midlands,
Leicestershire
is a county roughly forty miles
by forty miles,

an urban

and rural mixture encompassing mining
and manufacture in
towns and growing city areas.

Distances in English counties

like Leicestershire are deceiving to
Americans who are accus-

tomed to covering vast stretches in
travel.

a

day's automobile

Fifteen, twenty, or thirty miles of English county

roads can assume the proportions of fifty,

hundred miles of American roads.
a

seventy, or a

Thus when one hears that

teachers' center is far distant for easy or regular travel

when it's twenty miles away, one is initially surprised.
Some experience on the roads lends an appreciation of the

difficulty and makes understandable the Leicestershire
Education Authority's desire to establish regional centers,
41 Interview with Christopher Carr,
Assistant Educa-

tion Officer, Leicestershire Education Authority, County
Building, Leicester, 24 March 1972. This interview was
conducted by Dr. William Masalski, University of Massachusetts, for the author.

,
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one at each compass point
of the county and one
each side
of the city of Leicester.
These strategically located
centers,

developed as old buildings become
available and as

the budget allows, are
designed as general, as opposed
to
specific subject, centers, aimed
at serving the maximum
number of teachers at all levels
of schooling.
As Mr. Carr, an Assistant
Education Officer for

Leicestershire
North,

says a center presently exists
to serve the

the Thurmaston Teachers’ Centre
on Melton Road in

Thurmaston.

One has been established to serve
the South,

the Blaby Teachers’ Centre and Science
Workshop on Church

Street in Blaby.

in Loughborough,

north of Leicester,

there has existed the Glebe House Teachers'
Centre, operated
until April 1972 under the Loughborough district
education
authority, a quasi-autonomous sector of the
Leicestershire

Education Authority.

This center has now been brought into

the county authority's developing structure of centers and
is being funded from the central or county budget,

a

factor

which now gives the Glebe House Center much stronger financial backing and independence than it has heretofore enjoyed.

The Leicestershire Education Authority contemplates

extending the number of teachers' centers.

New ones will

be established at Coalville and Hinckley in the West of

.
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the county and at Melton-Mobray
and Market Harborough in
the East of the county. Thus it
is planned that no teacher
in the Leicestershire Education
Authority shall be remote

from the facilities and resources of

teachers' center

a

when these developmental plans are completed
several years
from now.

The county has some 8,000 teachers serving
in

320 schools and these centers,

located in major cities of

the county, will be able to serve all of
Leicestershire's

teachers
Mr. Christopher Carr considers teachers' centers
a

vital part of the educational development in Leicester-

shire.

The Leicestershire Education Authority has an

annual budget of E 28,000,000 (pounds)

,

half of which is

raised from local "rates" or taxes and half of which comes

from the national government.

As Carr notes, each center's

annual budget runs between h 7,000 to L 8,000 (pounds)
year,

a

including the teachers' center leader's salary, an

eventual expenditure of approximately L 60,000 (pounds)
a

year if present funding levels are maintained as all

planned centers are brought into being.

Such an allocation

of funds represents a serious commitment to the professional

growth of teachers and the needs of curriculum development.
Since English taxpayers have much less knowledge of and
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direct control over the educational
expenditures than do
American taxpayers, there is seldom
complaint as to the

merit of spending scarce tax money
for the development and
maintenance of teachers’ centers.
Generally, the budget
allocation for an individual center or
the total budget allocation for the centers presently
operating is small enough

m

comparison to the entire budget to pass
unnoticed or

without comment.
When

a

vacancy occurs in

a

center or

a

new center

is created with a leadership position
to be filled,

the

position is advertised nationally, candidates'
applications
being solicited.

In one such solicitation,

cants responded.

A screening of these applications by the

seventy appli-

Assistant Chief Education Officer reduced the number of
candidates to ten.

The Assistant Chief Education Officer is

aided in this winnowing process by his Primary Adviser.

Confidential references on these remaining candidates are
gathered from previous employers and professional sources
and a final list of six applicants is settled on.

These

six finalists are then interviewed by a group of eight

people.

Four who conduct interviews for the Authority are

the Assistant Chief Education Officer, the Primary Adviser,

the Infant Adviser, and the Secondary Adviser.

The candi-
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dates are also interviewed by the
teachers' center's

Management Committee.

Each center has its own Management

Committee made up of an Upper Head,
Head,

and an Infant Head,

a

High Head,

a

Junior

all from the district of the

Authority in which the center is located.

Thus,

the can-

didate who survives the interview process
and is appointed
to his post by the Assistant Chief Education
Officer knows

that he has met the inspection of those whose
support and
advice will be most crucial to his success.

Such an indivi-

dual has the assurance that he is, indeed, wanted in
the
post of teachers' center leader and that confidence in
his
ideas and in his abilities is truly manifest in those who

keen involved in his selection and who, on the Management Committee, will continue to act in an advisory capa-

city to him.
backing,

Given such a screening procedure and such

the new center leader is allowed the maximum

opportunity to shape the work of the center to the interests
he has and the needs he perceives.

The center is quite

literally his to do with as he sees fit because it is

assumed that he is

a

knowledgeable professional supported

by a Management Committee representing the school leadership of his district.

As Carr responded in an interview:
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Question: About the designation of what
a teacher
center is supposed to do: I get the same,
almost
a party line, of in-service,
curriculum development,
and social and project examination
something like
that.
Does this come down from the Schools Council
or from anywhere?

—

Carr: No. .
when I appoint a teacher leader, I
give him a sheet of paper where all his finances
are
specified and I say, "OK, you've got X number of
pounds
for equipment, X amount for materials, go ahead
and
do your thing."
.

Question:

Are they directed into these four areas?

Carr:

No. John Rawlings (Teacher Leader, Thurmaston)
is doing quite a lot on remedial reading and is interested in audio-visual equipment. Maggie Nandy (Teacher
Leader, Blaby) is very interested in curriculum development and has done quite a lot of work with Schools
Council on a curriculum project. Tony Leigh (Teacher
Leader, Glebe House) has got a particular interest in
immigrant children because of the circumstances he's
in.
So each centre will develop its own all right,
you've got these four basic ideas (in-service, curriculum development, social life, national project inspection) but one will be emphasizing one area far more
than the other three.
So they'll balance over the
county as a whole . 42

—

There is no doubt that the center leader is very much his
own man.

With the backing of his Management Committee of

school heads, the teachers' center leader has the authority
to proceed to assess the needs which teachers and schools
in his area have.

Yet he is not at liberty to walk into

school where he is not wanted by the head.
42 Ibid.

He is not at

a
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liberty to command the staff of
function at his center.
Indeed,

a

school to attend a

He works by permission only.

in England the head of a school
is almost an

absolute authority and nothing goes
on in his school or
with his staff without his knowledge
and his permission.
Thus the personal characteristics which

a

teachers' center

leader brings to his job are as important
as the status
he occupies in the local educational
hierarchy.
In terms of defined status,

leader is paid at approximately
rate.

a

the teachers' center

head teacher's salary

Some heads, especially of large secondary schools,

may make more;

a few

slightly less.

The rank is commonly

outside the official hierarchial ranks, and pay and title
are accorded the individual to grant him an equivalency

status to heads not clearly spelled out in job descriptions
or in professional literature.

As several heads noted,

when discussing the status of center leaders, the role and
status of the center leader really depends upon the quarter

from which he is viewed.

Teachers tend to see

teacher in the center leader.
their own in the position,

a

a

fellow

Heads tend to see one of
grant of acceptance.

The

Education Authority leadership tend to see their man on the
job,

one whom they have elected to put in position and invest

.
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with their prestige and loaned power
Among Leicestershire heads, there was

a

general

agreement that the personality and character,
as well as
professionalism, of the center leader were key
factors in

making him universally accepted by the various
role groups
with which he had to work.

These qualities of person,

supporting his professionalism, provided him with access
to the schools and the teachers in the county authority.

The heads seemed to realize the difficulty of the teacher
leader's role since they agreed that center leaders should

probably be paid slightly more than at present because their
role was so demanding.

Additionally, while stating that

the present center leaders were fine people and good professionals, the heads asserted that a slightly higher pay

schedule would attract to the position of teacher's center
leader a somewhat higher calibre professional.

head noted, you could tell the position of
center leader quite easily:

head to being
become

a

a

a

teachers' center leadership.
a

a

center leader aspired to

deputy head or head after

be exactly the reverse.

teachers'

one never went from being

center leader;

represented by moving into

a

As one

a

few years service in

Career progression then is
headship; retrogression would
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As Carr said, and his words were echoes
by almost

every head teacher who discussed the issue,
no teachers'
center leader should be kept on the job indefinitely.

The

role demanded so much of an individual in terms
of time and
energy,

in freshness of ideas and in responsiveness to

situations,

in knowledge of curriculum and in awareness of

educational developments, that after four or five years

a

center leader was exhausted of the contribution he might
make.

At this point, the individual came to be an "admin-

istrator," one serving the needs of the organization, the

building, the schedule, and not the needs of teachers.

One

senses the distaste with which the word "administrator" is

used in this connection.

The word suggests

a

cluster of

images of clerks and record keeping and service to
bureaucracy, none of which is desired by either the center
leaders or by those who hire them.

As Carr noted in his

explanation of hiring:

When I was interviewing for John Rawling's post and for
Maggie Nandy's post as well, this was a question (the
length of time they anticipated spending as a center
leader) I put to both sets of candidates with an implied,
"For God's sake, you don't think you're going to sit here
for ten years, " in my voice and they all said "Yeah,
^
four years." And I think this is a reasonable expectation.
43 Ibid.
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Indeed,

educational leaders throughout England

acknowledge that center leadership is
job.

a

difficult, draining

It asks that one bring to the job unusual
teaching

talents or curriculum expertise, that one share this
talent
over and over, putting forth all of the energies one
asso-

ciates with teaching, exercising leadership with minimal,
or no authority,

and negotiating one's way between powerful

and well-established educational roles to accomplish ore's

objectives.

Little wonder then that Carr exerts such care

in selecting wardens and no surprise at all that,

in

interviews, he indicates the limited duration of the job.

Certainly, once a center warden has been selected by Carr

and his colleagues, he must know that key educational
leaders have expressed confidence in his ideas and have

granted him autonomy of action.

If Leicestershire seems

to operate its centers on a laissez-faire basis,

it's

assured of meritorious service through its selection processes

.

Leicestershire, then, has embarked on

a

program

of expanding services to teachers through the provision

of centers with their facilities and through the employ-

ment of carefully chosen wardens to assess needs and
respond with in-service education opportunities and curri-

culum development activities,
the authorities have reposed

Most important is that
a

high degree of trust in

the personal and professional
characteristics of the

individuals chosen to run their centers.

it is appro-

priate now to visit three wardens or
teacher leaders to
see their unique qualities and their
different centers.
In order, we shall visit Tony Leigh at
Loughborough,

John Rawlings at Thurmaston, and Maggie Nandy
at Blaby,
at the time of this report Leicestershire's
three center

wardens at their centers.
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We're given tremendous freedom to
develop the centre
according to what we feel is the best
way to go. 44
Mr. Tony Leigh, Teacher Leader,
The Glebe House Teachers' Centre,

Loughborough

North from Leicester is Loughborough.

Here on

a

quiet street across the way from the
Loughborough College
of Education,
park,

situated on

a

large grassy,

tree shaded

stands the old rectory, a 19th Century
building.

Beneath the high pitched slate roof with the
decorative

excesses of that period is the large house now
converted to
the Glebe House Teachers' Centre.

Through the long French

windows, trimmed in white, one can see the lawn stretching
away,

a

pleasant prospect of pastoral green.

Close by the

old house on one side stands the modern, low structure of
the Mountf ield Primary School.

portions of the yard

Shortly,

one hears,

may be taken over for

a car

large

park:

it is as though one has arrived on scene at the moment of

crucial change.

Inside the old rectory the sense of change

is even more apparent.

The golden oak of the woodwork and

the banister railing marks one era; the low and modern sofas
and easy chairs on the carpeted floor of the newly decorated

^Interview with

A.

B.

(Tony)

Leigh, Teacher Leader,

The Glebe House Teachers' Centre, Loughborough, Leicestershire, 23 March 1972.
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lounge speak of another.

On the bulletin board are two

signs which tell of change, not only to
the building but

to the profession which it serves:
If you have ideas about producing resource
material
but you lack knowledge of equipment or your
school
lacks equipment, you are one of the people Glebe
House is designed for.

Another sign reads:
Do you suffer from Education Technology Blockage?
What is?
How do you use?
-A Duplicator
-An Electronic Stencil Scanner
-A photo Copier
-A Tape Recorder
-A 35mm Camera
-A Slide Projector
-An Overhead Projector

These pieces of equipment have been developed to be
your servants in the classroom.
See Tony Leigh if
you want to know how these pieces of equipment can
help you.

Tony Leigh is

a

slight young man with

a

boyish

grin; one would guess him to be in his late twenties.

Informal in manner, dressed casually in

a

cardigan sweater

over shirt and tie, he is nonetheless formal in speech.

Over coffee in the lovely new lounge, he describes his
background, assuring one that there is no clue in it as to
the credentials a teachers' center leader necessarily must
for two years,

a

primary teacher in Loughborough and followed this as

a

have to qualify for the job.

He was,
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teacher in South America where for three
and
he taught five through nineteen year
olds.

a

half years

He returned

to Loughborough to find getting a job
difficult.

finally taught for

a

He

year in a comprehensive school, eleven

through sixteen year olds, and took charge
of the library.
In his few years in education, Tony Leigh
has amassed

a

variety of experience, having taught all ages from
five
through nineteen, in

variety of situations, and having

a

acquired experience in library work.

He considers his

varied professional background as having been

a

strength

in getting the job as teacher leader of the Glebe House

Teachers' Centre.

His mirthful spirit bubbles over into

laughter as he describes his background.

He allows that

his youthfulness, his relatively few years of experience
sometimes cause him minor difficulties with heads of schools

who obviously are very much older in both age and service.
As for teachers, his youth is no handicap at all.

On the

whole, Tony Leigh regards age and professional experience
as not overly significant factors in themselves in making

for a leader's success with his colleagues.

asserts, youth can be

a

positive factor for

In fact, he
a

center leader

since he believes that the young person can bring greater
stamina, greater enthusiasm, and greater receptivity to new
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ideas than can the older professional who may
be more

entrenched in his views and ways.

Additionally, the young

teacher is often one who is eager for "progressive
ideas"
and therefore is a natural client of the center and
of its
leader.

This,

as Leigh remarks,

is not to disparage the

teacher but rather to acknowledge that the younger
teacher, not having come to a fixed style or stable posi—

tion in the profession,

is still searching and experimenting.

In describing himself,
a teacher,

Leigh believes he is still

one who works with other teachers.

the adviser's role,

He eschews

seeing this as a specialist's role,

the expert in a curriculum area who can bring to teachers

both the content and the methodology which can be commended
to them for use in their classrooms.
as a generalist,

Leigh sees himself

one who knows the broad principles of

curriculum development and who can bring together teachers
and advisers and who can foster both the individual growth

of a teacher or of teachers and the development of the

curriculum materials teachers themselves feel they need to
meet the circumstances of their classrooms and the needs
of their pupils.

As Leigh notes,

if one becomes a specialist

in a curriculum area in his capacity as teacher leader

,

one

inevitably tends to restrict the use of the center to that
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specialty.

We cater to all specialties,
to all ages,

from three year olds in play
groups through to those in
College for Further Education." if
he has experienced

any real failure in terms of bringing
clients or resource
people into his center, some of the
College of Education
people most closely at hand, he notes,
resisted his early
overtures.

When pressed for details, he most politely

declines to indicate the precise nature of the
difficulties,
but one is left with the impression that the
concept of

education being fostered at the College of Education and
that being championed in Leicestershire generally

— open

and very progressive, to use two ill-defined words— and

through the teachers' centers specifically are quite
divergent.

In any event,

as a generalist in subject

matter, as one who encourages and helps in curriculum development, Tony Leigh sees himself becoming more and more

actively involved in the
a

li-fe of

the schools of Loughborough,

community of 46,000 people having 22 schools.

that,

He stated

as of April 1972, when his center would be taken over

by the Leicestershire Education Authority, moving out from
the financing and control of the Loughborough divisional

authority, his work would take on new and different elements,
the exact nature of which he was unable to foresee.

He was
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certain that having his own budget
would provide him with
much more opportunity to be effective.

Prior to the switch

to Leicestershire funding, Leigh had
been forced to get
all funds, even those needed for penny
postage, by applica-

tion to the divisional authority, a
circumstance which

greatly restricted his leadership potentialities.
The aims of the Glebe House Teachers' Centre,
as Leigh sets them forth,

service education,

are three.

First, there is in-

largely in the hands of the advisers

who give courses at the center.
lectures and discussions on

a

Often these

courses are

subject matter area with

teachers receiving the benefit of an expert's knowledge.

More desirable, Leigh feels, are the workshops where all
present are participating members in an experience-based

learning under the leadership of

a

specialist.

It is the

latter type of meeting that he is attempting to foster.

In

addition to in-service education, Leigh sees his second

major purpose as curriculum development, being responsive
to the needs of teachers and bringing them together to work
on projects which they feel are important.

he notes,

"These meetings,"

"are virtually leaderless," since the concerns of

the teachers come to be expressed in the work done and the

materials developed.
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An example of a curriculum project
meeting held
at Glebe House was the one which
devoted its attention to

the SRA "reading scheme," its merits
and cost effectiveness.

As noted in the final report,
On Tuesday, 7th March, 1972, a meeting was
held at Glebe
House, attended by 31 teachers drawn from both
Primary
and Secondary Schools, to discuss the SRA
Reading Project.
The experience of the meeting ranged from nil
experience
to several years use of the scheme. The meeting
divided
into two groups, one under the Chairmanship of
Miss
Margery Kay, Advisery for Primary Education, and the
other under the Chairmanship of Mr. Bill Stockdale,
Senior Peripatetic Remedial Teacher to the County,
and discussed the scheme for fifty minutes before
joining together again to report back to the meeting
as a whole.
In order to facilitate the most beneficial discussion in the restricted time allowed,
guidelines were drawn up around which it could be
45
structured.
.

.

In the conclusion to this report,

a note is made

that an additional meeting is planned for the Autumn Term,
1972,

"at which a representative from Science Research

Associates will be invited to introduce the Project to
teachers with no experience in the scheme."

As Leigh

mentioned in discussing this particular meeting, the report
is valuable but of additional value is the getting together

of teachers from a large number of schools, both primary

and secondary,

inexperienced and experienced, for the

45" T he SRA Reading Project," Report issued by The
Glebe House Teachers' Centre, March 1972.
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purpose of sharing teaching ideas.

The Glebe House

Teachers' Centre thus provides for both
a product and
a

process.
In theory anything that goes on in the
center is

an outgrowth of a need arising in the area
served by the

center.
a

The SRA project, Leigh says, was certainly such

project.

states,

To be able to respond to the needs, Leigh

"I've got to get out into the schools to discern

needs of the teachers in my catchment area."^ A number of

Leicestershire heads of schools,- expressed some criticism
of the center leaders.

The heads noted that the job of

the center leader was so large that their time to be in

schools seemed to be limited.

don't see them again in

a

"They come by once and we

year," noted one head.47 clearly,

both the heads and the center leaders see

problem in the

a

assessment of the needs that the center should be attending
to,

but assessing needs still remains a difficult problem

for the Leicestershire leaders and heads.

Often

a

request for a workshop or

will come from

a

teacher.

a

short course

When this happens, Leigh approaches

^Interview, Leigh,

23 March 1972.

47 interview with four Leicestershire Primary Head
Teachers, 23 March 1972, conducted by Dr. William Masalski,
University of Massachusetts, for the author.
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the appropriate adviser who
then may give an in-service
course or workshop. He says of
his responsibility for work
'

in his center,

interests."

m

"We don't initiate.

We pick up on teachers'

More particularly, the center has
been active

helping teachers develop courses for
the CSE, the

Certificate of Secondary Education,
examination.
certificate is

a

This

new concept in English education,
an

addition to the familiar GCE, General
Certificate in Education,

the more prestigious certificate awarded
on completion

of externally prepared university
examinations.

The CSE

Mode III course and examination may be prepared
by

educational unit, approved by

a

a

local

regional accrediting board,

and administered to secondary students who upon
successful

completion may be awarded

a

certificate which is acceptable

for admission by many schools of higher education,

Oxford and Cambridge.

including

In effect, this new mode of syllabus

and examination building has provided opportunity for

a

wide range of heretofore disqualified students, those

who could not or did not attain the GCE, to gain entrance
to institutions of higher education.

provide

a

Teachers' centers

natural place to bring together those who may be

building curriculum and examinations directly related to
the needs of young people in secondary schools in particular
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places.

The GCE examinations are much more
content centered

and are assessments of what a student
knows of what he has

studied in

fairly standard course.

a

be the same from one place to another.

Such courses tend to
On the other hand,

CSE courses and examinations rise out of the
needs of
students, and though they require demonstration of
funda-

mental academic processes may be more concerned with an
individual student's process of developing his own product.
A course in English under CSE,

for instance, may come to

be represented by a student's folder or set of materials
and may contain photographs or cinema film, drawings, poetry,

his own compositions or any of
sion.

When

a

a

number of means of expres-

CSE course and examination has been approved

by a regional accrediting body, its resulting certificates

may be accepted for admission to college and universities.
Moreover,

such

a

course is likely to be more appropriate

to the RSLA (Raising of the Schools Leaving Age) child, the

young person now held on in secondary school for his sixteenth year.
tion,

Thus, with the CSE provision in British educa-

there has come an impetus to local curriculum develop-

ment efforts and these efforts frequently find expression
and sustenance in the teacher center.
can provide space and supplies,

Here the center leader

leadership and coordination,
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personal resources and national
curriculum project models,
as well as communication with
other centers similarly
engaged, to assist teachers in
curriculum development.

The Glebe House Teachers' Centre
has its greatest
use after school hours, commonly
from 4:00 onward into
late evening hours.

Teachers work pretty much on their

own time, without any extra compensation.

paper

No "slip of

is sent on to school authorities
acknowledging their

work at centers.

Thus, Tony Leigh says,

"The qualities

in the center are what is most important,
more important

than the qualities in the center leader."

He will leave

hut the center will remain and it is important that it
be comfortable, well stocked with materials, and possessed
of equipment that teachers need.

As one walks about the center, one is impressed

with the facilities.
There is

a

The lounge is comfortable and lovely.

"reprographics" room filled with the stencil

cutter, the duplication machine,

There is

a

and related equipment.

workshop, equipped with workbench and power and
,

hand tools, ready for teachers to use to make things for
their own use or for school use.
for personal use.

A minimal charge is assessed

Schools are assessed

a

small,

cost-of-

materials charge for some materials going into projects
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designed for use in classrooms.

On the first floor is a

double conference room, capable of being
separated into
two smaller conference rooms with folding
dividers.

Some

fifty people could meet in comfort in the
large room.

A seminar room is adjacent, capable of seating
twenty
people.

own use.

A pottery room is available to teachers for their

Children's projects may be brought to the center

firing,

school.

if a kiln is not available in a teacher's

A large kitchen makes it possible for teachers

to prepare a cup of tea for refreshment or for

a

complete

meal to be served to a working party not desiring to break
for a meal away from the center.

The library in the center

is now developing and will come to house both commercial

schoolbooks and materials as well as professional literature and curriculum samples from

a

variety of sources.

On

display were materials and books on India and Jamaica,

these set out for teachers of immigrant children to examine
and to use.

Leigh had acquired an extensive bibliography

of books and materials to use in racially mixed schools

and classrooms.

Additionally, Leigh had taken on the

responsibility, a responsibility assumed by his predecessor
in the center's leadership,

of acquiring and stocking all

of the commercial catalogues of school materials available.
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in this respect, he was fulfilling
his third

having his center become one of

a

aim— that

of

number of resource

centers for the Leicestershire authority.

m

the entry

hall, a long table contained displays
of materials, notices

of meetings and community activities,
and around the wall

were hung displays of children's art
work.

Though the

center had only been open for

and was still

a

short time,

under construction and renovation on the
second floor, it

impressed an outsider.

Tony Leigh summarized his attitude toward teachers
and his center this way:

Teachers are professionals. They are experienced if
they're already qualified and in the job. They know
what they want in their own situation, and because
we give freedom to the teacher to do within his own
class what he wants to do and the way he wants to do
it, then it gives the encouragement and the confidence as well for them to improve curriculum. Therefore we must have the resources and the facilities
to do that.
So this (center) is not something that
is dominated by any educational pundit.
The teacher
with a class of thirty, if he's had that class for
the best part of a year, must know what that class
needs better than any educational psychologist or
anybody else if he's a professional, conscientious
person.
the Centre must help that teacher to
do what he feels is the best job.^®
n

.

.

If one examines Tony Leigh's brochure for his

center, confirmation of his attitude is found:
48

Ibid.
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Dear Colleague,

(he writes)

First of all may I thank all teachers for
their support
last term, and for providing the value
of having our
own Centre for Loughborough, and neighboring
areas.
Fifty one sessions, approximately eight hundred
and
eighty nine visits. These figures exclude Head
Teachers
meetings, people who visited the exhibitions,
and
casual use of the Centre to use the facilities
and
surely they speak for themselves.

—

Far from resting on our laurels, however, I feel we
must capitalize on this enthusiasm and ensure it continues by developing the Centre according to our
specific needs as Teachers in this part of Leicestershire. We have tended to concentrate on courses at
the expense of other activities, and assumed that organized meetings are answering teachers' needs. This term
I hope we shall have more workshop type meetings,
improve the collecting and provision of off-cuts and
waste materials, assist smaller schools, expecially in
the Primary field, and have regular displays of pupils'
creative work. The criteria which guide us must be
what we want and what we need, therefore all comments,
suggestions and criticisms are more than welcome.
am particularly keen to hear from individual teachers
about their ideas as a most important aspect of the
Centre should be developing as a "self-help agency"
which offers facilities, and access to know-how and
practical assistance, to a teacher anxious to improve
his or her own performance.
I

We welcome co-operation with local Play Group Leaders
and with Loughborough College of Education, and look
forward to many developments in these fields.
Later in this same brochure, Mr. Leigh comments;
as if to underscore his desire to be responsive to teachers,
49

Tony Leigh, "Dear Colleagues, " Glebe House
Teachers' Centre, (Spring Term, 1972), p. 1.
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as follows:

do make every effort to be in
the Centre between
P m
6:00 P m and a P ol °gize to any
teacher
who Hhas ;
be<~ n or may be inconvenienced
by my absence,
ey is always available in the
Divisional Office
It is advisable if ancillary
helpers or teachers
coming to the Centre between 9:00
a.m. and 3:30 p m
phone to check they can obtain access.
I

*

*

*

The remainder of this particular issue
of the
Glebe House brochure is taken up with

coming events for the Spring Term.

a

timetable of up-

A month's series of

entries on this schedule gives some feel for
the kinds of

things which go on at the center:

SPRING TERM TIMETABLE (1972) 51

January
Tues. 4

-

Fri.

7

:

Mon. 10 - Fri. 21

:

Mon. 10

:

Mon . 10

:

Tues. 11

:

Tues. 11

:

50 Ibid.,

p.

Matlock Conference (Centre open
but unmanned)
E.S.A. exhibit in the Exhibition
Room.

Middle School Project meeting
4:30 p.m.
Centre open 7:00 p.m.

Margros Workshop
4:30 p.m.

-

-

9:00 p.m.

Fabricol Dyes.

Immigrant Adult Tutors' Course
F.E. 7:30 p.m.

4.

51 Tony Leigh,

Glebe House Teachers' Centre

,

p.

5.

-
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Wed. 12

:

Margros Workshop

-

Fabricol Dyes.

-

Marvin Medium.

4:30 p.m.

Thurs. 13

:

Thurs. 13

:

Staff Study Group Meeting. 7:30 p.m

Mon. 17

:

Centre open 7:00 p.m.

Mon. 17

:

Tues. 18

:

Number Work in the Primary School

Tues. 18

:

Immigrant Adult Tutors' Course.

Margros Workshop
4:30 p.m.

-

9:00 p.m.

Middle School Project meeting,
4:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Thurs. 20

:

Fri. 21

:

Primary Science Workshop. 4:30 p.m.

Married Women Returners Course.
9:30 a.m. - 12:00

Mon. 24 - Fri. Feb. 4: Schools Council Exhibition

Mon. 24

:

Tues. 25

:

Middle School Project. 4:30 p.m.
Immigrant Adult Tutors' Course
F.E. 7:30 p.m.

-

A few additional random entries to show some variety in the
center's work are listed below:
Thurs. 10 (Feb.)

:

Thurs. 17 (Feb.)

:

Sat. 26

(Feb.)

:

(March)

:

Mon. 6 (March)

:

Wed.

1

Tri-Wall Workshop. 4:30 p.m.

Teaching Money Management in
Schools. 4:30 p.m.
"10+ Teachers Think Tank" 9:30 a.m.

Environmental Studies for Teachers
in Their First Year. 9:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
Children's Literature Study Group.
4:15 p.m.

.
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As one may see, Leigh

s

center is being run more

as a site for courses offered
by experts than it is a

curriculum development center.

Leigh himself grants that

this is so, yet it is his desire to
see it swing over to
a much greater

emphasis on curriculum development.

He

attributes the present course emphasis to
his newness, on
really having just gotten underway.

Considering the fact

that the Glebe House Teachers' Centre was
operating under
the divisional budget constraints and that it
had under-

gone a change of leadership and that it was about to
take

up a broader role in the Leicestershire scheme of center
development, Leigh had accomplished

a

good deal in finish-

ing off the renovation and making contact in his area of
service.

He seemed to be well-known, well-liked, and

confidence was expressed that, given time, his center would

begin to meet the curriculum needs of the teachers in his
area

Leigh's center is just getting started under its

new auspices with new financial arrangements,

a

factor

which will certainly increase the impact this center may
make in the future.

If we recall the way in which

Millington's Newham center fitted its educational community
and brought a concern for relevance to Newham education,
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we may note that these educational
and community relationships are almost wholly missing
at Leigh's center.
They
remain to be developed. He's only
just beginning to make
contact with the education college
across the road. The
success of Leigh's center seems to
hang on his ebullient

dedication to be of service, on his
professional background
which should give him access to both primary
and secondary
school levels.

His previous experience is broad and he

may be able to draw strength from the varieties
of experiences he has had, especially his overseas teaching.

A

central concern of his center will be on meeting the
educational needs of

a

growing immigrant population.

Since his

center now enjoys strong, central funding, he may be able
to give his center its own special character.
Thurmaston, John Rawlings is warden of

a

Nearby in

very well-esta-

blished center, one which is noted for the production of
attractive resource materials.

It will take Leigh a long

time to give his center the clear identity in the minds of

teachers that Thurmaston has.
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In uen years, teachers centres
will be larger and
fewer, especially as the James
Report comes to be
implemented. Smaller ones will be
phased out. For
a lot of centres, their only
justification is that
they provide teachers a place to
meet. 52
Mr. John Rawlings, Teacher Leader,
Thurmaston Teachers' Centre,

Thurmaston, Leicestershire

Tony Leigh is just getting underway with
his
Glebe House Teachers' Centre in Loughborough,
while John
Rawlings is managing and leading
in Thurmaston.

a

well-established center

Occupying another old Victorian building,

renovated to purpose, Rawlings devotes his energies and
his center to creating resource materials for teachers
to
use in their schools.

Rawlings is

appearing man in his mid-thirties.

a"

large,

athletic

Careful of speaking,

almost to the point of hesitancy, Rawlings slumped down
into the chair in the central reception-foyer of the 19th

Century school building behind the brick wall and yellow
gate through which one passes from the busy street just
outside.

In the late afternoon, Rawlings is tired.

His

day has been long and he has been actively engaged in

supervising a number of on-going projects.
a

Upstairs in

display room, an extensive exhibition of French language

Interview with John Rawlings, Teacher Leader,
Thurmaston Teachers' Centre, Thurmaston, Leicestershire,
23 March 1972.
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and culture materials are out for
teacher examination.

Any number of times, he is interrupted
by
asking his way to the French exhibit.

a

newcomer

The sound of

a

printing machine whirrs away in the
backroom.
The Thurmaston Teachers' Centre was
originally

a

joint county-city center for the Nuffield
Foundation maths

project.

When the project terminated, slightly over

a

year ago, the center became a county center,
belonging to

Leicestershire.

As is the case in many city-county situa-

tions in England, these lines of division will terminate
in 1974 when a governmental reorganization will restructure

local government in England.

Many centers thus will come

to serve a different constituency, englarged and centralized,

than they do today.

Thurmaston will again serve both city

and county schools; it is most suitably located for such
a

constituency.

Rawlings came to center leadership from

a

back-

ground of teaching English to junior and senior students.
In the course of his teaching, he began developing resource

materials and took charge of audio-visual equipment.
he came to work with a local radio station two days
in broadcast production.

Later
a

week

As John Rawlings talks about his

teaching, one senses that he became increasingly frustrated
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with the formal teaching situation,
of standing before

room imparting a subject to passive
students.

a

More and

more, materials which students could
work with on their
own,

framed in learning packages, caught his
attention.

Like many teachers who have left the
classroom, Rawlings

confesses that, when he visits some classrooms,
he fre-

quently feels the desire to return to teaching.

Yet he

also confesses that he enjoys the freedom of schedule
and
the opportunity to work with materials and with teachers

that his new post as a teacher leader gives to him.

He

seems very much a young man in a career transition, not

quite certain as to his future direction.

His present job

satisfaction, he notes, comes out of his long standing

interest in curriculum materials and from knowing that
"a

tremendous number of more people are using them."

Strangely, Rawlings adds, he thinks of his work as

hobby.

a

He saw his work on the coal mining of northwest Leicestershire,

on industrial archaeology, a deep personal interest,

as being part of his curriculum development work,

a

he was saving for himself simply because he believes

project
a

man

must have something that is pretty much his own contribution.

Work and hobby come together to make for him the source
of his greatest satisfaction.
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The Thurmaston Teachers' Centre has

a

Steering

Committee composed of four heads and four
advisers with

whom Rawlings meets occasionally to review
the work of
the center.

"They can't tell me what to do," he says,

but obviously one listens to them because
they know what's

going on elsewhere in the authority."

He confesses to

having "touchy" relations with some of the heads
in his
area.
so

I

"There are schools where

don't bother."

Thurmaston Teachers
I

don't think

I

I

know I'd be denied access,

of the 45 to 50 schools served by the
'

Centre "there are about five or ten

bother to contact." 53 Some of Rawlings's

difficulty in contacting schools comes from his reticence
to simply walk into a school and say,

"Here

I

am."

Somewhat

retiring or reserved, Rawlings apparently lacks that hail
fellow, well met character which armors one against the

rebuffs of those disposed to resist intrusions from the
outside.

Such an approach to a school's head and staff

would, one learns, be more than Rawlings is prepared to

give to the job of teacher leader.
As a result of Rawlings's concern, Thurmaston is

noted for the resource materials it produces.

53

Ibid.

Both
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Maggie Nandy, teacher leader at the
Blaby Teachers' Centre
in Blaby,

south of Leicester, and Tony Leigh
at the

Loughborough Glebe House Center accede to
the dominant
position of Thurmaston as

a

materials or resource center.

At Thurmaston materials are handsomely
prepared.
color booklet. The Fam ily in Ancient Rome
a

,

The three

originating as

curriculum project out of Castle Rock High School
in

Coalville, Leicestershire, and prepared by Paul Rees,
is
an attractive guide to curriculum materials on ancient
Rome.

As the author notes,

"The purpose of this booklet is to

present the set of worksheets which in themselves, or in
their parts, may be of value to teachers of Classical
Studies."

Indeed,

a

teacher could find this booklet supple-

menting his own course or he could adopt it and use it as
prepared as

a

course.

In describing the origins of the

course, Rees writes:

The subjects History, Geography and English were integrated for first year pupils. There were six classes,
all of mixed ability, working in two groups.
Since the
two groups had Integrated Studies at different times,
a team of three was able to cover the work.
Because our approach to the work was sociological, and
not bounded by the traditional subject barriers, openended themes were undertaken. During the first term
the children considered "Themselves and the School,
Themselves and Rules, and Rules in Different Societies."
In the second term the theme "The Family" was chosen,
in which the children considered the role of the family
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in Rome,

m

Family

in Roman Britain, The Animal
Family, The

the Old Testament Times, The
Victorian
h tSaCher took char e of two
Y
9
projects.
lhTlfinal term was given over to work
The
on "Themselves
and the Neighborhood" —an approach
to Environmental
E

'

i

r

This handsome small curriculum
guide on the Roman

family is part of a curriculum developed
in

a

single school,

prepared and printed up at Thurmaston
Teachers' Centre where
the equipment and facilities and staff
possess degrees of

specialization beyond those found in the average
school.
This is what is so often to be noted in the
teachers'
center:

there one commonly finds resources of equipment

and staffing not available to teachers in their own
schools.

The Thurmaston center has produced any number of

excellent curriculum peices.
room," or "From
"Mining"

— all

a

"Living things in the Class-

Quarry," or "Mathematical Games," or

are excellent,

attractive curriculum guides

produced by local teachers out of needs arising in their
schools, prepared and printed at the Thurmaston center.

This kind of work is clearly what Emmeline Garnett had in

mind when she prepared "An interim report after two years"
on the "Leicester/Leicestershire/Nuffield Curriculum
54

Paul Rees, The Family in Ancient Rome Leicestershire Education Authority (October 1971)
This work was
produced at the Thurmaston Teachers' Centre, Leicester.
,

.
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Resources Development Project, 1968-71."

m

this report

she recommended that this joint
city-county Nuffield maths

center become an "Area Resources Centre."

she wrote:

Although books are still and no doubt
always will be
the most important singel (sic) resource
for learning
he traditional textbook, developing a
subject linearly,
and carrying tramlines in its very
format, gives teachers
increasing dissatisfaction. As they use
traditional
methods of instruction more sparingly, they
want,
instead of textbooks, printed information of
a kind
which will foster the techniques of research
and evidencesifting even among slow readers. They want
prepared
materials with a high visual content— film slides,
film
strip, film loop, microfilm, photographs,
videotape.
They want materials which allow young students to
seek
evidence from original sources, or at least, from
facsimiles of originals: documents, maps, newspaper
files, archives.
.They want materials with a direct
impact on the ear records, tapes, radio programmes.
They want evidence of objects, people and places, and
if these are not of a size and portability to bring
directly into schools, they want the evidence to lose
as little as possible in transit
people on tape, for
instance, rather than transferred to print.
Alternatively, they want the information and know how
to allow them to take their young students direct to
the mountain if the mountains cannot be brought in.
And they want all this in duplication and diversity
enough so that children can work for some part of the
time as individuals and in small groups, with some
element of choice and self-programming. 55
.

—

.

Few descriptions of

a

.

teachers' center as a resource center

are to be found to equal this statement.

It seems to express

precisely what it is that teachers in England, and no doubt
55

Emmeline Garnett, Curriculum Resources Development
An interim report after two years, Leicestershire

Project
Teachers' Centre,
,

(August 31,

1970),

p.

2.
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m

the United States, are looking for and
expecting from

the educational systems they work for.

if the direction

set by Rawlings continues, Thurmaston will
become the site
of the activities that Emmeline Garnett,

the former Project

Director of the Nuffield work at the joint city-county
center, called for in her report.

Scanning the informational brochure on the

Thurmaston Teachers' Centre, one notes the similarities
between its offering of activities and those offered in
Tony Leigh's Glebe House Teachers' Centre:
September 30
October 1
October 3

-Primary Maths Course (First Year
Teachers) Mr. Browse
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. R. E. Primary Study
Group
October
Primary Maths Course (Primary Teachers)
Mr. Browse
October
Primary Maths Course (Head Teachers)
Mr Browse
October 6
OPEN EVENING The Centre will be open
from 4 p.m. to any teachers who wish
to see what happens in a Teachers'
Centre. There will be representatives
from the County Library, Radio Leicester,
The Phoenix etc. This is intended
mainly for teachers in their first year
with the county but all teachers are
very welcome.
Computer Course.
Tuesdays
6:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Mr. Friis
1-12
Primary Science Workshop. Dr. Kirkham
November
November 15 - 19 R.E. Exhibition. An exhibition of work
produced in R.E. in primary schools.
4:30 - 6:00 p.m. R.E. meetings. Maurice
November 15
Stevens will be in the Centre to discuss
new trends in R.E. teaching.

4-5
6-7

.

—

.

.

Hi
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October 27
-

V

IJJce T

t

°W

Aad every following Wednesday from
3s 30 - 6:00 p.m.
Young Language
Teachers d. G. Smith. 56

—

J-eigh-'s schedule,
it"

...

this one indicates

“2.

variety of courses devised for teachers
and the center is
-

used aa a oeiitral site for such in-service
educat ion

.
-

Dnlxlce

schedule, Rawlings's goes on with the following

In addition to these activities there are
already working
or<planned, groups covering the following topics
with
the aira«,of providing Resource Materials for Schools:
V

V

.

QUARRIES

This group is working on a wide range of materials
associated with mineral working in Leicestershire.
Materials planned include an 8mm film, slides, charts,
booklets and specimens.

<

f

II*DIA
«
*

~*'

t

—

>’*•*
»

A small group

•

materials including slides, tapes,
This will be backing material for work
on India with material for all ages.

boolcs.,

-of

etc.

tfkDUS^RIAI ARCHAEOLOGY
<

'
*

.

&

f

At series of short guides with slides to a number of

. -«

i

-

1

'

interesting, but relatively unknown early industrial
sites in Leicestershire. These are intended either
as background for study of the Industrial Revolution,
as topics carried on alongside study of Canals and
Railways or as possible studies in themselves. Included
are brickworks, an Iron Furnace, early tramways, mills
and ^factori^s
4

(

^John

Rawlings, "Activities in the Centre,"
Centre, (Fall Term 1971).

^ Thurmaston Teachets

'
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THE FAMILY

Intended mainly for High Schools, this
will be a
collection of booklets and photographs,
etc. covering
the evolution of the family from
primitive times to
the present day.

RADIO LEICESTER
Radio Leicester Education Producer, Paul
Cobley, is
producing programmes on the Luddites, The
Chartists,
War, Police and Fire Services, part of a
series called
Stand Up and Fight." This is a series for
High
Schools. Thurmaston Teachers' Centre will be
producing
backing-up materials in co-operation with Ellis Centre
in the City.
it is hoped to build up the tapes and
materials into loan packs on various topics. 57
If John Rawlings's job satisfaction comes from

producing materials, his greatest dissatisfaction may come
from having

a

project not develop as he had intended.

Such

was the fate of the Quarry project which, he says, "just
fell to pieces."

Begun out of initiatives developed at

a

Loughborough summer course for high school teachers, it
relied for its success upon the continuing contributions of
teachers.

When the school term began, the teachers' interest

and time was insufficient to carry the project forward.
he says,

As

"In this sort of job you've got to learn by your

mistakes quickly otherwise you can antagonize so many
people that they stop coming."

^Ibid.

Indeed,

the greatest peril
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for a teachers' center or for
a resource center lies in

not being regarded by teachers
as a place where their needs

may be met.

Teachers look to

noted and said,

a

center for help, Rawlings

"You cut down on the amount of work
teachers

have to do in schools."

if somehow a center fails in this,

it fails altogether. 58

The Thurmaston Teachers' Centre is not much of
social center.

a

Though enhancing the social life of teachers

is one of the purposes frequently cited for
maintaining

teachers

centers, this purpose was not importantly served

by the Leicestershire centers.
in urban areas,

The reason seems to be that,

there are many places which serve the social

needs that teachers have.

Moreover, centers are often at

such great distances from the schools or from the homes of

teachers that just getting to them for social purposes would
be difficult.
a

Rawlings believes that "Teachers' centers are

bit of a vogue now."

He believes that at least half of

the five hundred centers which have come into existence in

Britain in recent years are little more than
a

part-time warden.

of existence,

a

room with

These, he asserts, may surely go out

leaving it to the large well-established

^interview, Rawlings, 23 March 1972.
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centers to grow and to take on in-service
education functions.
In this light,

reason for

a

social life plays but a small part in the

center's existence.

As Rawlings pursues the subject, he states
that

there will have to be some official recognition of
what

teachers

center should be.

a role in the

if these centers come to fulfill

re-education of teachers, as it is indicated

they might in the James Report

Training

,

a

A Report by

(

Teacher Education and

Committee of Inquiry appointed

a

by the Secretary of State for Education and Science, under
the Chairmanship of Lord James of Rusholme,

1972.), then

teacher centers will have to have some kind of recognition

by Schools of Education.

Their present ill-defined status

in the educational organization will have to be clarified

and established; at least, John Rawlings believes this

will be needed.
Rawlings's emphasis on the development of resource

materials may foreshadow
ment.

a

new direction in center develop-

Centers are now new and

surround them.

a

certain faddism seems to

It is true that teachers need a place to get

together, to exchange ideas, and to receive the benefits of

in-service education and curriculum development.

However,

Rawlings's assertion that, in the future, there will be
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fewer and larger centers serving
as resource centers ma\
be a prediction worth noting
since the production of classroom useful materials is the
ultimate expression of work
done in a center. Teachers may
be better off or more

effective in the classroom if they
socialize together;
teachers may grow and change if they
receive in-service
courses; teachers may improve their
teaching through

working on curriculum projects— all of
these are reasonable
assumptions; yet, curriculum materials
produced for specific

children in response to

a need,

attractively and intelli-

gently done, may be the most tangible and
beneficial product
of all of the interactions and endeavors
which are compre-

hended by

a

center.

It would seem that a center which does

not produce good teaching materials for local use is

probably neglecting

a

key element of its mission.

to this productivity criteria,

According

the Thurmaston Centre is at

full maturity, having come a long distance from its early

days as a Nuffield center.

Clearly, both Tony Leigh at

Loughborough and Maggie Nandy at Blaby regard it as the
parent center and something of a model.

Now it is time to

move on to the Blaby center and to Maggie Nandy who, though
only in her mid-twenties,
leaders

I

encountered.

is one of the most dynamic center
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I'm. still on me grand
royal tour 'round the neiqhborhood, saying, "what can I
do for you, chums?"59

Miss Maggie Nandy, Teacher
Leader, Blaby Teachers' Centre,
Blaby, Leicestershire

Maggie Nandy was appointed to her
post as teacher
leader of the Blaby Teachers' Centre
in January,

1972.

She had no more than taken up her
job when the coal
strike, which came to shut down many
British industries

and schools,

closed down her center for a month.

She used

the month's enforced closing to make herself
known to the

heads and teachers of some of the schools served
by her
center.

The Blaby center, prior to Nandy 's tenure as teacher

leader, had been a junior center serving teachers of
children

who ranged in age from seven through eleven.

Rawlings's

Thurmaston center served the secondary school teachers at
one time.

Now Nandy,

like Rawlings, was attempting to

broaden the clientele of her center; both centers, it was
hoped, would come to serve all teachers in their respective

areas.

In Maggie Nandy 's case, this means reaching out to

one hundred and fifty schools, some of them twenty miles
away.

As she herself admits, the number of schools and
59

Interview with Maggie Nandy, Teacher Leader, Blaby
Teachers' Centre, Blaby, Leicestershire, 23 March 1972.
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the area of service are so large
that it's likely that
there will be schools she never
gets to visit. Her

humorous reference to her -grand royal
tour" covers one
of the realities of teacher leader's
professional

life-

getting teachers and heads to know about
and to utilize
the services a center may offer.

criticize

a

if the heads of schools

teacher leader for coming by only once

a year,

teacher leaders frequently feel overwhelmed by
the numbers
of schools and teachers they must serve and
the distance

they must cover.
by car from Thurmaston to Blaby, one scene
appears like another
a park

of houses, patches of green,

flashing by, commercial streets, warehouses and

factories.
center,

— rows

a

One is always in a large urban and industrial

city and its surrounding areas which in recent

years have grown ever more together.

Off a main street

south of the city of Leicester stands another Victorian

school building, a former National School, now Maggie

Nandy's Blaby Teachers' Centre, named after the community
in which it is located.

Like the Thurmaston center the

Blaby center is well equipped for meetings and workshops,

possessed of the same reprographic (duplicating and printing)

equipment one comes to expect in teachers' centers.
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The sound of

a

circular saw screamed in the

background as groups of teachers in

a

woodworking course

were learning to use tools to make
classroom equipment of
their own design and chosing.

Late afternoon, 4:00 p.m.

onwards, teachers come to the center for such
activities.

Especially popular with teachers have been the
"Tri-Wall
Workshops,

"

courses in which teachers learn to use simple

tools to construct from multi-layered cardboard classroom

useful items.

As Nandy noted, one could almost keep the

center full with teachers working with Tri-Wall but that's

scarcely what

a

center's for.

"One could become just an

agent of Tri-Wall," she said.
In the late afternoon, with activity going on all

around her, Maggie Nandy slumped in

a

wooden chair, her

long legs were straight out before her, toes pointing in.

Her black mini-skirt cut across her thighs.

In her black

sweater with her auburn hair falling to her shoulders,

Maggie Nandy looked like
tired.

set-aside marionette.

She was

Once talking about her work and her center, she

became animated.
hands,

a

Talking quickly, with flourishes of her

she became absorbed in the subject of the social

sciences in schools.

.
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mean
lngS llke doing cre ative
African dances around

S
at YOU d ° n,t want-racist side
effects
Tt
and the debasing
of another's culture, if you're
not
very careful. And there are other
kinds of work.
SaW thS miners stuff at Thurmaston?
Weir
ell, tI don t think
that that there are two or three
things that's important to know about
mining and miners.
I don t think it really matters
what you do with the
materials.
I mean, it obviously matters
if you just
throw them in the corner and stand on
them, but educationally it doesn't matter if the child is
studying
wages in the 19th Century or drawing
pictures of pit
ponies. You can't say one is more important
than the
other.
Legitimately a child ought to find his own way,
interest -wise.
I think you've got to find some sort
of balance in a social science program that
(A) lets
kids have the liberty to explore avenues that
they
find fascinating and (B) in some way trains him
in
developing his mind to be conceptual about social
things.
It's facile, in a way, to say this because you
can t necessarily put (all topics of study) in one camp
or the other, but I think it's a useful way of thinking
and it means some materials you use have to be much
more structured. Anyway,
nough said. 60
*

m

'

It is by no accident,

planned

a

then,

that Maggie Nandy has

number of social science projects for her center,

two of which turn on local studies.

Since Leicestershire

has a long history as a center of the hosiery industry,

Maggie Nandy has undertaken
on this industry.
60

Ibid

a

curriculum development project

An informational release from the Blaby

.

:
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Teachers' Centre stated:
A group of teachers based on this centre
are at present
beginning a project to produce a set of
materials for
use in Leicestershire schools on the
Hosiery Industry.
The project developed from some materials
produced
in a local school last year.

The final term in which the materials will be
presented
has not yet been decided because we are still
at the
research stage but we are planning to produce
all or
some of the following written information,
documentary
historical information, slides and photographs, a film
loop, exhibits and a source book for teachers
on visits,
additional resource materials, locations of reference
material, etc.

—

The range of topics which may be included are amongst
these
The history of frame-work knitting and the hosiery
industry.
Trade unionism in the hosiery industry.
Luddism and frame-breaking in the Midlands.
The development of knitting machinery.
Industrial villages.
Cottage industry.
Industrial archaeology.
Lace
Fabrics and products of the hosiery industry.
The modern hosiery industry.

We hope that the materials will interest teachers in
primary and secondary education, from most disciplines
and those working in integrated programmes of study.
We have already found that many people both those concerned in education and those in industry have been
most cooperative in helping us to find material. We
would be most appreciative of any offers of help--for
example from people with local knowledge of the industry
in a village, or its history or from people who work
in the industry.

—

.

:

.
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If there are any teachers
who would like to give a
fair amount of time to the
project, we would welcome
her participating members of
the group.

If you can give any help at
all to this project please
contact

Maggie Nandy
Blaby Teachers' Centre
Church Street
Blaby
Telephone Wigston 2776^ 1

The other project which she planned
to launch had to do

with the center building itself, an
old former National
School.

As she wrote,

Since Blaby Teachers' Centre is situated
in an old
National School, and also in a fairly well
preserved
original village, it would be nice to have a
collection of copies of documents, tapes, photographs
etc.
in the Centre(1)

(2)

to stimulate collections on other locations, and
to be able to invite schools to send groups of
children to use the centre as a base for a small
local or education study. 62

Unlike many other teacher center leaders or wardens,
Maggie Nandy believes that the center should be

which children can come for study.

a

place to

For her, the Blaby

center with its rich collection of records, its maps and
census documents, its deposits of church records makes an
fi 1

"Project Hosiery," Blaby Teachers' Centre,
(undated publicity release)
62

Maggie Nandy, Blaby Teachers' Centre Report on
Activities Year 1972, Blaby Teachers' Centre information
release
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excellent location in which students
can conduct local
historical research. Thus, she writes
of the materials
and the task confronting her:
The problem is getting enough time
to collect them
together.
I may get some help on this
in the future.
Don Jones, history method tutor at
The School of
Education is going to suggest this as a
project to
his group next year. This may mean
a great deal of
help on the collecting of local resources 63
.

Her own pet project is the curriculum
development

work which she has done on the Bushman of
the Kalahari.
Working pretty much alone, Maggie Nandy has compiled
and
prepared

a

sizeable amount of data on the Bushman.

Each

piece is short, to the point, factually rich, and very

reminiscent of the "Man:

A Course of Study" material which

she so much admires.

Interest in social science materia Is led Maggie

Nandy to move into teachers' center work.
Maggie Nandy possesses

a

Like Tony Leigh,

rich background for one so new

to the education profession.

Born and raised in South

London, Maggie Nandy still carries the accents in her voice

which mark her origin, though she now proclaims
distaste for London.

a

thorough

A bright student who went on to the

University of Leeds, Maggie graduated and began her teaching
63 Ibid.
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at Bushloe High School where,

for five years she taught

the eleven to fourteen year
olds.

She moved on to the

Countesthorpe College, an upper school
taking in pupils
from eleven to sixteen. Here she
became involved in the

preparation of resource materials and
served on
team.

a

Humanities

A light schedule in this very innovative
school,

where pupil-teacher planning in

a

democratic setting encour-

aged much student-teacher interaction,
made it possible
for her to devote some time to curriculum
development.

When

a plan to

have a commercial publisher pick up some of

her salary expenses for curriculum development
work fell
through, Maggie took the first opportunity to engage
full

time in curriculum development work by applying for the

post of teacher leader at the Blaby Teachers' Centre.

Her leadership status at the Blaby Teachers'

Centre is not reflected in her pay, which continues to be
the same as it was in her last teaching post.

She's some-

what uncertain as to how her position ranks with that of
head teachers in the schools in her area, but being

a

university graduate, one who has contributed to texts and

who has worked on curriculum development, help, she feels,
in bringing to her the acceptance of the heads whom she

must work with.

As she notes, regarding her status:
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The ambiguity of her status in
relat ion to other profes-

sionals in the local educational
hierarchy is of small
moment.

She is very much on her own in
the development

and operation of the center.

While her center has

a

Steering Committee, as do the other centers
in Leicestershire, her relations with this committee
are for the most

part informal and infrequent.
In the early days of her tenure as the center's

teacher leader, she found that the use of the center
was
at a very low point.

As she said, teachers "were not

exactly pressing to get in, not running through in herds."
By offering courses and what she calls "one-off" things,

art exhibitions or school exhibits and displays, what we

might term "one-shot" activities, she hopes to increase
center usage.

As Tony Leigh had used an Eagle Pencil

Company display and presentation, complete with the giving
away of free samples, to lure clients to his center, so

Maggie Nandy had used an infants book display, an exhibition
64

Interview, Nandy, 23 March 1972.
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of mathematics equipment and other
commercial exhibitions

to attract teachers to the center.

While these are

relatively successful in bringing teachers
to the center,
they hardly constitute
Similarly,

a

reason for

a

center's existence.

she feels that the center cannot respond
to

every request for help that

a

teacher presents.

A center

leader has to be careful not to get trapped into
attempting

to respond to requests and to conditions which must
inevitably
fail.

One could find one's energies drained off in this

kind of "problem spotting approach,

"

and thereby find oneself

neglecting substantive curriculum development.

Acknowledging that her center will become

a

general

center for all teachers in the Blaby area of Leicestershire,
she nonetheless believes that a center must come to specialize,

not in courses offered, but in the kinds of things which

particularly concern each center leader.
Leigh,

Rawlings and

she notes, will develop concerns in their centers

which will not be reflected in hers.

In turn,

she will

have a special set of concerns in her center, no doubt
expressive of her interest in the plight of the immigrant,
the cause of race relations,

the growth of women's rights,

and in local historical studies.

As these are related to

her interest in the social sciences, it is likely that
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curriculum development will flow
from this set of interests.
She notes that a local secondary
school incorporates the
study of •'community relations,”
a euphemism for "race
relations,” in its curriculum and
that

a

work may be undertaken in this
area.

good deal of systematic
Since Maggie Nandy,

John Rawlings, and Tony Leigh, the
three center leaders,
are in continuous communication
with each other and since

they generally know of developments in
each other's center,
the flow of information and materials
from center to center
if facilitated and it is not really
necessary for teachers

to go to a particular center.

but presently effective.

Such arrangements are informal

As Maggie Nandy says,

Nobody from here's going to go to Loughborough. And
nobody from Loughborough's going to come here, unless
it s something exceptional like the Queen Mother
opening the tea pot. But there's a certain amount
of specialization--not on the courses we do--but in
things we in our heads are specializing in 65
.

A particular interest which Nandy has for her

center is the development of what we in this country
might term "off campus,
Miss Nandy

says,

"

an alternative education,

the need to get children

.

or as

.out of school,

to make more effective use of environment, to use the
school as a luggage room" while students learn from
65 Ibid.

:
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community resources of people
and places.

a teachers'

center leader and the center
itself may become extremely
valuable in interfacing the
community and the schools,

effecting arrangements and providing
leadership necessary
to bring together the community's
resources on the one
hand and the schools' young people
on the other.

Yet this

development has not yet come to pass at
the Blaby center.
The Blaby Teachers' Centre program for
the Autumn
term,

1972,

reflects the slow growth away from "one off

things" to more substantive curriculum
development and

in-service education projects.

One can discern that

a

new

leader has taken hold of the center and has begun
to organize
its services to its constituents.

By closing her center

in the afternoon from noon to 3:30 p.m., Maggie
Nandy has

time to get out of the center to do the research work she
feels necessary to advance her special curriculum develop-

ment projects.

It is also the time she may visit schools

to spread interest in the work of her center as well as

elicit information which may help her better judge the needs
of the teachers in her area.

In her annual report, rendered in May 1972 and

reporting on her first term as teacher leader, Maggie

Nandy writes

,

ookmg back over these few months, the
work of the
Centre was more severely disrupted
by the closure of
one month during the Miners
dispute, than I had
Coming as it did, when I had just
begun
o settle down in Blaby, it meant
that very little
went on in the Centre during the
Spring term. By
contrast this (Summer) term has been
quite busy,
and there are many more potentially
fruitful
activities
bb
going
1

on.

Her Autumn program indicates

a

considerable growth in acti

vities from the coal strike month and the
weeks that
followed.

She writes:

It is very important to make contact with as
many
schools and teachers as possible in the area. Two
ways
suggest themselves the contact which is made through
projects, meetings, offering the facilities and so on
in the Centre, and contacts made from visits to
schools.
I now think the first type is the more productive,
but
in January I did begin a systematic visiting of schools.

—

Her account of these first visits indicates that they were
rather formal, not overly productive.

Yet we note that the

Freshwater Ecology class, offered at the center in the
Fall,

1972,

emerged from one of these visits.

As Nandy

writes in her report:
Some of the teachers at Upper Schools have specialist
talents which the Centre can well use. Mike Minchin
of Countesthorpe College (where Nandy used to teach)
for example, is doing a course on Freshwater Ecology
66 Maggie Nandy,
Activities Year 1972.
67

Ibid.
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and iS 3 first class specialist in
this

Nandy notes in this report

a

key factor in using local

school personnel in a training role to
other school
personnel,

a

problem not readily solved either in England

or the United States:

Another thing which makes (longer) courses
difficult
is that to attract the right people to run
them, we
need to reconsider the question of payment. 69
In the course of our conversation,

she mentioned three

other difficulties which cause lack of activity at the
center.

Teachers do not, on the whole, use the Centre as a
workshop. Geographical location is one telling
factor, as is the lack of facility for time off to
do this, and the lack of publicity of the facilities
of the Centre
.the facilities of the Centre are
used by far too few people. ^0
.

.

Despite these difficulties, Maggie Nandy emphasized that

publicity was already drawing more people to the center.
Time, money, materials, accessibility

— these

seem to be problems found wherever teachers aspire to

develop the ideas and the programs which, as they see

it,

will improve the classroom situation, the learning opportunities for children.
68

Ibid.

69

70 Interview,

Certainly in her first months as

Ibid.

Nandy,

23 March 1972.
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a new teacher leader,

Maggie Handy's experience and
expres-

sions underscore these problems
and also give some promise
that they may be met. what
may be truly significant
about
these Leicestershire centers
is that they are truly
separate
entities, not instrumentalities
for carrying forward plans
and programs created by outside
experts remote from the

classrooms of Leicestershire:

they are not arms of the

central office policy-makers except
insofar as they are

created and sustained by the authority.

Their programs and

their developments are truly in the hands
of the teacher
leaders and in the teachers whom they serve.
The Leicestershire Education Authority, noted
for
its innovative leadership in British education,
has a

commitment to the growth and development of teacher
centers.

Yet Leicestershire head teachers express some doubts as to
the future of teacher centers,

As one head says,

as to the ultimate purposes.

"They're a bit of

a

fad now."

indeed one

is aware of the explosive growth of centers in Britain and

there does seem to be an element of faddism to them, as

though it is the thing to do to create teachers' centers.

Thoughtful Leicestershire heads, looking twenty years into
the future, express the belief that many of the smaller
centers, the under-manned, under-financed centers, will
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close down and that many which
are now serving ill-defined

purposes will come to be either more
clearly defined as
resource centers or will be abandoned
by the authorities

which created them.

These heads see centers serving as

resource centers to area schools and
developing as parts
of a network of in-service education,
along with colleges of
education,

in accord with the principles set
forth in the

James Report. 71 There is

general reticence among Leices-

a

tershire heads to be prescriptive at this time
about what
the centers should be or what they should do.
like other British educators,

express

a

Rather,

Leicestershire educators

desire to create such centers and to patiently

let them evolve to serve the purposes they will, many yet

unexpressed or ill-defined.

If this seems to reflect

a

muddle through" approach, it also expresses great respect
for the talents of teachers and for the need for administra-

tive restraint in determining too strictly what the goals
of centers and,

indeed,

In conclusion,

tant elements of change.

of education in general shall be.

Leicestershire's centers are impor-

Maggie Nandy

'

s

special emphasis

71lnterview with four Leicestershire Head Teachers,
Coalville, Leicestershire, 24 March 1972.
Interview conducted
for the author by Dr. William Masalski, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.
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on secondary level curriculum
development in the social

sciences seems particularly
appropriate for Leicestershire
since she is working in the
area of local history and on
current problems which are manifest
in the city area,

especially those having to do with
race relations.

Leicestershire authorities keep

The

hands-off policy in

a

regard to the development and the
programs of their centers,

trusting rather in their carefully chosen
center leaders
and in the democratic processes to bring
the teacher involve-

ment requisite to meet the needs of the
Leicestershire

children and the community.

Leicestershire's laissez-faire approach is in

marked contrast to that which

I

was to find in Derbyshire

where the development and operation of centers are pursued
in fulfillment of county policy.

Centers in Derbyshire

are subordinate parts of the advisory service and are

expected to be instruments of developing and implementing
county policy.

They are part of

approach to educational change.

a

In visiting Derbyshire,

we shall hear from county officials

Education Office

— as

cost-effectiveness

— Advisers

and the Chief

they describe their views of centers.

Then we shall take into consideration the views of center
wardens, noting how they discern their role in county

policy.

Derbyshire's approach resembles
London's, yet

it has its own special
character.

As is true elsewhere,

the personalities play an important
role in educational

change and in center life.
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man
1
to know where I'm going
and tI like all my other people
knowing that as well.
Then I give them absolute freedom. 72
-

Mr. Frank Knight, Chief Adviser,

Derbyshire Education Authority
Mr. Knight is a portly gentleman
of military

bearing,

a

man of full voice who speaks with the
confidence

and authority of one who is seldom
contradicted by his

subordinates.

Now entering the closing years of his career

in education, Mr. Knight laments that
he is,

the end of his career.

indeed,

As he says, many great and exciting

changes are taking place in British education.
is Derbyshire's Chief Adviser

service,

a

so near

Mr. Knight

in charge of the advisory

force of 22 advisers.

As Knight says,

in partial

self-deprecatory jest:
The way we're organized is that I sit around and do
nothing and I've delegated the work to three senior
advisers who have a third of the primary and secondary
schools. They're supported by either three or four
senior people who do some general work, caring for
schools generally but having particular subject specialties.
And underneath them are another three or four
specialist advisers who do nothing but their specialties. 72
72 Interview

with Frank Knight, Chief Adviser,
Derbyshire Education Authority, Chesterfield, 24 March 1972.
Also present and interviewed with Mr. Knight were Norman
Rutherford, Derbyshire Mathematics Adviser, and John Brand,
Warden, Hipper Teachers' Centre, Chesterfield.
72 Ibid,

Knight.
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Indeed, Mr. Knight is near the
apex of power of the

Derbyshire Education Authority.
Mr. Henry Fowler,

His superior is

the Chief Education Officer,

formerly

deputy chief education officer in
Hertfordshire, and before
that one who worked with Sir Alec
Clegg, the famed Yorkshire innovator in British primary
education.

The central

office headquarters for this staff and
the division chiefs

who run the Derbyshire schools is in Matlock.

Control and

development of education, especially in curriculum
and
teacher training,

flow from the Derbyshire advisory service,

out of the work of Mr. Knight and his staff
of advisers.

Adjuncts of this focus of curriculum planning and development
and teacher training carried out by the Derbyshire
advisory

service are the four teachers' centers which serve the

schools of the county.

Established in 1968 and 1969, these

four centers serve as few as 600 teachers in one instance
to as many as 1,600 teachers in another.

As Knight states,

it is not economically or educationally feasible to fund
a

center for fewer than 600 teachers.

tive must have

a

A center to be effec-

full-time warden and it is only at

staffing ratio or one to six hundred that

economically viable.

a

a

warden becomes

Fowler, the Chief Education Officer,

supports this contention, noting in addition that, even in
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times of budgetary stringency,
teachers’ centers are valuable
educational instrumentalities for
curriculum change and
development and for teacher education
and growth.

Derbyshire's teachers' centers are found
at Buxton,
Chesterfield, Alfreton, and Ilkeston,
strategic northwest
to southeast sites in Derbyshire's
enlongated wedge-shaped
county,
a

some 60 miles in length on a north-south
axis,

county comprising rural, mining,

enterprises.

industrial, and tourist

From the great physical and economic diversity

of the county, there emerges a considerable
variation in the

education concerns expressed in each teachers' center.

Yet

though diversity exists, the thrust of county policy may
be perceived in each center's programs.

in a sense,

then,

structure, diversity, and freedom become the hallmarks of
the Derbyshire teachers' center experience and account for
the different ways in which Derbyshire educators perceive

the work of the centers.

These centers came into existence

in Derbyshire as an indirect result of the Nuffield science

and mathematics projects.

Not officially

a

part of the

Nuffield project work, the centers grew out of the experience which these projects produced elsewhere.
says,

As Knight

the centers came into existence as a result of:
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th

changing teaching approaches. We
had teachinq
ming
in Sha11 We say ^themaics and science,
tics°and
scr
in primary school work.
Well it was
quite imp os Slb ie to gather the
expertise by lis ; eni
to a lecture program. You have
to have some instruc9 ° baCk and trY
OUt in the schools.
rnZ
! say, "Well,
Come-back
and
it worked with me or it
didn t work." Now the only way we
can do that, we
thought, they must have a center to
meet to discuss,
a center to make apparatus,
a center which had a social
point of view as well, and could supply
some reasonable
facilities . 74
"

'

I

te

'

w

In the course of these remarks, John Brand,
Warden of

Chesterfield's Hipper Teachers' Centre, noted
quite simply:
Overall this business of teacher centres really
sort
of germinated from the Nuffield centres. 75

When the centers are perceived from the lofty
vantage point in the educational hierarchy enjoyed by
Mr. Fowler and Mr. Knight, the centers are seen as instru-

mentalities of the advisory service, carrying forward county
policy decisions.
used as

a

Thus,

the Buxton center is frequently

residential site to which come the wardens, the

advisers, the heads, and teachers, up to 80 in number,

the "Organizers" of projects to spend the days necessary

to determine the plans and processes for particular educaI

tional projects.

From these residential meetings,

7 ^Ibid,

Knight.

75 Ibid,

Brand.

a

develop-
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ment project is launched and
placed in the hands of the
center wardens for further
development. At each center
then there will be organized
the "working parties" of heads
and teachers whose job it is to
move
the plans forward,

developing the curriculum materials
which may be needed for
a specific project.
These working parties will work throughout a year,

returning to the residential site with
the

materials they have developed, there to have
them assessed

by the residentially assembled organizing
group which
initiated the project.

Some of the materials may have had

field tests in selected situations and these
will be reported
on.

The organizing group then sends the project forward

again to the centers for further development and field

testing for yet another year and recalls it again for
further examination.

At this point, the project is dissemi-

nated to all the schools, there to be installed and modified
as need be by the local schools and the center which serves

them.

This three-year cycle of developmental events is

a

key element in Derbyshire's use of teachers' centers.
In 1971, the advisory service set forth a number

of projects which formed the cycle of activities to be

carried on through 1973:

-
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-a new Sixth Form

^

C
f°r
R3iSing ° f the Scho °l Leaving
Age
-Science 14-T6
-Small Rural Schools program
“Health Education program
“Middle Years Education 9-13
-Open Plan School Building and
Plans
-Design courses (Needlework, Art,
Woodwork. Music,
Movement, integration of these) 76

As Mr. Knight noted,

"Those

.

.

.were all starters,

resi-

dential ones; they break out (of
the residential center)
into the teacher centres."

Some of the centers will deal with
all of these topics,
some will deal with only some of
them. We let them
make a choice. There can be working
groups.
“reach
o
the teacher centers, and they all
came back to
Buxton the residential center in '72 at
the end of
February and we had working sessions; now
they've all
gone back into (teacher centers), into
developing
curriculum for RSLA. 77
.

—

Deciding to clarify the process further, Mr. Knight
went
on to say:

—

—

—

Residential teacher center residential teacher
center residential teacher center, that's the flow;
initiation at a residential center, working parties
at teacher centers, assessment and direction at a
residential center, meeting again, re-working and
resource and curriculum development, re— assessment
at a residential center, and dissemination through

—

—

7^

"School Organisation," an unpublished planning
chart of curriculum development activities undertaken by the
Derbyshire Education Authority, 1971-1973. This flow chart
emanated from the office of the Chief Adviser, Frank Knight,
Derbyshire Education Authority, Matlock, England.
77 Interview,

Knight et. al., 24 March 1972.

.
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the teacher centers.
It's a cycle all
1 ™" that
going on; well, this is the
way „ e "ee It??!

'

S

For Mr. Knight then the
teacher center is a fundamental
element in county educational
policy and planning. The
long range goals of the county
are thus carried out through
the instrumentality of the
advisory service of which the

teacher centers are an important,
subordinate part,

in

this connection, then, there is
no laissez-faire approach
to curriculum planning and development.

Down from the

top-most ranks of the Authority come
policy decisions.

centers and the wardens are very much

a part of the

structure of the educational hierarchy.

78 Ibid

The

command
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What goes on in these things
(teacher centers) r-m v
purely higgeldy-piggeldy
And everyone gives three
cheers for democracy and, of
course; this
.

^

a

is

^

rigidlv°doct
a
the answL to thL i79

thf wLhes

—

Same tirae y °U don 1 want
CentrallY imP ° Sed SCh
«hafs
th<S

'

’

Mr. Henry Fowler, Chief Education
Officer, Derbyshire Education
Authority, Matlock
Mr. Henry Fowler's office is on
the second floor

of a county office building in
Matlock.

ceilinged office is spartan, gleaming.

His large, high
Over sherry at his

huge conference table, Mr. Fowler
discourses about education
in Britain and about the needs of a
local authority to

bring its policy decisions in line with those
of the nation.
As he notes,
a

"In this county, we found ourselves up against

much more stringent demand to be clear why we want
money,

what our priorities were.

.

."

A trim man of middle years,

faultlessly tailored, he sat at the table, turning his
sherry glass, talking without interruption, his words darting
off on one track, then on another,

then weaving several

strands together, until the picture of national education
and political party change, of tax structure and policy

determination, of priority assessment and educational effective79 Interview with Henry Fowler,

Chief Education Officer,
Derbyshire Education Authority, County Building, Matlock,
Derbyshire, 24 March 1972.

.
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ness merged to form

a

sensible whole,

His basic thesis

was thus expressed:
•

•

ere YOU are wit h

a labor

intensive industry in
SC3rCe m ° ney and under
our syste; oY management •
-y°«r capital investment
I centrally,
is controT,
controlled
what freedom in the disposal
U
SS
Y ° U? NOt mUCh reall y ; The major
Portion of your money will, of
portion
course, go on servicing
the revenue requirements of your
capital investment
in buildings and, of course, in
paying the actual
staff.
In following this line of thought,
you
must build up your advisory team if
you're going to
say that the best use we can make
of whatever growth
money we have is to encourage our teachers
to be a
more efficient force with the children
with whom they're
dealing.
And this, of course, is where such money
as
we have had has gone, as our estimate
would show very
clearly. od
C

'!)

90t

'

.

..

.

From Henry Fowler's vantage point, then,
teachers' centers
are part of cost effectiveness, educational
productivity,

since they are part of the advisory service.
is simple.

if tax resources are scarce,

The equation

if the capital

investment and staff salaries consume the major portion
of
these scarce resources, then whatever funds are available
for the improvement of education have to be devoted to
that

service which will make more effective the staff serving
the schools.

It is only thus that educational "productivity"

may be increased.

S^Ibid
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Fowler relates cost effectiveness
to the limited
choices in policy directions
or options one in a
co^and

position is allowed.

He notes that policy changes
or policy

additions in education require
the expenditure of funds
and that, since funds are short,
the number of such policy
changes which may be tolerated
is few.
Knowing this, it
then behooves an education authority
to settle on

a

few

themes— policy directions— and to pursue
these, recognizing
that change and training of teachers
take long periods of
time before the effect is registered
in the schools.
goes on to say

Fowler

;

Having identified the themes, how do we use
our physical
resources? We have this conference house out
at Buxton
where we start main hares but they're pretty
useless if
like most educational conferences they're
merely starter
and everybody goes away. How could we use the
teacher
center to follow up with working groups? and this
has
really meant that sort of flow diagram, like most flow
diagrams it really doesn't come off, but helps clarify
what you're after. 81
Throughout the discourse, Mr. Knight sat listening quietly
as Fowler talked,

point.

nodding occasionally to underscore

a

Henry Fowler continued:

We did design the themes on this basis and this means
that you're really working on a three year flow on your
main themes; now, if one had only done this, I suppose
one would be open to the charge of being far too
81 Ibid.
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hierarchial about the general
direction of intellectua 1
(development)
who are we to assume that we
are that
prudent or common sensical? So
the teacher centers,
with their teacher committees
are clearly another
place where the needs of the
area and the need of the
moment in time (meet)
.82
.
.

/

.

Fowler continued to note that the
best of plans and directions have a way of going askew,
taking on new meanings,

changing focus once they have been
launched and are out of
the hands of the policy makers,
what tended to emerge
from the interaction between planner
and program developers

was a compromise and "like all these
sorts of compromises,

you know, it sometimes isn't too bad and
other times it

clearly has its limitations."

Ultimately the most important

things which may be gained from pursuing developmental

activities in centers on the themes isn't any particular
piece of curriculum work but what happens to staff members.

What is important is what's happening to people while
the work s being done
There are two things here I
think you judge by and oddly enough they're not exclusive.
They usually feed one another rather than not.
This, of course, has led to other developments.
By
seconding teachers from schools to the center to work
on a project, then you come to the next stage, "Well,
all right, how do you get this into the system?"
This means, of course, seconding other teachers geographically nearer their neighbors to explain, to
follow up, to help.
I suppose what we're really exploring the whole time is how you do this within your "blood
stream" without disturbing the life of the individual
'

82 Ibid.

.
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school.
So that it doesn't become
a catastrophic
episode in the teaching life of
the people concerned
t this movement is going
on the whole time
i
suppose the point of teachers
centers is that the
closer you can get this movement
to an-l suppose
you can use a funny word like-an
"efficient system"
terms of time and space. .
.(the better it is) 8 3

The development of "an efficient
system" for Fowler means
more than merely having the centers
move curriculum development out into the schools, and having
teachers instruments lly
involved in the processes.

Another aspect of the efficiency

of the system is the degree to which
it brings together

related but disparate parts of an educational
system, those
"separate boxes" which always seem to show up
on an organi-

zational chart.

Noting that advisory services and teachers'

centers frequently turn up on an organizational chart
as
"out there on a limb,

"

in Derbyshire this is no longer

true since:

here they are as your essential motive power and nerve
force really in the center of the organization. Whereas
a lot of our rather orthodox, conservative administration
tends, as you'd expect, to reflect older customs of only
supplying the need of established separate bits of the
organization i.e., schools, or youth this is a concept
that is really out.
It tends to be terribly wasteful
Any kind of administrative organization which
.
kept these (school services) in separate boxes ought
to take a running jump at itself. This is where the
advisory team is the nerve center of your educational
administration, I think. 84

—

.

—

.

83 Ibid.

84 Ibid.
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Teachers' centers thus can
pull together elements of
the
system which may be mutually
supportive. Fowler indicates
that the parent of the
sub-normal child may require
education for himself as well as
special educational provisions
for his child, and the
development of special curricular
and teaching techniques for the
staff.
The advisory service
can handle each of these needs as
a part of a related whole,
and the teachers' center may become

a

central location

wherein the coordination of endeavors
may take place.

it is

this that puts the center in the middle
of the school system's

organizational development, rather than "out on

a

limb."

Such services as these, then, are part of
the cost efficiency,
the increase in productivity, which an educational
organiza-

tion needs to develop with the scarce resources
available

to it.

It may be as Miss Maggie Nandy,

the warden of the

Blaby Teachers' Centre in Leicestershire notes.
There are (centers) which are a good deal more frequented
than the Leicestershire ones, but as far as I can see,
this is when they are an arm of the education authority.

Derbyshire's teachers' center wardens find themselves at the confluence of pressures.

Down from the educa-

tional leadership come the policy decisions
85 Interview,

Nandy,

23 March 1972.

— themes,

as

.
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Henry Fowler called them-to
be developed through working
parties at the center, up from

the ranks of the teachers

and heads in the district
schools served by the center
comes
the expression of local needs
to which the center must
respond. Each center has its own
advisory committee made
up of infant, junior, and secondary
staff members drawn from
the district the center serves.
Each advisory committee is

sub-divided into school level committees,
as
a junior,

and a secondary level committee.

a primary,

The main advisory

committee has the overall responsibility
for the center's

operations while the sub-committees concern
themselves

with the center's programs for the various
levels of schooling.
Each center,

in addition to serving schools in its immediate

vicinity, has some schools so remote that it works
through

sub-centers,

locations where programs which have been

successful in the main center are put for the benefit of
the teachers who would find it exceedingly difficult to
get into the main center.

The warden keeps in touch with

these locations through "correspondents,

"

those who assume

the responsibility for carrying forward the off-site programs.
In all of these activities,

the warden plans the programs

to meet the needs expressed by the different constituencies.
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Mr. Brand here, although he
would never agree with
me, has a very great measure
of freedom. 86
Mr. Frank Knight,

chief Adviser
Derbyshire Education Authority

Not far from the twisted spire of
Chesterfield's
14th Century Cathedral is the Hipper
Teachers' Centre,

located

m

its name.

an old school on the street from
which it gets

Here John Brand is the center warden.

Joining

me there on an early spring day when a
pale sun warmed the

lounge were Mr. Knight, chief Adviser, and
Mr. Norman

Rutherford, Senior Adviser whose specialty is
mathematics,
and Mr. Brand, the Warden.

Around the coffee table, in

the persons of these three men, was represented the
power

structure of Derbyshire education.

Frank Knight relaxed

and became expansive on the subject of Derbyshire's teachers'
centers.

Norman Rutherford,

a

large man who slumped in a

chair at the opposite end of the table from Knight, said
little.

In between,

power sat Brand,

a

as though squeezed by the presence of

tall,

that broke his serious,

watching

a

lean young man with

attentive attitude.

a

shy grin

Like one

tennis match, Brand's eyes moved from Knight to

Rutherford and back.
quite oppressed.

Yet,

At that moment, Mr. Brand looked
in truth,

Mr. Brand and his fellow

^Interview, Knight, 24 March 1972.

,
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wardens do enjoy

a

great measure of freedom.

Enjoying

tenure in his position, having a
rank which, while not
clearly defined in relation to
other school positions, is
roughly the equivalent to that of a
secondary head teacher,
he is in complete financial,
administrative, and educa-

tional charge of his center.
shall be spent.

He determines how his funds

Not a position of authority over teachers

or heads, yet not subservient to them,
his is

a

position

which fosters honesty in the development of
school matters.
As Knight notes:

The essential thing about it is that we have,
generally
speaking, in Derbyshire, we have a very good relationship with our teachers. They know that they can say
what they think and therefore we generally get honest
opinions from the wardens. And I hope my colleagues do
as well.
in point of fact, I think we do.
This,
I think, just cancels out to some extent "Them"
and
"Us . "87

And Brand added, relative to the uncertain nature of his
role
If I had to identify my status at any stage, then I'd
be finished. You see, I think Norman summed it up
when he said it's a new role, a new job, and there are
elements of many other jobs in it. I think the
ombudsman type of thing creeps into it too somewhere
along the line. 88

Knight expanded on the role of the warden:
87 Ibid.

S^Ibid,

Brand.
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YOU see, what we say to all the
wardens 'round about
"
f
N ° W Pre ? are
estimates
r.'° Th ey know full well that
(budgets)
they are only
going to get a limited percentage
more than they go^
the previous year unless they've
got some specific
things on, you see. They will all
naturally trv to
get as much out of me as they can
by fair means and
by sometimes foul— any means— all
means are fair.
(Brand:
It's a desperate job, you seel)
They have
X thousand pounds a year to run this
place, to buy
urniture, to service courses, and it's
up to them
how they spend their money. if they want
to spend
it all on chalk, well, that's their
business, but
we'd say, "Don't do it again." in that
respect,
then, they are free agents, as much a
free agent as
I am.
They have a great deal of autonomy. i think
without it you don't run a center, you run a
succession
of sounding boards.
This is the way we think in Derbyshire and we think our centers have been reasonably
successful because they've not dried up on us. 89

r^'

.

John Brand's Hipper Teachers' Centre is a large
building, the lounge lovely and comfortable.

entrance hallway is

a

large display room.

off a main

in the building

are the familiar reprographics room, workrooms, office
spaces,

storage areas.

Since his center,

Brand seemed proud of his facilities

like the others in Derbyshire,

is a compre

hensive center, serving all levels of schooling and all
subject specialties, a wide variety of activities occur
at the center

(appendix 3.)

In another section of his

annual report, Brand devotes considerable space to reporting
on meetings of the Middle School Working Party

8^Ibid, Knight.

,

one of the

:
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items listed by Mr. Knight
as a "theme" for county-wide

development,

one gets a sense of the
contribution such

working parties may make from the
following selection of
excerpts

9-13

age group

Point to Consider
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

The personality of the child
His stage of development

The way he learns
His educational needs.

This age group is a "natural" group socially,
intellectually, and emotionally.
At lower age range of this group children are at
varying
stages of reading and writing, but have experience
of
using materials of every kind. They have an interest
very much in the world around them exploring and finding
out.
They are able to take responsibility for their own
work and research, but still rely on the teacher for
guidance, stimulation, recognition, and overall stability;
and they still need concrete (sic) materials for much
of their own work.
.

—

.

The aim of the Middle School should be to establish an
environment to satisfy all these requirements. The
security and flexibility of the primary schools, in
fact, to be extended to the Middle School.
.

.

If the specialist trend was allowed to develop in the
Middle School it would result in a 9-plus in place of
the 11-plus.
The Middle School, in fact, should be
an extension of primary rather than secondary organization; and High Schools should not be allowed to
dictate to Middle Schools what they are to do.
.

.
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Any idea of streaming or a
group of "high flyers" is
a
t0 thS
of education advocated
Tn tl Middle school. There
should certainly be a
stretching of children, but in
depth not ln
in oraer
order to

“

™

get in front of others. 90

When one recognizes that the
listing of courses
and activities cited here is
for one

term of a three term

academic year, the amount of work
carried on at the center
becomes impressive, indeed. As
Brand notes, he plans for
his center's programs well in advance,
usually

a

year or

more ahead of time.

Because that way, you get a spread of activity.
You
have to bear in mind that you are dealing
with schools
that are developing in different ways because
the
Heads have a certain autonomy, and consequently
you'll
find it varies from the most formal to the
most free
in their approach.
Consequently, the needs will vary
so you have different levels and different
degrees
of involvement to consider in what you will
provide. 91
Brand

s

Hipper Teachers' Centre program announce-

ment for the Spring 1972 carries

a

listing of programs

which indicates that the quantity and variety of offerings
of his center is in no way diminished by the passage of

time.

His program announcement is divided into various

colored sections, each color indicating the student-age

J.

H.

Brand,

B.

The Hipper Annual Report
1970 - Summer 1971)
p. 5.
,

"Middle School Working Party,"
Hipper Teachers' Centre, (Autumn

,

^Interview, Brand, 24 March 1972.

.

:
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range of teachers for which
the programs are primarily
intended

The contents are arranged as
follows:

Section

-on yellow paper - News, Activities,
Displays
and Services of General
Interest
Section 2 -On pink paper
- Activities of Interest
to
Infant-Range Teachers.
Section 3 -On green paper - Activities
of Interest to
Junior Age-Range Teachers.
Section 4 -On blue paper
- Activities of Interest
to
Secondary Age-Range Teachers.
(N.B.

1

-

Sections 2, 3, and 4 are not exclusive
of all levels are welcome at any meeting.) 92

-

Teachers

With this kind of presentation, Brand accomplishes
one of
the most difficult tasks a warden faces

— communicating

the developments and interests of one level of schooling
to those at all other levels of schooling.

As other wardens

noted, comprehensive centers may come to be regarded by

many secondary teachers as catering especially to the needs
and interests of primary and junior teachers since many of

their activities and programs lack that degree of subject

specialization attractive to secondary teachers.
other hand, centers that provide

a

On the

range of specialized

curricular programs, with lectures frequent or dominant,

J. h. B. Brand, "Spring Program 1972," Hipper
Teachers' Centre, Chesterfield.
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tend to be regarded by primary
and junior teachers as
secondary centers. Keeping the
center truly comprehensive
and keeping the programs balanced
and keeping the lines of

communication open to all levels of
teachers-these are key
problems for a center warden. An
attractive and fully
informative program guide may be an
important instrumentality

m

presenting the balanced and comprehensive
work of

to all teachers.

a

center

As Brand's 1972 Spring program table of

contents makes clear, he is especially able at
program

arrangement (appendix 4.)
I

as

I

hope the reader shares my sense of amusement

note that the Wine and Cheese Party, which had appeared

as item 18 on the 1970 program schedule moved in the
short

space of two years to being item

1

on the 1972 program.

My sense of amusement was furthered by the informational

paragraph in the program text which asserts:

The Wine and Cheese Party held on Thursday, 4th November
was extremely well attended and much to our surprise,
an actual profit of 3.87p was made (this of course will
be put forward towards our next social venture I) 93
A more significant note is struck in the paragraph in the

program which states:
93 Ibid.
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•

The Open Plan School

^

— r-

F
1
Kni qht (Chief Organiser for
Derbyshire) will contribute a talk
on the subject
of organisation in the open plan
primary
*

*

-

school on Tuesday, 22nd February,
at 1630 hours.

^

M rs. H. H. Sibley (Headteacher, Warren
Hills
C. Primary School, Coalville,
Leicester)
whose school is one of the more recent
open
plan J.M.I. schools to be opened in
Leicestershire, will describe her situation and
the
practical day-to-day life of her school on
Tuesday, 29th February at 1630 hours.

Hr —D.

W. Turner

(Headteacher, Elizabeth
Woodville Primary School, Groby, Leicester),
who in fact has a sister school to that of
Mrs. Sibley, will describe what is in many ways
a contrasted and yet complementary situation
to that of his colleagues, on Tuesday, 7th March
.

*

at 1630 hours.

It is hoped that Mr

Knight s down-to-earth view of the
organisational problems, coupled with the presentation
of Mrs. Sibley's and Mr. Turner's parallel new open
schools, will provide a perspective, some stimulating
discussion and an exchange of ideas and new approaches.
1

.

Applications by phone or in writing by Thursday,
27th January. 94
By such means does the Derbyshire Education Authority

move the process of innovation forward, the center being

a

location where the consciousness-raising and the teacher

education can be carried out.

In the secondary segment of

Brand's program, the Authority's innovative policy-making,
94 Ibid.
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its "theme" development, may
be more clearly seen by the

following entry:
C.

WORKING PARTY
Raisi ng of the School Leaving Age
This group sub-divided into three
units, early in
he term. They have been meeting
and deliberating
this way ever since under the
guidance of
Mr. j. Leigh (Matlock College of
Education),
Mr. P. Ramsden (Headmaster, Newbold
Green School)
and Mr. M. Murray (Head of Newsom
Studies, Newbold
Green School.)
Each group has produced a written
document and these together with any emerging
ramifications will be considered at a plenary
session
at the centre on Monday, 17th January at
1645 hours
Anyone who wishes to join the group on that
occasion
will be very welcome. 95

m

.

Thus,

from the lighthearted social event to inaugurate

a

new

school term to the serious business of implementing
county

policy decisions, all the while providing daily services
to teachers,

the center is an instrumentality of communica-

tion and educational change.

Yet is is equally important to

note that the center is not in itself an advocate of any

specific change; that

is,

the warden does not arrogate to

himself the role of program advocate, espouser of educational
causes, or evaluator of curriculum or methods.

As a member

of the advisory service, he does initiate activities on

behalf of the developmental work set in motion by the county
95 Ibid.
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organisers"

the older tern, for advisers.

Thus, the center

must serve the widest possible
range of educational needs
emerging from a wide range of
educational
situations.

Generally, centers in Derbyshire,
as elsewhere, tend to be
concerned with programs and activities
on a multi-school

basis.

A school or a teacher having a
particular problem

or need more commonly seeks the aid
of a member of the

advisory service,

a

general or specialist adviser.

None-

theless, no center warden would turn away
a teacher seeking

information or advice, although this might consist
of

directing the teacher to the proper adviser or the
appropriate professional literature, or to a fellow teacher
else-

where in the county who could render helpful service.
To those accustomed to thinking of teachers
as locales of spontaneously generated,

'

centers

teacher-initiated

activities, Brand's listing of activities may seem terribly

system-oriented, establishmentarian

however that may be defined.

,

devoid of creativity,

One may find in his program,

irrespective of level, more lecture than may be useful, but
there also seems to be a good measure of "hands on" workshops.
"

Moreover, one cannot help being impressed with

Cheese and Wine Party "

— an

a

affair which certainly indicates

something of the social nature of the teachers' center.

—

,
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Inevitably, in a county as diverse
as Derbyshire, with the
centers serving such a range of
schools, each center, though

much like the others, comes to
have its own unique specialization. Brand's center is presently
focusing heavily on an

audio-visual approach to language teaching,
researching and

developing materials for this particular
curriculum concern.
The Buxton center and the Alfreton
center each have a

concern for environmental studies.
the concern of the Ilkeston center.

Primary maths has been
As Knight notes:

.if you were to go 'round to all our four
.
centers,
you wouldn't find one of them is alike. They've
all
got basic differences and yet in the accommodations
they're all similar. ^6
.

And later he notes:

Now each of those (centers) has an end product, a
tangible one, which can then be put all 'round. It
w iii have as a tangible result some form of pack in the
form of suggestions, booklets, maybe assignments,
this has come out in the primary mathematics one, a
teacher's booklet of 600 assignment cards. Now again,
this is something that's fed from the authority (as a
developmental theme) but we leave it to local initiative (to modify and use) 97
As Knight explains:
It's only a skeleton, deliberately designed not to
infringe on the teacher's own freedom, but it sets
forth the conceptual ideas but leaves the teacher free

^Interview, Knight 24 March 1972.
97 Ibid.

s

because you can't write assignment
cards for someone
else
children in someone else's school
The teache
concerned has to do that 98
'

.

98 Ibid.
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If we have to take a side, we
say, 'This is the needs
of teachers. This is what
they want and let's get
down and see what we can do to
help. '99
Mr. Gordon Leake, Warden,
Alfreton Teachers' Centre,
Alfreton, Derbyshire, March 24,

1972

In the end, we are the servants of
the teachers in the
area that we work, If they feel a
need, we feel it is
part of our job to meet that need. 100
Mr. T. A.

(Tony)

Priest,

South East Derbyshire Teachers'
Centre, Ilkeston

We met and talked in the office of the
Alfreton Teachers'
Centre.

Some ten miles south of Chesterfield, on the
way

to Ilkeston still farther to the south,

home on the brow of

a

is the large county

grassy hill which houses now

tripartite group of education related organizations

Workers

a

—The

Education Association, the Adult Education Centre,

and the Alfreton Teachers' Centre.
The present Alfreton Hall dates from the middle of
the 19th Century, the original dating from the 17th Century

having been destroyed and replaced by the present structure,
a large

building set in the midst of

a

°°Interview with Gordon Leake,
Teachers' Centre, and with T. A. (Tony
Ilkeston Teachers' Centre. Interviews
Teachers' Centre, Alfreton, Derbyshire
24 March 1972.
100

Ibid,

Priest.

huge park area also

Warden, Alfreton
Priest, Warden,
conducted at Alfreton
Education Authority
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housing an ESN school
(educationally sub-normal) and
a
modern youth center. Near
the Hall is a modern swimming
Pool which, as Gordon Leake
tells
it,

is a seething mass of

humanity during the hot days
of summer.

Like so many great

homes throughout England, this
one once belonged to a local
squire who owned mines and estates
in Derbyshire.
Now it is
owned by the Derbyshire County
Council and, while costly
to convert to public use and to
maintain, it provides an

excellent site for the activities of
government supported
public services.

Inside the Hall,

its long corridors and

large rooms under the sixteen foot
ceilings remind one of
the splendor which became part of the way
of life of the

industrial and mining elite who came to challenge
the
landed aristocracy for power and prestige in times
not so

very long ago when education was limited to the ruling
and

monied classes.

The gaggle of pensioners in the great hall,

getting ready to see

a

Friday afternoon free film, the

crowd of laughing school children whose voices flow down
the staircases from the second floor, the somber gathering
of teachers sitting in a seminar circle in a library room,

the steaming smell of coffee from the coffee bar

— all

remind one that the old Hall has come to another age,
time of swift change for English schools.

these
a
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As a teachers' center

Alfreton Hall serves 15C

schools in its district, about
1/150 teachers.

As Leake

says,

cover the Notts-Derbyshire
border and there's a 12
S retch ri ght across
the Derbyshire-Staf f ordirp
sh
shire
covering the Ashbourne and Dove
Dale the
tourist area of the peak district—
that s qiite a
sparsely populated area. 101
I

,

'

Mr. Tony Priest chimed in to
say that,

at his

center, the South East Derbyshire
Centre at Ilkeston, he

serves about 75 schools with a teacher
population of about
1/000.

He,

like his colleagues Brand and Leake,
also runs

a sub-center,

serving about 40 schools.

Colin Tindall,

warden of the Brubage Teachers' Centre in
Buxton, also has
a

sub-center serving the northern-most Glossop area.

Priest continued:
ve got about three areas of 25,000 population,
another
at 5 to 10,000 population, and then another of
village
schools scattered. . . a number of the secondary
schools are disappearing and we are having comprehensive
schools form, so two or three come together to form a
I

comprehensive
Thus,

.

^2

the picture of the Derbyshire teachers' centers

really began to emerge:

four large,

each well equiped, each having

a

comprehensive centers,

warden funded to carry on

operations, each having its own advisory committee and
101 Ibid,

Leake.

-^2jbid,

Priest.
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school level sub-co^ittees.
each serving an area of
the
county, both rural and urban,
each maintaining its subcenter,

"circuit-riding" operation, and
each acting as an
agent of county policy emanating
from the Derbyshire

Educational Authority headquarters
in Matlock.

m

spite

of the neatness of the picture,
the problem of resolving
county policy with teachers
needs remains and poses for
•

wardens some measure of difficulty.

As Priest says:

.
.
.the authority has a county policy
and one of our
roles is seen as helping convey
this policy. Now that
policy could theoretically be in conflict
with the
teachers and is on occasions. Raising
the School
Leaving Age (RSLA) is perhaps the classic
example.
And let's be more blunt: I myself have
doubts about
the county policy and therefore perhaps
don't.
No, we try to present a neutral picture.
We don't
see our job as conveying any one aspect
because in the
end it is the school that has to decide what
it is
going to do. And if the school doesn't agree,
it
doesn t matter how big a gun is brought to bear.
They can just ignore it in our system. 103

Leake substantiates Priest's view:

We say, "Come, here's an opportunity to consider this
way." Now they (teachers) have a choice of coming
or not coming.
It's not an enforced policy but it is
a viewpoint that the county will have. 104

Regarding the elaborate flow-chart which Mr. Knight, as
Chief Adviser, produces to show the developmental plans
on the themes that represent county policy decisions.

10 3ibid.

104ibid,

Leake.
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those plans which start as
•hares" from the Buxton
residential center and then are pursued
back and forth between
the residential center and the
teachers' centers until at
last they find implementation
in the schools, both Leake
and

Priest acknowledged that these were
unique to the Derbyshire
situation.

in fact,

Derbyshire's development and use of

centers called forth an exchange of
visits between advisers
and center wardens and head teachers
from the Inner London

Education Authority and the Derbyshire
professional people.
To the Buxton residential center came the
Londoners to
share their experiences and to the Stoke
d'Abernon "Manor"

had gone some of the Derbyshire people.

Hamf lett

,

Clearly, Gordon

as Coordinator of the Field Services for the

London-based Schools Council for Curriculum and Examinations
regarded these two as being exemplars of the manner in which
center development and employment could be undertaken.
In the final analysis, however,

the real decisions

about what a center is like is left to the warden on the
spot.

Tony Priest notes that:

.we were involved in the planning of (the county
policy)
and it makes sense to produce a coordinated
patter of activity. One of the main problems, and it's
a major problem, is that it's a residential conference
(which begins the policy development) and there is an
increasing tendency, and the evidence nationally is
.

.

,

to this effect,

that less and less teachers are prepared
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to give up their time to
go on residential weekend
onferenoes. .
so that what has happened
is that
the kind of people that
one really wants to go on
these working parties for
further developments are
the people who don't go.^05
.

Like most tidy organizational
designs and formal working

relationships and procedures, the
Derbyshire model too
breaks down to reveal discrepancies
between the plans and
the processes.

As for county policy,

it's important and

much of the time it merges with the
expressed needs of the
teachers so that no real conflict exists—
the developments
the county desires to see forthcoming
are also those that

teachers and heads most desire
merge and are,

in fact,

— but,

in conflict,

when the two do not
then,

says Priest,

"we tend to come down on the side of the
teachers."

Such policy determination and implementation aside,

Alfreton Teachers' Centre, like the other teachers' centers,
provides
diate.

a

range of service which few teachers would repu-

The pottery room with supplies and wheels and kilns

is available to teachers for their own personal use and

enjoyment as well as for the finishing of classroom work.

Through the services of the Adult Education Centre, teachers

may take courses in pottery or art at the center.

Wood-

working is also available, again for an individual teacher's
lO^Ibid,

Priest.
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personal enjoyment or to make
thi ngs for his personal
use
or for school use.
For the most part, no charge
is made
to cover the cost of simple
materials when the products
are for the school use. when
the teacher uses the facilities
and supplies for his own personal
use, only a modest charge
may be made. The darkroom is
available
as,

indeed, are the

copying and printing equipment— the
oft-spoken of reprographic facilities.

Thus,

fgr the average teacher,

removed

from the concerns of policy and future
directions, the center
is a place of activity,

cation— of being

relaxation,

learning, and of communi-

in touch with the larger world of
educational

change in Britain.
In conclusion,

Derbyshire's educational leadership

probably gets something less by way of curriculum development from its policy directions and multi-year planning
than it might hope and expect and, no doubt,

a

good deal

more than the teachers and center wardens might expect to

deliver without such centralized policy development and
program initiation.

The model of planning and development

is an intriguing one since it embodies the elements of struc-

ture and control not commonly found in teachers' center life,

yet it also provides for the modification of plans and

developments through the opportunities for the ameliorating
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democratic processes to work
their way on what would be,
without them, sheer authoritarian
structure and control.

Many systems have wrestled with
the problem of reconciling
the need for authority with
the need
for democracy.

shire's system works for them.

Derby-

There, wardens are more

than "Yes Men", carrying forward
central office orders.

Derbyshire possesses

a

county-policy approach to

its center life different from what

Oxfordshire.
plan,

was to find in

There no centralized and well-articulated

following

rather,

I

a

regular sequential developne nt, exists;

the county maintains an officer who brings
some

direction to center life.

Two Oxfordshire centers exemplify

the degree to which the warden's style are
important.

Additionally, these centers indicate how informal is the

central direction of center activity compared to Derbyshire's.
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We are very often in the situation
where we can see
things in secondary schools. We can
see the needs
or we can ask for the needs, or
we can

create the
needs, as it were, if we go at it
the right way. We
can initiate work in the teachers'
centre on these
things, on what we observe of the
local situation. 106
Mr. Keith L. Gordon, Curriculum
Development Leader, Teachers' and
AOdio-Visual Aid Centre, Witney,

Oxfordshire
At the end of a long lovely green which runs

gently uphill from the center of Witney, fifteen
miles

west of Oxford, is the old Police Building,

a

structure of 19th Century Victorian solidity.

stone block
it housed

not long ago the police station and in an adjacent building
of like construction,

the magistrate's court.

A high stone

archway leads into the main building, now the entryway to
the Witney teachers' center.
In the summer of 1971 this set of buildings was in

the midst of extensive renovation.

opened his new center.

That autumn Keith Gordon

Appointed the previous year, Gordon

came to the leadership of the Witney center from
of secondary English teacher in a large,
in Nottingham,

a

a

position

comprehensive school

school serving large numbers of immigrant

lO^Interview with Keith Gordon, Warden, Witney
Teachers' Centre, Witney, Oxfordshire Education Authority,
6 July 1971.
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children.

a former student of Gordon
Leake's when the

Alfreton warden was an English
teacher, Keith Gordon had
gone on to become an innovative
teacher, one who experimented with team teaching, with
curriculum developments,

with new materials as he sought to
meet the needs of the
immigrant children of the comprehensive
school in which he
taught.

His interest in developmental work having
been

stimulated by his Nottingham experiences, he
applied for
and took the Witney job when it was offered
to him.

Gordon sat in his

opening of his center among

of f ice

a

that summer before the

clutter of unpacked boxes of

curriculum materials, books, rolled up posters, saws and
hammers, with the sound of construction rising from the

adjoining rooms where workmen were finishing the hanging
of several new doors.

The old building, which must have

been forbidding both in appearance and in function, now
seemed delightfully light and attractive,
in pastel colors.

freshly painted

A thin, athletic man of moderate height,

looking something like

a

long distance runner, Keith Gordon

mused about his job and about the work of his center.
was completely absorbed in his subject.

bringing to life

a

He

The problems of

new center were pressing in on him.
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The Witney center serves West
Oxfordshire, an area
in which are located six
secondary schools, twenty-five

primary schools, a technical
college, and two teachers'
colleges.

Gordon wanted his center to serve
all of these
institutions. The remaining geographical
areas of Oxford-

shire,

the county, are served by the Banbury
teachers'

center and the Henley center.

The city of Oxford,

a

differ-

ent education authority, maintains a
new center, The Single

Tree Teachers' Centre, but there is relatively
little contact

between the county advisory service and teachers'
centers
and the city's advisory service and its teachers'
center.

All of these problems of coordination and relationships were in the summer of 1971 still in the future.

main concern was completion of the renovation.
were to have three sections.

First,

Gordon's

His buildings

a small set of rooms

were to form the office and the seminar rooms of "The Curri-

culum Development Area."

Second, another set of rooms would

house the reprographic equipment, the recording and television
equipment, and the audio-visual aids hardware in

Area."

a

"Technical

Third, a central exhibition and conference hall area

is in the old,

renovated courtroom.

This hall was to be

a

multi-purpose area, capable of being blacked out, equipped
with a large number of electrical outlets, and with the
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judge's dais still at one end of
the room.

Additionally,

small kitchen and a workshop
complete with power and hand
tools are there for teachers to
use.
Even at this early
a

stage of completion, the whole
center had an attractive,

highly useful, warmly pleasing atmosphere
and appearance.
It became the hub of activities,

of teachers,

himself.

some emanating from groups

others stemming from advisers or from
Gordon

A subsequent visit in 1973 confirmed these
early

impressions and expectations.
"The need for in-service education is one that
is

recognized by the authority and is increasingly recognized
by the head teachers," said Gordon.

He noted in the course

of his remarks that the secondary schools were beginning

to change under the impact of the innovative work being

carried out in the primary schools, that the process of
learning was becoming as important to many secondary teachers
as the product,

and that,

in some measure,

the secondary

schools were beginning to break down the narrow subject

matter walls, the compartmentalizat ion of learning.

As

Gordon noted:
The secondary schools
are something of a traumatic
experience for a child coming from a free and open
primary school situation, into the more rigid compartmentalized area of the secondary school. I think linked
to this is the need to break down further the very
.

.

.

:"
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artificial barriers which
still exicf
ln
areas of the curriculum
where teachers st ill™
their subject as a subject
and don't i® f^t
k
vast areas of overlap with
other subjects
ZS
J
Ltlat can b
that
be
brought together. 107
,

1

As a curriculum development
leader. Gordon sees his center
as a place where secondary
and primary teachers may get

together to share ideas, where
the needs of one can be
made known to the other, and where
old,
rigid curriculum

walls can come tumbling down as

a

result of free inter-

change and understanding between
teachers.

teachers together— that as Gordon says,

But how to get

"is the $64,000

question I
As it exists at the moment, I think
it is true to say
that teachers from primary schools are always
more
willing to come to courses after school time,
both
in the evening and on the weekends than
many of their
secondary colleagues. 108

The old problem of getting teachers free from

classroom obligations to work on the tasks of education
curriculum development or on professional growth and selfimprovement is

a

major problem for center leaders.

Gordon

continues

Where it comes to longer courses of in-service training
where teachers are possibly meeting together to manufacture equipment or apparatus or courses for schools,
and this is going to involve a long commitment of time,
107 Ibid.

108 bid.
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the situation will have to continue
to be
tary nature in the evenings where
we will
teachers' expenses, travelling and so
on,
will have to do it out of school in
their
Indeed, then,

a

center leader is faced with

a

of a volunpay the
but they
own time. 10 ^

difficult

problem of being able to have his facilities
used by
teachers in times other than late afternoon,
evenings,
weekends, and holidays.

it seems that competition for the

teachers' time will continue to plague center
leaders,
teachers,

and head teachers in England as well as in

America.

Gradually,

it seems that schools in England are

beginning to make small grants of school time available
for development work.

A teachers' center represents

a

substantial invest-

ment on the part of local education authority.
shire,

as elsewhere in England,

and maintain

authority.

a

in Oxford-

the funds to establish

teachers' center come from the local

The national government provides no funds to

local author ities to help out with teacher center development

Oxfordshire has allocated the sum of h 3000 for curriculum

development for the entire county.

h 1500 is retained by

the central office for the general curriculum needs of the

county as a whole; the remaining

109ibid.

fc

1500 is divided four ways
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giving each center

fc

375 for local curriculum
projects.

From this latter amount must come
all the supplies and
books needed to run the center. An
audio-visual aids
budget covers expenses encountered in
that area, and an
additional grant of h 250 is made to each
center to cover
speakers' honoraria, teachers' traveling
expenses.

Keith

Gordon says,
think it's true that we're going to have
difficulty
in keeping to this budget and not
over-spreading by

I

the end of the year. The more successful the
center,
the more use made of it, the more the demands
upon it,
the more the expenses mount. 110
Indeed,

the financing of a teachers' center poses some

difficult problems.

A center, when it involves construc-

tion or building renovation, means continuance.

taking on the burden of

a

A system

center is taking on a continuing

financial obligation, the full budget implications of which
are not readily discernable.

No doubt the establishment of

such a center has its psychological implications as well for

the professional staff, and these are equally difficult to

assess at the outset.

There is little doubt that the James

Report, Teacher Education and Training

,

recommending extensive

in-service education for England's teachers, has caused inten-

H°Ibid.
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sive thought and extensive discussion
among British educa-

tors and has

a

particular significance for teachers'
centers.

As the James Report states:

Any proposals to improve the methods by
which a profession acquires new members must take a long
time to
become fully effective. Meanwhile, established
members
of the profession need opportunities to
improve their
professional status and standard. Many teachers
at
present are outstandingly effective and successful,
have a clear understanding of their professional
aims,
and enjoy a high degree of satisfaction in their
work.
Others are less fortunate. it is no accident that
teachers in the former category tend to be those who
have had the benefit of in-service opportunities to
extend their personal education and professional skills.
It is all the more important, therefore, that every
teacher should have access to such opportunities in
the third cycle. The best education and training of
teachers is that which is built upon and illuminated by
growing maturity and experience. For this reason alone,
the third cycle has prime importance.
2.2.
The third cycle comprehends the whole range of
activities by which teachers can extend their personal
education, develop their professional competence and
improve their understanding of educational principles
and techniques. The term ("third cycle") thus covers a
wide spectrum, at one end of which are evening meetings
and discussions, weekend conferences and other shortterm activities, with limited and specific objectives
and taking place usually, but not always, in the teachers'
own time.
At the other end are long courses leading to
higher degrees or advanced qualifications, and requiring
the release of teachers for full-time attendance at
suitable establishments. At this end of the spectrum,
too, may be periods of release to take part in curriculum development and evaluation, or in other projects and
investigations. For some teachers there may be periods
of secondment to fields outside teaching, so that they
may widen their experience and thereby enrich their
contribution to the schools. Between lies a wide variety
of courses and other activities, of different lengths

:
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nS
S ® rVin9 manY dlfferent
Purposes. These
activitl« may be part-time or full-time,
activities
or may
include periods of both. They may
take place entirely
during school hours and require the
release of the
nCSrned or be entirely in the teachers*
own
t?^
time, or they may involve a mixture
of both.
For
this
arge and complex field, it is clear
that "in-service
training," however convenient as a
shorthand is a veryy
misleading terrn.m
'

^

'

Who should receive the benefits of this
vastly expanded inservice education?

The answer is truly sweeping in its

implications
In no area do the proposals of this report
deserve
greater emphasis: The proposals for the third
cycle
are clear:
all teachers should be entitled to release
with pay for in-service education and training on a
scale not less than the equivalent of one term in
every seven years and, as soon as possible, on a scale
of one term in five years. This entitlement would be
satisfied only by release for designated full-time
courses lasting at least four weeks, or their approved
time equivalents, and would be in addition to
any shorter term third cycle activities in which teachers
took part, whether or not these involved release from
school. 112

There is no doubt that the James Report will be debated

extensively before it is, in any way, implemented; nonetheless,

it is a harbinger of the future.

themselves having

a

significant

role,

Center leaders see

to play in whatever

form of in-service education and teacher retraining comes

HMSO,

^-•^Great Britain,
1972, p. 5.

112 Ibid.,

p.

72,

Teacher Education and Training

6.16.

,

E
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to pass.

The James Report, indeed,
indicates as much:

2.30

For the proper development
of the third cycle
WO “ ld be essential for all
•
schools and F
; Further
Education) colleges to have easy
access
CCSSS to at
least one professional centre.
centre
t-hi
For
this
reason,
there
ohnnir
shouldq be, in addition to the
centres in existing
professional institutions, other
more widely dispersed
centres. These would be maintained
by L.E.A.s, and
in many cases developed from
existing teachers' centres
or placed
schools or F.E. colleges. 113

^

-l.

J

.

m

Implementing the third cycle of teacher
retraining, the
James Report notes.
.would involve bringing into partnership
agencies— schools, universities, polytechnics,diverse
colleges
of education, advisory services,
teachers' centres
resources centres and further education
institutions. 114
.

.

The James Report urges upon English educators

a

measure of

concern about getting on with the business of
implementing
its recommendations,

stating that it is not "on organisa-

tional changes alone that an early start could be made,

"

and

expanding this injunction to say:
A decision in principle to proceed along the lines
suggested here could release considerable energies and
immediately initiate a great deal of essential preliminary work.
.L.E.A.s.
.would begin to nominate
the teachers who would be professional tutors in their
schools. They would begin to plan an expansion of third
cycle activity.
They would study possible locations
.

.

.

113 Ibid.

.

,

p.

15,

2.30.

114 Ibid.,

p.

17,

2.38.
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for professional centres and
up some existing teachers' c

Teachers

centers are a growth industry,

is any indication.

if the James Report

The problems of releasing teachers and

of being involved in developmental
work which Keith Gordon

now faces, as do other wardens, may become
small compared
to the problems arising out of any form
of implementation

the James Report suggests.

Certainly one problem that will

have to be solved in the not too distant future is that
of
the relationship between the center leader and the
local

advisory staff.
in Derbyshire,

While these relationships may be very clear
they are far less clear in Oxfordshire.

If the center is a locus of re-training, who is to be in

charge?

Primary advisers contend that re-training or in-

service education for primary teachers is best carried on
in their schools.

There teachers and advisers can work in

the actual conditions in which their pupils work, and by

moving meetings from school to school, the maximum exposure
to the working conditions and ideas of a variety of teachers

115 Ibid.,

p.

64,

5.43.
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and teaching situations may be gained.

However, if the

James Report is implemented and teachers
are released from
their assignments and carry on their course
work, even in
part,

at centers, who is it who will have charge
of their

courses and their instruction?
In his office in the county building in Oxford,

surveying the county's schools from

a

different perspective,

John Coe, Oxfordshire's Senior Adviser,

says:

The danger with teachers' centers is that they can begin
to have a life of their own which is divorced from the
work of the classroom; they can exist on a different
level and there not (be) so relevant and therefore not
communicate so strongly to teachers. Now we are developing teachers' centers.
We see these centers as
functioning in the sense that they can provide something
which we cannot provide easily in the schools. 116
.

.

From Coe's point of view, centers are

a

resource to be used

by advisers, those who work alongside teachers and children
in schools and who provide teachers the knowledge and exper-

tise they need in classrooms.
immediate,

Such a relationship is close,

responsive to the on-going classroom situation,

supportive of the teacher,

a

personal and professional

relationship which can never be replaced by, and ought not
be threatened by, a center leader with his prime concern

116 Interview with John Coe, Senior Adviser,
shire Education Authority, County Building, Oxford,

Oxford5 July 1971.

.
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for curriculum development.

In contrast, we find Keith

Gordon saying:
We are very often in the situation
where we can see
things in secondary schools’ needs
or we can ask for
their needs, or we can create the
needs, as it were
1
we go at it the right way. We can
initiate work
in the teachers' center on these
things on what we
observe of the local county situation

While Coe addresses himself to the primary
level of schooling and Gordon to the secondary, there
is

a

real difference

between the two men's perceptions of how teachers
should be

worked with.
role,

Gordon's insistence on an active, in-school

of creating needs to be met in his center may be

the element which will precipitate a confrontation between

Oxfordshire advisers and center leaders.

Especially is this

so if the teachers' center becomes a place for primary and

secondary teachers to meet and share curriculum ideas and
developments.

Moreover, if the teachers' center is regarded

as part of the delivery system whereby national curriculum

projects introduce their products and the requisite training
that goes with them into the schools, then it may be consi-

derably more difficult for advisers and curriculum development leaders to keep their role relationships straight and
uncluttered.

H^Interview, Gordon,

6

July 1971.
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In spite of all the possibilities
for role confu-

sion and for confrontation, Gordon
has his center well
underway.

Already swamped with business, he notes:

Our problem is to try to meet all the
demands being
made on the Centre, bearing in mind the
limited resources
that are available, both physical and
human.
if we had
a little extra space and half a
person more I think we
could achieve a great deal more.118

Something of the informality with which

a

teachers'

center may be run is found in the last page of
Gordon's

Witney center program.
CASUAL USE OF THE CENTRE

Teachers are welcome to use the Centre, workshop facilities or just to browse in the Conference Room outside
the normal opening hours. However, if they wish to do
the latter, it is usually advisable to check that the
room is not being used for an evening meeting by ringing
Mr. Gordon.
If teachers use any part of the Centre outside normal
hours a key is available from Mr. Farmer, the Henry
Box Caretaker, who lives next door to the Centre.
Teachers are merely requested to ensure that any lights
etc. are switched off, doors are locked and keys are
returned when they leave.

Once again may I stress that if you have any queries
you should not hesitate to ring. H9

Gordon's program does not look as full as others,

H^Keith Gordon to Phillip Woodruff,

16 May 1972.

(correspondence)

1-^Keith Gordon, "Notes," Witney Teachers' and
Audio-Visual Centre, (undated)
p. 8.
,
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but it lists only scheduled course events
and exhibitions,
only a fraction of the meetings and activities
which go on
in the center.

(Appendix

5)

Keith Gordon seems to be the ideal warden.

He

possesses the enthusiasm, the vision, and an ability
to

communicate
change.

a

sense of mission, a sense of excitement about

Yet he is experienced in the classroom; he knows

the practical realities of school life; and he respects
the

educational roles others have and he cares about how he
relates to them.

Yet he is prepared to risk himself and to

venture into activities without waiting for others to

generate activities.

It is as though

he knows that it is

only a matter of time before the James Report, in some

manifestation, will come to fruition and thrust on wardens
and teachers' centers
If such does,

a

major new role in British education.

indeed, happen, Keith Gordon will be ready for

it.

Paul Baker's center at Banbury, some sixty miles

distant from Gordon in Witney, was to leave me with an
entirely different feeling.

I

regretted not finding there

the sense of enthusiasm and mission which

I

had just left.
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Going 'round the schools
is, it's a "hs
-u
v.
b
Ca
d
inSUrance sale sman!
^ComrL thrsLvice

V'

i

^

•

for you, and ^I the'rest
If Tt
11
very useful because
onTsenses^he needs^r "
kinds of needs and demands
that are going tobe^dT^O

^Tl

Mr. Paul Baker, Curriculum
Development Leader, Banbury Teachers'
and
Audio-Visual Aid Centre, Banburv

Oxfordshire

North of Oxford, through the
gently rolling countryside now crossed by super
highways and the spreading growth
of housing estates,

lies Banbury,

a

city which in recent

years has absorbed some of the
spill-over population from
the great industrial cities of
the Midlands.

New industry,

new housing estates, new schools,
and most recently the

addition of

a

new teachers’ center have marked some
of the

growth of Banbury.

Near the center of the city, not far

from the famed cross,

is the renovated Victorian red brick

building which houses Paul Baker's teachers'
center.
Paul Baker, after some ten years of teaching,
went

into teacher training at a college of Education only
to
leave this post for the position of center leader
because,
as he says, he decided this is where the action really
is as

far as teacher training goes.
120 Interview

Baker is a slight, well built

with Paul Baker, Curriculum Development
Leader, Banbury Teachers' and Audio-Visual Centre, Banbury,
Oxfordshire Education Authority, 21 March 1972.
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young man, who gives the appearance
of being cooly reserved.
Flawlessly groomed, his pale lavender
shirt matched by a
darker tie sets off his round face
and carefully combed
black hair. He leaned back from his
desk casually, when
he spoke, he chose his words carefully.
An air of pre-

cision clung to his appearance, gestures,
words.
Baker guided me through the center,

Later as

it became apparent that

the center too had a similar atmosphere
as though taking it

from the leader.

The first floor entry hall displayed

childrens' art work.

The office off the main hall was large

and, but for the secretary's desk and chair,

The halls,

in cool blue, were spotless.

almost empty.

Baker's own office

was a small room, bare of furniture except for his desk and
chair and a side table.

The cinema room, also used as

a

conference room, was neatly arranged, the chairs in waves
of gentle arcs enough to seat fifty.

available.

develop

a

A photo lab was

Unlike many centers, this center had yet to
social room, a lounge, since the room set aside

for that purpose was still on lease to a local civic group.

Baker acknowledged a need for

a

social room,

a

gathering

place, but like a number of other wardens he indicated that

carrying out the arrangements for social activities was more
than he was prepared to undertake.

If teachers want social
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activities at the center, they
would have to form the
committees needed to carry out the
projects they desire.
Baker was prepared to see a teachers'
bar established at
his center, if indeed the teachers
would see to the require-

ments for licensing.

Some centers, he noted, do have bars.

Since his center,

which it is

a

like Keith Gordon's center to

companion, had only been open since September,

he had no program

of

activities to present.

Like Gordon's

center, his served a large area of north
Oxfordshire, one

catering to some fifty primary schools and four
secondary
schools,

teacher population of about 450 to 500, some as

a

far away as twenty-five miles from the center.

that his center might be more used wer

urban centers are in the midst of
density,

a

e

Baker feels

it located as some

high teacher population

as the Southampton center which draws on a popula-

tion of 900 teachers within twenty minutes of the center,
he says.

His center,

serving an awkwardly shaped north

part of Oxfordshire, drawing on

a

scattering of villages

and towns as well as city areas gets far less use than he

would like.
At a nearby primary school, teachers in the faculty

lounge during
center.

a

lunch time rest period talked of Baker's

From their point of view. Baker was

a

perfectly
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fine man and knowledgeable,
but somehow his center hadn't
really appealed to them. No
social opportunities, no life
to the place,

no attractive programs,

to work with others on projects.
Baker,

no real opportunities

in spite of the fact that

like Gordon, was appointed to his
center leadership

post a full year in advance of his
center's actual availability,

during which time he had ample opportunity
to get to

know the schools of his area and the
teachers' needs, the
center had failed to realize its potentialities
as a hub of

interschool activities.

The teachers mentioned one occasion

when Baker and his center really seemed to provide
for them,
to meet their needs.
At a period of time when the practice teachers in

the primary schools were finally able to maintain and conduct

classes without requiring the full supervision of their
critic teachers,
a

a

week's program was arranged at the center,

regular marathon of activities, workshops, opportunities

to meet other teachers, opportunities to talk to and learn
from advisers.

This week long period, when the teacher could

drop in on activities, all teachers remembered as being the
most outstanding part of Baker's center's offering.

himself talks of this same week.

Baker
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Another kind of course which
arose very quickly last
erm.
-with my Primary Adviser, we
discovered that
9
° f StUdent
t he area^ Tna r t
J"
?
lcular
P
week, the local colleaes dn-inn
teaCh 9 Practice
This meant there were quite
lara
i” r ° teachers who
ha d some free time during
tie
e 9SS °
th ° Se teachln 9 Practices
when the
students w
were competent to take over the
classes
And
° f ln - service training here
which
was more
°" a ^- la carte basls in other
words,
e
we had a continuous
program of in-service training
running for the whole week, all
day every day, in which
Advisers and HMI s-Her Majesty's
Inspectors-were
invited to come and be here and answer
teachers' ques10 ns, and we also had in addition
to that such things
going on as- these were for primary
teachers craft
courses on weaving, clay modeling, and
so on run by the
eachers themselves who were competent
in this particular field. 121
.

-

'

orY

-

•

—

As Baker recounted this particular program,
one sensed that

this was

the highlight of his career as warden,
that it

was the one time when all the elements which
are so fre-

quently said to be part of

a

teachers' center came together

in just the right proportions and with the right
cooperation.
It is clear that giving life and program direction and

dimension to

a

teachers' center is no easy or automatic

or spontaneous business.

Baker's own perception that this

program was successful, he expressed immediately:
This (program) was very successful; in fact, on the
first day, we had an HMI who was a specialist in maths
material. We sent out to the schools saying what this
program was and I suppose we had something like forty
121 Ibid.

:
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nought this was very valuable,
and the fact

—

is.'siss-.r.

As one who has had experience
in teacher education at
a
training college. Baker has
perhaps more concern for theory
than may be common among other
center leaders, most of whom
have come to their posts from
teaching positions. As Baker
notes
don t know if it's the same in
America but there's
an unfortunate feeling among
teachers in England that
theory is something totally divorced
from practice:
theory is totally useless and practice
is the only
thing that matters. This is a very
difficult idea to
break down but I think what one must do,
I suppose,
is to start with the practice and
develop the theory
from it. 12j
I

No doubt Baker's perception of the role of center
leader
something of

a

as

cross between being a vicar and an insurance

salesman summarizes his particular problem

word or by the deed.

In any event,

by the

there's no denying that

his main interest in the development of

secondary level.

— salvation

a

center lies in the

Since Oxfordshire has had

a

curriculum

development organization and has made use of teachers teaching
l 23 Ibid.

.
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half-time and working half-time
with groups of teachers on
curriculum projects, curriculum
development, in itself, is
not new to the county,

what is new are the teachers*
centers

under the full-time leadership of
curriculum development

leaders— Gordon at Witney and Baker

at Banbury as well as

the county's two other centers at
Henley and Kidlington.

These center leaders are directly responsible
to

a

Special

Assistant to the Director of Education for
Oxfordshire,

a

man most keenly interested in working with
architects on
school planning.

Buildings shape the environment for education and
suggest the modes of education possible.

Since Oxfordshire

desires to move to interdisciplinary education, they no
longer desire to build schools in the old manner— all those

"separate little box classrooms," as Baker says.
So all our new secondary schools in Oxfordshire have a
Humanities Center instead of separate little box classrooms.
They are all beginning to be planned with Humanities Centers and Science Centers and so on, which is a
direct link with John's (Special Assistant to the Director) and our curriculum development thinking 124
.

And what is the substance of this change in curriculum

development thinking?
124 Ibid
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lve Years ago it was lack of
materials really
fnr nnew ^
for
developments in the classroom which
was the
Teachers Were stuck with old textbooks
and
didn t know what materials to turn
to to branch out
into inter-disciplinary inquiry
or a course in Humaniie s .
Now I think it's so rapid a development
that it's
rather the other way around. There's
all the Schools
Council stuff coming out, you know, the
Humanities
Curricuium Project and all the rest of it.
The main
problem now is for teachers to get a look
at that stuff
and see how it can be used and adapted
for the classroom
Not so much producing their own materials
but of looking
at and adapting the material that is
available 125
.

Baker sees the large comprehensive secondary
school as being
its own teachers'

center, possessed of its own resources

which, he says, even now surpass his own in reprographic

equipment.

For schools like these, a teachers' center is

relatively unimportant.

They can stimulate change by making

available programs which bring in outside experts in areas
of organization and curriculum and can strengthen the impact

such people make by arranging the follow up visits and

facilitating project developments.

will be only

a

However, these eventually

small influence in bringing about such change

in secondary schools as the head teachers permit.

center released

a

Baker's

report on resource centers in schools--

Resources and Their Management in Schools

— and

it is hoped

that the impact of this report, as well as others like

125j;bid.

it.
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will bring about change in the
secondary schools.
As Baker acknowledges, the process
of change in

education is exceedingly complicated and
very slow.
impact that the leaders of

a

The

center may have, at best,

is

limited since it is the head teachers who
really control

what goes on in schools.

No doubt, this feeling of relative

impotence gives Baker some of the feeling he has
that center

leadership may not be his final career role in
education.
He admits to

a

desire to stay on as center leader for another

year or so, but then sketches three possible career
alternatives:
staff,

headmaster of

a school,

a

member of an advisory

or back into teacher training.

As he says, a center

-

leader may

tend, unless you're very careful, to be a dogsbody which
is not a role which suits me.
One's frustrated by the
lack of funds and so on. 126

Paul Baker gives one the sense of being a man mis-

placed in

a

career position.

Clearly a very able and very

thoughtful man, clearly an educator with
as humane, democratic institutions,

a

vision of schools

possessed of rigorous

inquiry serving all of society's children, Baker is in

a

position of powerless leadership, apparently too impatient

126jbid.
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to await the slow, evolutionary
processes of stimulated
change,

lacking the flashing charmismatic
qualities to

hasten change, and frustrated by the demands
of serving the
requirements of
in general,

a

center on too little money.

As for centers

Baker's insight may be most important:

I think it s kind of a fashionable bandwagon
at the
moment.
Every local educational authority thinks it
ought to have teachers' centers. That's probably
the
pattern which will develop. Every local authority
will have one or two teachers' centers. 127

Witney and Banbury, Gordon and Baker, are two
fascinating contrasts,

a

study in the importance of person-

ality and in the difference that role and job perception
can make.

Both men are dedicated educators.

thoughtful and experienced men.
center of change activities.
a

Both are

Both desired to be at the

Each man has experienced quite

different degree of development of his center.

One is

prepared to move on, already scanning the educational horizon
for another position; the other is pressing his work forward,

hoping to find more avenues for development, more programs
and developmental activities for teachers.

One realizes

that the warden's role is very complicated, as yet without
any well defined character, and that the success or failure

l^Ibid.
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of the role has much to do with
the qualities of the man

who takes it on.

This is even more clearly seen when
one

compares how Gordon and Baker have
developed their Oxfordshire centers with the slow and patient
manner with which

Brian Larkin has developed the governance
of his center and

the programs which are carried on at Oxford
city's Oxford
(Single Tree) Teachers' Centre.
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Mr. Brian Larkin, Warden,
Oxford (Singletree) Teachers'
Centre, Oxford

The second floor lounge of
the Oxford Teachers'

Centre is a lovely corner room
decorated in pale green,
carpeted, furnished with low,
modern furniture— sofas and

easy chairs with coffee tables
in easy reach.

windows of this large brick building
on
street,

a

Through the

quiet hillside

set back amid garden and lawn,
one can see the roofs

and steeples of the city of Oxford.

This center serves the

teachers of the city of Oxford and has
no connection with
the Oxfordshire schools or teachers'
centers except that

which occurs out of the wardens' mutual interest
and sharing.
Wardens in England have been coming to gather in
groups in certain geographical areas to discuss
their mutual
problems and progress.
been formed:

Several wardens' associations have

"WINE" —Wardens in the North of England, and

"WISE"— Wardens

in the South of England, being two of a

128 Interview with Brian Larkin,
Oxford (Singletree)
Teachers' Centre, Oxford Education Authority, Oxford,
21 March 1972.
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number of such associations.

Locally,

Larkin and Baker and

Gordon meet and share ideas
occasionally.
of authorities, a county authority
and

a

This separation
city authority,

is

to change substantially when
throughout England school education authorities are consolidated,
such consolidation may

mean that many centers, as indeed many
schools, will come to
serve whole new constituencies. Much
thought and planning
has gone into this change, but at the
time of this investigation,

it was an occurence to anticipate
while maintaining

the establishment of education as it had been.

Larkin
residence,
Now,

s

center,

formerly housed

originally built as
a

a

private

college of further education.

besides housing Larkin's center, on its first floor it

also gives over space to the Oxford schools' library service.

asserts that there is considerable value in having
the library service in his center since it is a resource
to which teachers may come and which aids in curriculum

development work.

Besides the library and the office and

reprographic area on the first floor, there are seminar rooms,
a kitchen,

the lounge,

and workrooms on the second floor.

The third floor houses an especially useful display room,
given over occasionally to the display of commercial materials with sales' representatives in attendance to explain
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their wares.
Brian Larkin is a man in middle years,
soft-spoken
and serious in his manner.
one rather like

a

solicitious lawyer attending to an unfor-

tunately guilty client.
September 1971 from
school.

He talks and moves along with

a

He came to his center leadership in

deputy headship of

a

large secondary

Prior to that, he had been head of an English

department in
standards.

a

school of 1,400,

large, he says, by English

Since most of his career has been that of

a

classroom teacher at the secondary level, Larkin contends
that it is absolutely essential for him to get out into the
classrooms, especially into primary classrooms.

position equivalency of

a

Having the

head teacher, he states, is

a

decided advantage since he can enter schools as an equal,
can assert his position, and can hold his own in the nego-

tiations which are carried on with the leadership of the

professional staff.

As Larkin sees it, Gordon and Baker, his

Oxfordshire colleagues, are merely teachers with an above
scale payment, always forced to play a subordinate role to
the powerful heads who,

the schools.

in effect,

control what goes on in

Where they must deal from weakness, relying

solely on persuasive powers, he can deal from the strength
of his position.
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Larkin has made extensive
provision for the governance of his center. He has a
management committee, partly
elected, of 14, nine of whom are
teacher representatives

elected from the city schools.
sented by two members.

designee is

a

member.

The advisory staff is repre-

The Chief Education Officer or his
He notes that this is generally
the

Deputy Chief, the man who was largely
instrumental in esta-

blishing the concept of the center in Oxford.
member of the committee is

a

The last

representative of the university

Department of Educational Studies, the coordinator
of inservice training provided by the colleges and
university in
the area.

it is this committee which generally oversees the

directions of the center, meeting with Larkin every four or
five weeks,

about three times a term.

As he notes, he can

strengthen his hand in dealing with the advisers and heads

by having his management committee endorse his policies and
decisions, but this is not commonly done.

Larkin's manage-

ment committee stands in relation to his school much as
a

management committee of citizens does to

a

cross between a low level, functionally powerful but

generally
body.

a

a

British school,

non-functioning Board of Education-PTA like

They could run the school and give directions, but

they don't:

another of those peculiarly British institutions
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which defy the organization
specialist's analysis
can say is, "It works."

All one

Of greater importance in the
operation of the center
is the informal teachers'

committee.

Larkin asked each

school to nominate a representative
and approximately half
of Oxford's schools have done
so.
This committee serves as
a source of ideas,

an avenue of communication about
develop-

mental needs, and an informant in the
schools about the work
of the center.

That only fifty percent of the schools
have

sent a representative is not as poor
as it might seem.

950 teachers,

schools

a

showing of interest

Larkin's center serves 70 schools, over

and a number of these are one head, one
teacher

very small by American standards

—which

can ill-

afford to send a representative to the teachers' center
meetings.

Out of the meetings of the management committees

and of the teachers' representatives,

as well as emerging

from Larkin's own initiative, come the programs which the

center offers to the schools and teachers of Oxford.

As

Larkin says.
If you want to split it (the work of the center) down
the line, the in-service training and the curriculum
development work we do here through the centre is 50%
directed by myself or the local authority advisers.
If they decide they want to do this, they go ahead and
do it.
I don't say they shouldn't.
It's not my responsibility or nor (sic) would I wish this. Equally, I

—
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think the teachers should provide
50% of the ideas and
the reasons for running courses
in
the

center!^

For Larkin, then, the center
represents a combination of

interests— those of teachers and heads,
those of advisers
and the administration, and, of
course, those which he per-

ceives and provides for.

As is true elsewhere, the relation-

ships implied in this combination of
interests does not

always provide for the easiest of working
conditions.

This

is especially true where local advisers
maintain the older

view of their work, that of being "inspectors"
of schools.
Such inspectoral roles and functions are scarcely
consonant

with the newer interpretations of the adviser role,
that of

being

a

teacher with an expertise working in classrooms

alongside teachers as a colleague facilitating growth and
change.

As Larkin says:

There are seven Advisers and each covers a different
field.
There's one for music, one for girls' subjects,
one for art and craft, one for primary one primary
Adviser for 40 schools no science Advisers, no mathematics Advisers, a sort of hotch-potch arrangement.
I'm supposed to fill the gaps, really. Some of the
Advisers are worried that our roles are going to overlap and that I'm going to usurp their position and
authority as warden. In fact, this is not my intention
at all.
I see my role as being complementary to them.
In fact, with most of them I get on very well, but
you know there is a certain friction. 130

—

—

129 Ibid.

130ibid.

—
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Larkin goes on to acknowledge that
the "certain friction"

means that there are Advisers with
whom he cannot communicate, who simply won't talk to him,

a

condition which has

resulted in the administration intervening.

Larkin notes,

as if to lessen the weight of his
particular situation, that:
It is quite well known in the national
network of teachers'
centers that there very often is friction between
wardens
of centers and the local Advisers because
no one has
really laid down lines of demarcation between
them. 131

In this sense, Larkin acknowledges,

sent a new element, an intrusion,

teachers' centers repre-

into the educational body.

The advisers particularly but other roles also feel

degree of uneasiness over them,

a

a

certain

jealousy about their area

of operation lest a newcomer intrude into their "territory."

A particularly sensitive set of relationships is

involved when the uneasy and ill-defined power of head
teachers. Advisers, and the center warden are seen through
the eyes of a teacher.

To whom should

a

teacher turn if

he desires to innovate or to revise a course?

teacher may turn him down completely.

His head

The Adviser, given

his inspectoral functions may be both unavailable and, if
available,

forbidding in his evaluative role.

The center

warden may be helpful but powerless and an appeal to him may

13-^Ibid.

—
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set off unpleasant consequences
if the head teacher or

Adviser disapproves.
cates,

What saves the situation, Larkin
indi-

is that the teachers are unaware
of the friction,

role conflict, which exists.

view,

toral

then,

the

From the teachers' point of

the Advisers are too busy with their
"inspec-

functions, evaluating "probationary"

(first year)

teachers who must be recommended for or denied
tenure, to be
sought out for developmental problems or ideas.
teachers,

Head

generally deeply involved with the operation of

the schools,

offer little attraction to teachers seeking

solutions to or help with developmental problems.

Thus, as

Larkin notes:

...

I think it more likely that the teacher. . .would
in touch with me and say, "hey, now look, I've got
."
.
.
He'd first of all ask me for information about
mathematics schemes and I might put him on the Schools
Council projects and tell him what's available and
then I might say, "Well look, get a few of you together
and we'll have a meeting and see what comes of this."

—

In the meantime, I would probably almost certainly
inform the Advisers as a matter of courtesy that this
was going on. I would tell him that there was a group
of so-and-so teachers and that he might tell me something about the school. Out of that would come the
meeting.
I would think the ordinary classroom teacher
would tend to go to me rather to the Adviser. 132

The key to successful working relationships, as Larkin sees
it,

is persuasion.

In behalf of curriculum development
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activities „ hich ought to
be undertaken. Larkin
is prepared
to be as persuasive as
possible with head teachers,
es P ecial ly
in behalf of requests
he receives from teachers.
He win
encourage teachers to discuss
their ideas with heads
and
wrll support their persuasive
attempts. H e will not.
however,
take their side in a power
struggle. The exception
to this
reticence to intervene in
intra-school matters comes when
a
head flatly refuses to consider
any developmental idea or
when a head refuses to allow
a teacher the released
time
from school activities necessary
to attend developmental
meetings.

Here his position as a warden
with head teacher's

rank is most valuable.

As he says:

am prepared to tangle with heads
as far as getting
teachers released.
If the teacher said to me, "My
ead says this is wrong for me to
attend. We shouldn
be discussing a new math scheme,"
I'd go and see the
head and tell him what I thought of
him 133
I

.

Larkin eschews acting in any manner which

head teacher

a

might regard as subversive of his school,
its philosophy,
operations, or curriculum.

He admits that

a

rigid,

authori-

tarian, unreasonable head might tempt him to
operate in ways

which might be regarded as subversive, yet this would
be
mode of behavior alien to his concept of the way

warden should behave.
133 Ibid.

a

a

center

Clearly there are conditions in the
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life o± a center warden which do,

indeed,

produce anxiety

and frustration.

Larkin

'

s

center,

although relatively new at the

time of investigation, had been involved
with

key projects.
71 Term,

March

72,

a

number of

During its first term of operation, the
Fall

some 80 meetings were held at the center.

in

well into the Spring Term, 69 meetings had been

held and more were planned.

Larkin had

a

special interest

in the development of the new school organization

— meetings

planning for the First Schools, The Middle Schools, and
the
Upper Schools which were to supercede the older primary,

secondary organization.

He was pleased,

as were many teachers

that the Deputy Chief Education Officer met frequently with

teachers at the center to discuss and plan the change over.
Larkin's "Diary," his schedule of events taking place at the

center shows how prominently the re-organizational meetings
figured in the work of his center.

These monthly "Diary"

schedules also reveal how little curriculum development work

had yet been undertaken (appendix 6.)
"Diary" issues are much the same,

courses occasionally.

The subsequent months

relieved with a few more

One finds a listing for

making "Corn Dollies (Miss Kerslake)

"

a

course on

and an entry on

"Medical and Special Factors in the termination of Pregnancy
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(Mr. Lewis)

part,

"

given in the February issue.

however,

For the most

there is a procession of lower
school,

middle school meetings which are
repeated.
courses appear again and again.

The woodwork

The lack of variety or

richness of offering is attributable
to the newness of the
center,

to the lack of the kinds of activities
which come

only with enough time and from which
flow the ideas and

personnel for curriculum development work
and in-service
education courses.

Beginning

a

center and bringing to it

variety and richness require the unflagging
attention over
period of time of
Larkin

s

a

a

very devoted and imaginative educator.

center had not had the time to develop, a fact he

most readily acknowledged.
Like most center wardens, Larkin spends long hours
at his job.

From early morning, when schools open, until

late many evenings he is at the center or overseeing its

operations.

He contends that his center is under-budgeted,

that he needs more than the thousand pounds he receives for

materials for running the center.

He does have an allotment

of four hundred pounds for visiting lecturers,

courses which he himself promotes.
for the courses run by advisers.

thing of

a

for the

He does not have to pay

Materials have posed some-

problem, but he is introducing

a

system whereby
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the cost of materials a
teacher uses when she makes
some-

thing for classroom use is
deducted from her school
allowance. As Larkin says:

s

e get a lot of

equipment made here which is quite
pensi ve in terms of ten pounds
a time.
We felt we
couldn t possibly stand that
allocation. on the other
hand, suppose I wanted to
run a course on making mathematical apparatus, we wouldn't,
of course, charge that
1S; that W ° Uld COrae out of
course
budget.

^

m°°

A reprographic service to teachers
will be starting up and
costs for the materials involved in
this, as stencils and
paper, will be charged to the school.

As for the minor items

like tea and coffee and food stuffs,
that's on
own and deposit an amount basis.

a

make-your-

Major items like furniture

are covered in an annual hundred pounds
allowance,

and a sum

of three hundred pounds is available for
curriculum development,

the actual publishing of curriculum materials
available

to schools.

The maintenance items and salaries are all

provided out of the authority budget.

it seems that Larkin's

center is budgeted at about the same level as comparable

centers in other authorities.
There is no doubt that Larkin wants his center to

become more than a "talking shop," and that he is bending

134j;b;Lcl.
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his efforts in that direction.

The prospect of combining

educational authorities poses some problems
for him since
he knows that his center will come to serve

a

large compre-

hensive secondary school in the vicinity, one
that is now
under the Oxfordshire authority.

He sees difficulty in

coordinating all of the in-service education functions
which
are going on in the area, those offered by the colleges,

those offered by the advisers, and those which he himself

offers through his center.

Since the publication

of

the

James Report, he says, he envisions an important role for
his center,

indeed for all such centers, in the retraining

of teachers in Britain.

if he seems to place a great deal

of emphasis on governance and on the role relationships,

doubtless it is because the success or failure of

a

center

rests on how it is perceived and used by those who are

ostensibly its constituents.
It is interesting that Larkin sees Gordon and Baker
as powerless and regards them as little more than teachers

on a stepped up pay schedule.

He feels his headship equiva-

lency is vitally important to him as he negotiates with

colleagues; just having such an equivalency is important
even if most of the time he relies on his powers of persua-

sion to accomplish the work of his center.

His relationship
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to the Deputy Chief Education
Officer gives him added status

and the focus on the reorganization
of the Oxford city

schools is an agenda item of prominence
in the program of

meetings scheduled into his center.

it is clear that Larkin

is establishing his working relationships
around fundamental

issues of power

,

building

a

governance committee whose

support armors him for conflict with heads and
advisers,

fulfilling the program expectations of the authority
and

thereby maintaining support from on high.

His teachers'

committee will eventually begin to stimulate programs which
represent the constituency for whom the center is ostensibly
organized, but Larkin is clearly too knowledgeable about
the politics of educational power to leave unattended the

political fence mending that will sustain him and his center.
Larkin is no Baker lamenting his powerless condition, nor
is he a Gordon trusting his enthusiasm and sense of mission

to carry him on.

Larkin is

a

politically sensitive educator

who knows and attends to the important power issues in
education.
In Bath,

south of Oxford, Ivan Wood is the warden

of the Bath Teachers' Centre.

Ivan was so named by his

father who was, at one time, a British communist, a great

admirer of the Russian experiment.

One would think that
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a

man reared in

a

politicized family of

a

British communist

would be most keenly aware of the
power and politics of
education, as Larkin is.
Indeed, nothing

could be further

from the truth.

Ivan Wood is a remarkable individualist,

one who regards all pretension to power
and status as

meaningless preening and self-aggrandizement
and who, without
advisers and without

a

position of power, manages to run

a

teachers' center on persuasion, extraordinary knowledge
of

teaching, some guile, an incredible amount of hard
work,
and very scarce resources.

Larkin and Baker and Gordon may

have problems; they have nothing to compare with the One

Man Show which emanates from

5,

Hot Bath Street, the 250

year old site of Ivan Wood's center.
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atter of fact the last suggestions
was that
^ an organization
we t
had
called WISE— Wardens in the
S°uth East. We've got WINE— that
s Wardens in the
North East. So we thought we’d start
a group and
we d call it "Wardens in the West
of England"
W-I-W-E— and we could then call ourselves
"weewee "
It's easy to become stuffy and I'm
afraid that this
is all status seeking, you see. 135
'

1

’

Mr. Ivan Wood, Warden,
Bath Teachers' Centre,
Bath, England

Bath lies in the Avon Valley, among the
Mendip
Hills, those limestone masses which have
provided the stone

and lead used in the construction of Bath's
Georgian style

buildings and in the pipes for the hot springs which
fed
the Roman hypocausts.

Since Roman times, Bath has been

a

center of social life, the waters of Bath providing the

reason or the excuse for gathering.

Today the graceful

Georgian architecture, the narrow streets and lovely curve
of homes,

the prospects which surprise and delight the

are threatened by the growth of the area.

eye

Heavy lorries

lumbering through the city set up waves of noise and vibrations which deafen the bystander and imperil ancient

buildings.

A proposed superhighway tunnel under

of the city is feared

— its

a

portion

vibrations may do further damage

either in construction or in use.

These changes are hotly

135 Interview with Ivan Wood, Warden, City of Bath
Teachers' Centre, 22 March 1972.

.
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debated in Bath.

As is true in so many parts of
England,

the on-rush of change is altering
the landscape, the form
and substance of old institutions,
well-established attitudes

and traditions, and requiring of old
and young alike new

ideas and new ways of doing things.

A man who typifies so

many of these changes is Ivan Wood, Bath's
teachers' center
warden
In a speech he delivered on his role as a
teachers'

center warden, Ivan Wood included these remarks:
.change is inevitable; we must move with the times.
My mind goes back to the middle thirties to the time
when I owned my first car
it was a Morris Cowley
saloon, several years old and rescued from a breaker's
machine and I loved it. It was always breaking down
for one reason or another perhaps the magneto got
damp, or the big ends melted, or the half shaft broke
in half, and the body was wood framed and suffered
dry rot, but everything was easy to get at.
I could
dry the magneto, weather permitting in five minutes,
I could change the half shaft in half an hour, and
replace the big ends in twice that time. Even the dry
rot could be tackled by squirting creosote through the
moth hole in the fabric inner lining. Everything was
getatable.
It was a car admirably designed for the
conditions and materials of its time. My present
car is quite different.
Being modern I cannot get at
anything, but it doesn't really matter. Modern technology has replaced the magneto with a more reliable
device; advances in machining and metallurgy mean that
half shafts rarely break, and big ends rarely melt.
Yesterday's car was designed for yesterday's conditions;
today's car is designed for today's conditions. But
yesterday's child was or should have been educated for
the world of today, and we teachers have the difficult
task of educating today's child for tomorrow's world.
.

.

.

—

—
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We
we
be
to

adults know how rapidly the world changes,
and so
have to accept that the children we teach
cannot
intellectually nurtured on the diet which
proved
be suitable for us. 136
There it is.

The lorries that swing through Bath

are shaking the city to its foundations.

The car that was

so "getatable" has given way to a new model,
one not so

much an object of love and attention, not so "getatable."
Similarly,

the curriculum which nurtured British students

in previous generations no longer is adequate to today's

young citizens.

Thus, Ivan Wood sees the central thrust

of his work as a teachers' center warden to be in curriculum development, to be at the forefront of curriculum change.

Ivan Wood is fifty-three years old.

He began work-

ing in curriculum development in 1948 in the area of mathe-

matics and science and, while he believes that much of the

work done through these years was both necessary and good,
he deplores today those "instant mathematicians" who were

produced from the six weeks course in modern math.

Often

inexpert in and uncomprehending of mathematics, they bore
as much resemblance to mathematicians as instant potatoes

and instant coffee do to the real things.

Such courses

136 Ivan Wood, "The Role of a Teachers' Centre,"
(unpublished speech), 1971.
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produced the illusion of change.

The expertise came from

outside and was put upon the teachers.

Rather,

Ivan Wood

believes, change must come from the
teachers, through their

involvement in their own growth, out of
their needs and
interests, and it is his job as warden,
not to produce

"instant curriculum" or "instant experts"
but to assist

teachers to produce the curriculum they need,
or to take

curriculum developments produced elsewhere,
either by projects or by colleagues, and adapt it to their
own use.

Because so few experts are to be found, Ivan Wood
is impatient with any self-aggrandizement which,

as he says,

is

but "status seeking."

Wood is
Laurence Olivier

a

tall man.

— thinner,

He looks remarkably like

leaner.

Warm,

informal,

substan-

qarrulous, Wood sweeps forward on a flow of words and

anecdotes, prodding here, questioning there, pulling rambling

thoughts and observations together into
is at once a personal statement,

educational theory, and

a

a

a

narrative which

piece of nostalgia, an

practical plan of work.

Always

at the center of his narrative is Wood, the teacher and
Wood,

the champion of teachers.

reward

— these

check:

Respect,

status, prestige,

are not granted, he notes, by title or pay-

these are earned.

It is his belief that teachers

m
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classrooms daily earn his respect,

to serve these teachers.

It is his business

His center, then, is not

cal location, but rather it
is people,

a

physi-

As he said in a

speech,

Perhaps

should make it clear from the
start that when
Teachers Centre I do not speak about
a
building, but about people. The
building houses the
centre, and will almost certainly
impose some limita10 ns upon the activities which
are carried on, but it
is the group of people, teachers
and others engaged in
Education who determine just what those
activities will
be.
And we ought not to overemphasise or
glamourise
the influence of the committee,
council or warden upon
centre activities, for no matter how
carefully and
wisely these are planned they will only be
successful
if teachers themselves decide that
what is offered is
worthwhile to them. 13 7
I

V

Wood

s

'

center is small.

Consisting of

a

pleasant

social and conference room on the first floor, an
office
area on the second floor, and a small kitchen and
work area
in the basement,

there's not really much to Wood's center.

The building is 250 years old.

little of it was usable.

When he moved into the center,

Working during his holidays, Wood

shoveled out the long buried basement rooms, digging and

carrying out the filth of years,

and.

decorated these rooms.

The narrow stairway is now whitewashed.

On the ground floor,

the social room is a lovely shade of green; the windows hung
137 Ivan Wood,

(unpublished speech)
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With drapes, and comfortable
lounge furniture abounds.
The basement area now houses
a pleasant workroom
and a
small galley-kitchen nearby.
A photo and reprographic
lab
is available.
The center is located in the busy
part of
Bath and lacks any parking
facilities,

while it is conven-

ient for teachers to come to from
the surrounding area of
Bath, the lack of a car park
causes some difficulty.

From this center, Wood serves some forty
schools
and seven hundred teachers, no more
than fifteen or twenty

percent of whom come to the center.

Approximately 130 to

140 teachers regularly use the center
and it logs an annual

use of over five thousand visits by teachers
and others.

Like many other wardens, Wood notes that the
value of

a

center cannot be measured in the attendance figures.

A

center warden gets out into the schools when he can,
often

teaching

a

half day or more

a

week.

Wood feels it very

important to be regarded by teachers as

a

teacher,

otherwise

he feels, his presence in schools and among teachers might
be viewed with suspicion.

He often asks to teach the most

difficult students or in the most unpromising situations.
If he fails,

teachers can easily cite the reaons for failure

and find him one of them.

If he succeeds, he is accorded

the respect of the teachers.

As he notes, either way he

,
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wins.

But gaining access to teachers,
getting into schools,
requires some strategy and Wood often
uses the excuse of

delivering to

a

school or to teachers some materials
which

have come his way.

if he brings something to try
out or

something needed at a school, he is
looked upon as a benefac-

tor and this "door opener" provides
him the opportunity
to sit and talk with heads and with
teachers about their

work and about their needs.

out of such talk may come the

work of the center either in the form of courses
to be
offered or of curriculum developments to be undertaken
or
or sharing opportunities between teachers to be
arranged.

Additionally, Wood's phone will ring regularly with requests
for information of all kinds.

college people and HMI

'

s

—a

Heads and probat ionaries

wide range of people

—will

call

and will be served by the center without ever setting foot
in it or ever being seen by the warden.

center to every teacher in Bath goes

a

And out from the
monthly newsletter,

the impact of which is difficult to assess.

The Bath Teachers' Centre operates on

budget.

Although Wood took

a

a

limited

pay cut to become warden and

lost the security of tenure when he moved out of his previous

position, he now makes an annual salary of two thousand five

hundred pounds, the salary he was making in his previous
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position, approximately the same
as that of

head teacher.

a

junior school

He has five hundred pounds with
which to

hire a secretary, and a thousand
pounds for a technician
to handle the reprographic and
photographic equipment.

The

remaining, some seven hundred pounds,
goes to run the center
and purchase equipment.

There is

a

teachers' center committee consisting

of twelve teachers who oversee his
operations.

In the

first year of his five year contract, he
had a bitter struggle with his management committee over the
expenditure of
funds.

It was Wood's desire to purchase equipment
with

which to reproduce school materials for children's
use.

He

still contends--that children need to have materials of quality and attractiveness put into their hands.

The

tatty materials" that teachers so often made up or that

were so often used contrasted unfavorably with so much in
the child's world that was colorful,

made.

attractive, and well-

"Tatty materials," Wood believes, cannot compete for

the child's attention, are unattractive and difficult to
use.

Since the committee felt that

predominantly

a

a

teachers' center was

social gathering place for tea and talk,

they blocked Wood's desire to purchase equipment.
says,

"It almost came to a resigning issue.

.

As he

.but finally,
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you know,

I

have my way."

since these early days of his

center's life, only three short
years ago. Wood has run his
center without much conflict with
his committee. He meets
with them regularly and consults
with them on purchases

which exceed ten or twelve pounds unless
it is something
"I

need in a tearing hurry. "138
Because Bath is a small educational authority,

limited in funds, it has no advisory service
or inspectorate.

Wood is thus in

a

unique position and frequently finds

himself serving in an unofficial advisory capacity.

This is

particularly true when heads of schools call upon him
for
advice and counsel.

It is not uncommon for a school head

to drop into his center to talk about his school, his
staff

and his relations with the staff, as well as about educational

matters.

Similarly Wood will be sought out by teachers who

need both personal and professional counseling; these are,
he says, among his most rewarding moments.

This "pastoral"

service is most needed by the young beginning teacher, away

from home for the first time, living alone in
place.

a

strange

He says, referring to the beginner:

get lots of young girls.
I suppose I'm a father figure
to them. Not the least bit romantic.
But they like to
I

138lnterview, wood, 22 March 1972.
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come in and talk.
6

olleg e
collie

.

^

And they talk about their
boyfriends

^be

in
evL“n
it s rather a pity that
there's nobody in the

Sge 1 eY Can 90 to
You know something's worrying
them.
You see an awfully lot of them
over about a
°"
°r
hr e Weeks and then they suddenly
disapDe
pear
and you ^
don ? t see much of them. i figure
there
was something worrying them at
the time and they just
needed a little bit of a chat, you
know. 139
*

In terms of the work load at the
center, over half

of the work activities undertaken at
the center come from
the teachers.

it is they who suggest the curriculum
projects

or the courses which are given at the
center.

The Area

Training Office for the University of Bristol
initiates
about a quarter of the course activities carried
on at the
center, and the remaining quarter of the activities
spring

from the effort of Bath's curriculum officer.

Since Wood

believes that the James Report will materially affect the
growth and development of centers, his own included, and
since the ATO

well be
a

a

— Area

Training Organization

— arrangement

may

link in the development of in-service training on

wide scale,

a

word about this may clarify the arrangement.

England is divided into educational areas for the
purpose of the in-service education of teachers.

has

a

Each area

participating university school of education and

139ibid.

a
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branch devoted to in-service
education, this headed by an
Area Training Officer. The Area
Training Officer is the man

who relates the needs and desires
of teachers with the
facilities and staff available. Any

educator in the area may

request an in-service course of the
officer and, dependent

upon the funds available, such

a

course will be provided.

Commonly, the school of education offers
in-service courses
for teachers and, the enrollment being
light, teachers'

center wardens are asked to help recruit
teacher participants.

Much of the time the courses offered are inappro-

priate or are taught by those who have little classroom

experience or previous classroom success and teachers find
themselves being lectured at.

On the other hand,

there are

courses created at the specific request of teachers or heads
or wardens,

ably led by specialists, and these prove to be

extremely valuable.

In any event,

the teachers' center has

come to be a well regarded source of requests for courses
for teachers and heads.

Area Training Organizations are now

quite responsive to the wardens and make considerable use
of teachers' centers as sites for courses.

Indeed, Wood and

his fellow wardens from the University of Bristol training
area have been meeting regularly to discuss the role of

centers and wardens with specialists in management from the

.
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University of Bristol.

Wood

s

restless mind and energies are
nowhere more

evident than in the publications
which flow out of his
teachers center. Each term he
produces a personal bulletln ^-gi^_of^ath Teachers
Centre Bulletin which incor1

'

,

porates contributions from educators
in the Bath area.

bulletin for the Summer term 1970 included
articles on

The
:

American in Britain - (an account describing
the American Museum in Britain, Claverton Manor,
Bath)

Comprehensives - (a thoughtful questioning of the
nature
of education that the developing
comprehensive schools
ought to be offering)

Vertical Grouping - (a discussion of how the shock of
loneliness may be off-set for the child moving from
primary to secondary school through the use of the
tutorial group) 140
The bulletin included announcements and reports of teacher
group undertakings, an altogether informative and provocative

bulletin.

In the Spring of 1971, we find Wood's bulletin

carrying the following titles in its table of contents:
Page

1.

Behaviour Problems

Page

2.

Disturbed Families

Page

9.

Dr. Fairburn.
Environmental Studies Group.
A report on progress.

•

•

•

•

.

An introduction to:-

•
.
•

i

•

•

.

•

140 Ivan Wood, The City of Bath Teachers' Centre
Bulletin
(Summer Term 1970)
,

.

.

,
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Page 10

.

Page 14

•

Metrications
X
Ivan Wood.
Cosmos -Llandudno 1Q70~
•

•

•

report on a conference .

Page 17.

Playgroups

p aap
i q
P
ge 19

I r is Jefferies
_
Th e Primary
Teachers' Forum
•
A report on progress
*

*

.

*

*

^.
—r s
-

•

.

.

*

Page 19.

Resources

*

....

.

in Bath. 14 !

The bulletin for the Summer 1971
devoted considerable space
to special services for handicapped
students.

it

Additionally,

included a series of pages in which
Wood demonstrated for

the benefit of teachers what his
acquisition of the Roneo

electronic stencil cutter might mean for
them,

clearly he

had won his fight with the committee and
had purchased an
extremely expensive piece of reprographic
equipment.
bulletin carried this
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or entries:

.Roneo electronic stencil cutter.
.Articles reproduced from Local
Newspaper
.Maps, photographs and music.
.Simple worksheets.
.Simple games and puzzles.
.Mathematical grids and situations.
.Production of cover.
.Presentation of notices, magazines,
programmes etc.
.Dry transfer lettering.
.Guidance for teachers. 142

l^Ivan
Ivan Wood, The City
Bulletin,

(Spring Term
^ 42 Ivan

Bulletin

571)

,

of Bath Teachers' Centre
Issue No. 3

Wood,

(Summer Term

His

Issue No. 4.
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in an accompanying text he
describes the uses to which the

stencil cutter can be put.

A paragraph notes:

This machine does not 'belong' to
the centre; like other
equipment it is available to all Bath
schools, and can
at anY reasonable time.
Eventually
tuaUv IT hope that you will learn to use the
machine
yourself, and during the coming term
I shall be holding
raining sessions —this seems to be
rather frightening,
u
fact, you can be a competent operator
in half
an hour or so.
'

,

m

Meanwhile, I will be willing to cut
original produced by you.
.143

a

stencil from any

.

This piece of equipment helps account in part for

Wood

s

very long hours.

He believes it essential to be at

the center when teachers need to use
.after school hours.

it,

both before and

Thus, he is often at the center at

eight and still there after five and six.
the center during night hours.

He is often in

Theoretically his center

closes during school holidays, but in fact he has been working
on his center most of the holidays since he took over.

More-

over, he is prepared to open the center and be of help to

teachers on request during holiday times.

Yet he admits

to

perhaps being at the center too much, as though being so

intimately involved with schools and teachers, with curriculum development and courses, has sapped him of some of his

.
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creativity as well as his energy.

H e toys with the idea now

of closing the center completely
during holidays and getting

away from it all.
If his Teachers' Centre Bulletins
are primarily

the means by which Wood communicates
ideas on education to

teachers

,

his Newsletters carry the message of
the programs

being carried on at the center.
a

issued monthly, they give

good idea of Wood's involvement at any given
moment.

An

unmistakably eager note of service comes through these
newsletters, a note completely in character with
Wood himself
(appendix 6.)

Each year since the center opened, Wood has pre-

pared for his committee

a

"Warden's Report."

His report for

September 1971 is particularly interesting since it is

a

long

commentary on the services the center is rendering.
September 1971

CITY OF BATH TEACHERS' CENTRE
The pattern of service offered to schools is now beginning to develop quite clearly in six directions, namely:
1.

Curriculum Development
Since the centre opened in
April 1970 there have been 192 meetings who have met
to learn about new developments, or to share the
experiences they have gained in their classroom
practice
.
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I n ser vj^ejg£ aij1jjia . There have
10 " 2 dUrlng the year
nected with

been 32 formal
197 0/71 all con-

rrr sr**- *r

LIie

b A
others by the
v
Area m
Training
officer of Bristol University
while
arlSen £r ° m teaCher d
the field of recorder and
Y
guitar music.
y

Av-o-a

•

.

.

.

,

“-

mamrin^r
t

-Li •

nS

There haVS bSen 24 exhibitions
offered
or by manufacturers of
materials and equipment for
classroom use.

Sther
V
either b°
by publishers,
1

"

S_ ocial"

This is a somewhat misleading
term since
ClUdeS
Sma11 groups of teachers meeting
°-^
in r.n
committee to plan future educational
activities
here t0 takS advanta 9e of the
informal,
comfo"Thi
comfortably and friendly atmosphers
(sic), and there
have been 42 such meetings.
.

S

Resources
The centre has always aimed at
providmg resources. Initially this
was in the form of
personal classroom assistance by the
Warden, but it
now includes provision of craft
materials for infants
(timber off-cuts, etc.) a small visual
aides room
equipped with art materials, duplicating
and copying
facilities, the loan of film and filmstrip
projectors,
the loan of specialist typewriters
(French, German
and Mathematics) planned field and
environmental
trails devised by the Warden, then duplicated
and
made available for teacher use, and more
recently,
facilities of an electronic stencil cutter.
.

This resource service is developing at what seems
at
times to be an alarming rate, and if we are to expand
the service, or even maintain our present pace,
then
assistance must soon become available. Schools are
already talking of the need for reference resource
in specialised subject areas and if classroom teaching is to develop we shall have to be thinking along
these lines.

Pastoral
Teachers have begun to consult the Warden
about their personal and professional problems, and
he has been able to help in many cases, either through
.

I

.
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his own experience in the
classroom situation, or
W g -° f
able t0 help and advise
Looked
* d at in a cold and logical
manner it would be
,
i ficult to justify the
work we are doing in this
field yet it is, in human terms,
perhaps the most
valuable service we offer.

^

°“

all
heSe ac tivities, the term 'teacher'
includes
1
only those teaching in state and
private schools
in the area, but also lecturers
and students from our
college and school of education and also,
in a few
isolated cases, of those who are thinking
of taking up
teaching as a career. The number of
'attendances' at
the centre since April 1970, i.e. four
school terms, is
in the region of 4 500 44

^.
not

.

,

Whatever else,

"a cold and logical manner" of looking

at things never really appeals completely to
Ivan Wood.

Only months before, he had written of himself:
And then there are the days when I feel like a rather
refined version of Steptoe & Son these are the days when
I do my 'junk rounds.
I usually reserve one day a week
for this activity and to give you some idea of the
support we give to schools, since September last (1970)
I have collected 180 bags of timber offcuts, many of
which I have delivered to schools, while some have
been collected from here, over 100 large polystyrene
boxes for model making, and several thousand plastic cups.

—

'

In addition, I have 'begged' and then distributed a large
number of free samples of art and handwork materials to
teachers who wish to experiment in new media.

Looked at in a coldly logical manner this must seem to be
an uneconomic use of my time, for after all, any unskilled
person could do this job just as well as I, and I could
be more profitably employed in other directions. But I
l 44 Ivan

(SeptemWood, City of Bath Teachers' Centre
ber 1971)
This is one of a number of loose, one page, informative flyers distributed by Wood as a report on his center
activities
.

,
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justify this on the grounds that
his kind of service
gives me entry into schools and
an opportunity to talk
sometimes work with teachers.
I don’t have to
UP e cuses to walk through the gates
of a school,
and ^
^
St ate t0 thS tGaCher ln the
classroom
that the",- eac ® rs y centr e is vitally
concerned in helpmg him to do his job more effectively 145

T

.

Wood frequently meets with his Warden
colleagues
from the surrounding areas, one such
being Robert Spackman
of the Wells Teachers' Centre.

Formerly the head of an

English department in

a

Bournemouth secondary school,

Spackman is set up in

a

much larger center than Wood's.

Like

many other wardens, Spackman felt the need of
some opportunity
in education less confining than the English
department work.

He was casting about for a headmaster's or deputy head's

position when the Wells position as warden turned up.
four years later,

Now

entering the fifth year of operation,

Spackman is an old hand at being
of four in Somerset,

a

warden.

His center is one

serving one hundred square miles,

a

teacher population total of approximately thirteen hundred.

Unlike Wood's situation, Spackman works in an educational
authority which does, indeed, have advisers.

Conflict or

confrontation between advisers and wardens in Somerset is
rare,

Spackman indicates, because wardens never take on

l^Ivan wood, "Warden's Report--Teacher s
Council,"

(March 23,

1971).

'

Centre
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themselves the judgmental task of
putting forth new curriculum or methods to replace existing
curriculum.

Wardens in centers are resources to be
used by those
who would change the curriculum— the
teachers, the heads,
and the advisers.

As Spackman notes,

warden would do would be to enter
and say,

"oh,

a

the last thing

school or

a

a

classroom

you’re still doing traditional maths.

you heard about Nuffield maths and so on.
be asking for difficulties.

.

."

Haven't

He would

Spackman goes on to say,

would suggest that it is unwise of

Wells

a teachers'center

"i

warden

to take too firm a view of what was right and wrong. "146

this seems a fine distinction to draw between the work
of the warden and the work of the adviser, Wood would agree.

"Inevitably," he notes,

you see."

"Bob's job and my job must differ,

And the difference?

As Wood says,

I'm working in an area too where I think it would be
fair to say that the heads have built themselves up to
pretty formidable positions, so much so that probably
the educational officers themselves are a little bit
scared to go in and say, 'Look, are you going to change?'
And this is left for me to do. I think our methods of
working are very, very similar, but you see I would go
into a school and say, "What? Haven't you slung those

l^Interview with Robert Spackman, Warden, Wells
Teachers' Centre, Wells, Somerset Education Authority,
22 March 1972.
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tables,

those old math books out the
window?" 147

Spaceman, on the other hand, sees
the warden's job somewhat

differently.

As he says,

think it's his job to show people what
there is, to
help them in implementing change if
that is what they
want to do, and generally to support
people in any way
he can whether it's by listening to
them when they want
to talk to him, or by providing them
with samples of
things to look at, or helping them to
produce materials
or whatever it may be. 148
I

And the difference between these two wardens?
the presence of the advisory staff in Wells.

It arises from

As Spackman

and Wood make clear, a modern advisory service
is an out-

growth— and

a

recent one at that— of the older school inspec-

torate, those officials of the educational authority
who

inspected schools and reported to the education officials.

Though this older function has dropped away, advisers are
still the primary links between schools and between the

schools and the central office, the officials of the education
authority.

As Spackman says,

"They are the field officers

of the Chief Education Officer.

than policy makers. "149

.

.policy advisers rather

unlike the Somersetshire authority.

14 7 Interview, wood,

22 March 1972.

14®Interview, Spackman, 22 March 1972.
149 Ibid.
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there are some authorities where
wardens are "assistant

advisers," as in East Sussex, and here
the wardens tend to
be custodians of buildings, washers
of the tea things, the

dogsbodies of the teachers' centers.

One way, then, of

determining the position and function of the
warden

is to

ascertain the role and function of the local
inspectorate
or advisory service and to see the changes
which are taking

place within this group.

it would appear that Wood plays

out his warden's role in Bath in his particular way,
often

assuming advisory functions, because the Bath authority

maintains no inspectorate or advisory service.
hand,

Spackman

'

s

On the other

reluctance to become the agent of change,

the driving force behind curriculum change,

stems in no

small measure from his awareness of the services rendered

by his local advisory service and by the role played by

head teachers in their schools.

As Spackman says,

I think we (wardens and advisers) avoid this (confrontation) because the activities here are not adviser or
inspector dominated.
I think the difference in some
authorities is that the teachers' center warden has. .
a custodial function of the building and the subject
advisers, area advisers or inspectors, whoever they are,
take the responsibility for program and in-service
education and they then put on courses or activities
that they think are desirable for teachers. And that's
not our way of working. The way in which we work is
that the teachers in the area state their needs either
personally to me or to the members of the committee or
the committee arrive at them when they meet and in that
.
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way we devise some kind of program.

This makes me more
of a resources individual; that
I supply the kind of
thing the way they are wanting, whether
it is information or whether it's some kind of course
or some method
of teaching or some materials they
want to know about.

In his next words,

.

.150

Spackman as much as admits that there are

times when he cannot operate solely as

a

responsive agent to

outsider requests, when he must himself initiate
developments.

...

There are times when it's necessary to tell
people about things they have never heard of and
there's that information-giving kind of activity. 151
Indeed, he must provide information but he also
acknowledges

that he must work with others who also have

a

need to

supply information to teachers.

There are other occasions when subject advisers feel
teachers need to know about things that they know
about. There's a lack of knowledge or interest in
certain activities and then it would be up to them to
come to me and say, 'I would like to run a course at
your center. What do you think about it?' This would
be the attitude, not, 'we are going to do so-and-so.' 152
If both men,

as wardens in their respective areas,

work with the University of Bristol area training organization,

they also work with local colleges of education.

Wood

has good relationships with the Bath College of Home Economics and Newton Park College,

operative projects with them.

150ibid.

151ibid.

frequently engaging in coInitially, through

152ibid.

a

misunder-

:
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standing over fees, his relations
with Newton Park College
also located in Bath, were far less
satisfactory. As he
recalls

When I started this job, I called in
(at Newton Park)
and saw the academic board and was
told, 'We wish you
well, we want to help you in every
way, but would you
please remember that whenever a college
of education
lecturer comes to your center he expects
a fee because
e is a professional man.
in other words, if they even
came down to join in to participate in
groups, they
would expect a fee. 153
'

Wood now enjoys

a

warm and close relationship with the Newton

Park staff.

Putting all the elements that go to make

successful into

a

a

center

coherent organizational design, and

delineating the role of the warden with clarity remains an

unresolved education problem.
be the end of

a

Considering that wardens may

delivery system which bring national curri-

culum projects sponsored by the Schools Council for Curri-

culum and Examinations to the local
is further complicated.

the warden's role

level,

Little wonder, then, that wardens

in England are organizing associations.

Though they may be

"status seeking" groups with overly cute titles, almost

begging to be punctured for pretentiousness, there can be
little doubt that there is

1^3j n terview, Wood,

a

need for wardens to get together,

22 March 1972.

—
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formally and informally, to sift
out the elements of their
lob.
This is particularly true where
the role of the warden
and the role of the adviser
come together and, perhaps,
overlap.

Since teachers’ center wardens
are kept apprised of
the Schools Council curriculum
development projects and

have on hand in their centers the
descriptive literature
about these projects, and often samples
of the project materials, and since wardens are frequently
visitors at project

headquarters,

learning how to teach the project materials,

it is they who,

in the very act of being information
officers

may become stimulators of curriculum change and
development
at the local level.

In this facet of the role,

come close to being advisers, change activists.

then,

they

If the

definition of roles and functions is cloudy and confusing,
likely reflects

a

preferred British way of doing things

letting clarity and definition emerge from people in living

situations rather than delivering with clarity and definition prescriptive roles and behaviors as expertly engineered

organizational designs.

Such

a

"muddle through" approach,

while possessing some grave defects, does possess some
virtues.

Given the cloudy nature of the role of the teachers
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center warden, it's little wonder that an
unpublished aide

^

Q-ire from the Schools Council Conference
on Teachers'

Centres, held in Matlock, January 1972, set
forth these

points and questions:
4.

Teachers' Centres
a)

Different emphasises (sic) among centre activities and local significance:
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

The social supportive role;
In-service courses and workshops;
Meetings, working parties, discussion groups;
Innovatory curriculum groups;
Resource centre support: reprographics, loan
equipment, teaching and reference materials.

b)

The contribution of the warden: what are the
qualities, skills and knowledge which wardens
are being required to show and in what directions
are they likely to grow? What are wardens own
in-service educational needs?

c)

The teachers' centre and the local network:
i)

ii)

iii)

d)

How do activities in the teachers' centre
interrelate with those of teams of teachers
within individual schools?
What co-ordination exists between the work of
centres and the activities in schools of LEA
advisers and advisory teachers?
What associations exist with HMI, college of
education and of further education lecturers,
institute/school of education tutors, local
radio, BBC/lTV education officers?

Practical co-operation among teachers centres,
among wardens, among advisers:
i)

In organising courses, workshops and teacher
curriculum groups, and in being informed

.
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11 )

about development in different
curriculum
areas, should each teachers'
centre work
independently?
I f not
how might practical co-operation
within and across LEA boundaries
provide,
effect, a regional communications
network
or centre?
In what ways might meetings of
warden develop
from groups allowing members to
share experiences and discuss common problems
to agencies
helping the in-service training of
wardens
and bases for practical and effective
cooperation?
In what ways might advisers from
different
LEAs co-operate usefully with each other,
with wardens, with institute/school of
education staff.
,

m

in)

iv)

5

’

S upport

for te a c hers'

curriculum
a)

centre and the
— local deve loping

.

To what extent does/should the actual organisation and leadership of the teachers' centre in
your area depend in practice almost entirely on
the warden himself/herself, on advisers or on
both?154

The cars crowding the car park behind Spackman's teachers'

center speak to the points raised in the Matlock aide memoire

Here gathering are the advisers, the heads, the teachers of
the Somerset authority.

Here too come teachers from Wood's

Bath authority, just as teachers will go from the Somerset
area to his Bath center.

The basic democratization of British

education is expressed in the widespread attendance at these

l^Schools Council, "Support and Innovation - Developing Patterns (unpublished aide memoire
Matlock Conference,
(January 1972)
)

,

centers and in the services
these centers render to their
constituents. Spackman quotes the
words of Geoffrey Caston
to express his view of the
work of teachers’ centers.

think we are local purveyors of
Schools Council policv
£ ° rmer J° int Secretar
y of the Schools
coined
Council said, Geoffrey Caston.
.'Pluralism' and Professionaiism.
That there was a pluralistic society,
that there were many good ends
to education, and there
were many good ways of achieving
those ends and the
professional was able to chose the best
means in his
own situation. 155
I

V

.

'

'

Spackman,

like Wood and other center wardens,

sends forth

from his center a stream of announcements
and bulletins

describing the work and activities and resources
of the
center.

A flyer for the Spring, 1972, listed, among many

activities, the following:
P.E. Organisers meetings
Timetabling the Curriculum 13-16, a series of meetings
Activities that Lead to Language Learning

5—9

Musical Instrument Making
Art Workshop
Art, Music & Drama Project W.P. (Working Party)
Music - Strings Course
Guitar Playing
Basketball Association
Child Guidance Staff meeting
Somerset Sailing Association meeting
Retired Teachers Meeting
Home Economic Curriculum Group
Maths in Junior School meetings
Creative Woodcraft meetings

155interview, Spackman, 22 March 1972.

.

Religious Education 13-16 meetings
Humanities Conf erencel56

Spackman lists his center activities
by the clients who may
attend. Thus, we note that the Art
Workshop is given an an
"Open course or Group Meeting,"
available to anyone in the

schools,

on the other hand, the PE meeting
is listed as

"Closed Meeting,

restricted to those professionals deno-

»

minated by title,
guage Learning

one item,
- 9,"

5

"Activities that Lead to Lan-

is listed as a "University Course -

Application to School of Education, University of Bristol."
Here we find the work at the A.T.O., the Area Training
Organisation.

Activities promoted by the center itself

reflect only a small percentage of the total offerings listed
in the program offerings.

Timetabling.

.

.",

of those previous cited, only

"Guitar Playing", and "Home Economics.

are center developed activities

Spackman'

s

.

^7

center provides

to teachers in Wells.

a

wide range of services

He provides resources of educational

literature, both periodicals and books, to teachers.

center has

a

.

His

sizeable holding of audio-visual aids equipment

q. Spackman,
(February/March 1972)

157 Ibid.

"Diary," Wells Teachers' Centre,

.

—
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and reproduction equipment
which, as is true in other
centers
is available to teachers for
their use. A secretary will
help with materials production.
The one reservation Spackman
has about the use of this equipment
is that it not be used,

except under special circumstances,
for the publication of
school magazines and newspapers, an
indication of the kind
of separation which the teachers'
center wishes to keep

between its activities and those which
go on in schools.
Both Wood and Spackman note that the nature
of the activities

m

centers is subject to constant change, as new
conditions

arise to affect the schools.
The most noticeable (change) in recent years has
been the
emergence of large schools whereas the small towns in
the area have had one grammar school and perhaps two
secondary modern schools, they now combine to make one
big comprehensive school.
This means that the facilities of the larger schools far exceed the facilities
that we are able to offer here.
So for certain things
reprographic facilities reproduction of teaching
materials they now are able to do lots of things themselves that they weren't able to do two or three years
ago.
So they no longer come to us. The smaller schools
s tiH rely very heavily on us.
The big schools now have
got organizational problems and so they are asking for
quite different kinds of things meetings of heads of
sections of schools, housemasters, heads of lower schools
because these are new problems to them and these are the
things they want to talk about. I think one just has to
accept that the situation is constantly changing. ^8

—

—

—

l 58 Interview,

spackman, 22 March 1972.

:
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Wood and Spackman, like many other
"first generation" wardens in England have been
living out, muddling

through or toward, some of the answers
to the problems

raised at the Schools Council conference
in Matlock, and
fulfilling the characteristics of wardens, as
listed in
another Matlock aide memoire

meeting's Study Workshop,

.

According to the notes of this

"The Qualities of an Ideal Warden" 15 ^

included

Resilience
A sense of humour
Capacity for hard work during long hours
A keen interest in Education
A kindly and not overtly critical manner
Tact
Drive
The ability ALWAYS to be discreet
Reliability
Humility
We made no attempt to arrange these qualities (the
author of the notes wrote) in order of importance.
wanted him (the warden) to have knowledge of -

We

the local area
the processes of curriculum development and to have
skills in some area of curriculum work based on rich experience
general organisation
communication
the handling of personal and public relations
group leadership and group dynamics
the management of resources for teaching

I^e.

r.

Davies,

"Teachers' Centres and Local Curri(7 January 1972), Schools

culum Activities," Study Workshop
Council unpublished aide memoire.
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We left Spackman turning back from
the car park to
re-enter his center.

Wood negotiated the streets of Wells

and put us on our way back to Bath.
tion.

We chatted about educa-

Teachers always seem to talk about teaching
and

classes, materials and children,
colleagues and leaders, and

about what they intend to do next time.

Wood kept up

a

stream of commentary on the passing scene, on
education, on
Britain,

and on the science work he was then interested
in.

It became hard to keep one's mind on all of
the words, hard

to hear and hard to talk over the noise of the
car and the

rush of the wind.

mean?

The mind wandered.

What did all of this

What did it have to do with American education?
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CHAPTER
BRITISH CENTERS:

IV

IMPLICATIONS FOR

AMERICAN EDUCATION
Meanings and Questions
There was Millington in his center,
struggling to

bring the best education to the poor
children of the Newham
section of London, almost single-handedly
turning an unpro-

mising venture into

a

success.

Like Ivan Wood, he was

a

man possessed of self-confidence, skill,
dedication to
teaching.

He had given uncounted hours of hard work to

pulling people together to develop support for teachers,
new directions for learning, to develop new and relevant

curricula for the dockside children of the poor, the unskilled,
the under— educated,
as they made Wood,

and the immigrant.

All these made him,

very much the teacher-in-charge.

For

these men, as for the other wardens, teaching remained

central aspect of their lives

— teachers

to teachers.

a

One

could see how these older, very experienced men might carry
off such a role, but what of the younger wardens?
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Tony Leigh has given part of
the answer for the
younger wardens: what they
lacked in expertise, they m
ake
up for in bouyant enthusiasm
and energy, in a winning combination of excitement and willingness
to serve and in a

drive to accomplish.

With careers still to be fixed
in a

course,

these younger wardens are availing
themselves of the
opportunity of leadership to call attention
to their merit,

to their special talents.

Exactly where they will go from

their present wardens position is an
open question, but they

will move on and upward.

Meanwhile they would not be so

presumptious as to assume to be teachers to
teachers; rather

they would be organizers of services to teachers.
Leicestershire gives to its wardens the authority
to express their own interests and to develop their
own
ways,

and each warden then comes to structure his services

to teachers somewhat differently.
a

One imagines a Wood or

Millington rendering pastoral services to teachers; it fits

the fatherly image and comes readily to these older men of

experience.

One has some difficulty imagining Maggie Nandy

or Tony Leigh or John Rawlings in the counseling role.

One

can see that an authority hires a Wood or a Millington for

what they are; one realizes that

a

for the promise of what is to be

—a

Nandy or

a

Leigh is hired

potential which service

as a warden will call forth.

For those like Baker in

Banbury, the warden's role may be
too ambiguous, not the

Place to provide the outlet for
experience and talent, not
the place to provide challenges
for growth and personal

ambition.

A Gordon can exploit the potential.

A Larkin can

examine the political structure and
provide the structural
relations and power structure needed for
professional security
and for the developments which his center
may come to provide
to teachers.

Larkin,

like his Derbyshire counterparts,

Brand and Leake and Priest,
arch,

is part of the educational hier-

part of an official system of the local education

authority.

A Senior Adviser can say of such men that it is

the authority's intention to bleed them white, drain them
the services they may render as warden in a few years,

send them on their way.

authority.

and

They are seen as agents of the

Yet even an official of the local education

authority knows of and respects the right of these men to
act with autonomy and individuality.
a

A Brand or a Leake or

Priest can buck the power at the top and can do so and

maintain the respect of the authorities for whom he works.

They are less

a

part of a command system of educational man-

agement than it first appears; nonetheless, policy direction
and organized processes for goal attainment in developmental
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matters are present and functioning.
score a vitally important element:

This seems to underthe mutuality of respect

for the rights of other professionals
appears to engender

large element of trust.

a

one trusts that those with whom
he

works will fulfill expectations, do one's
job; in turn, one
is aware that others trust that he
will hold up his end of

the affair, will perform.
of understanding,

There is

a

measure of patience,

of tolerance in this.

Each warden, at some

point in discussing his work, noted, with

a

hint of resigna-

tion in his voice, that he occasionally came up
against
people

f

the obdurate head teacher,

the over-age

traditionalist teacher, the touchy warden colleague or
adviser

but allowed that it was necessary to respect these

people and to accept them as valued colleagues since, after
all,

diversity and pluralism

— different

ways of seeing things

and doing things and many different avenues to educational

achievement and change

— are

part of education.

None of this

meant that sharp debate and frequent exchange of ideas
shouldn't occur; indeed, from such inter-change there probably

emerged the best of ideas about educational developments and
changes.

A warden's job,

for just such discussions.

in fact, was to provide the center

:
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It was from thoughts such as these,

inchoate and

mixed with Wood's comments as we drove
the road to Bath,
which later returned to me as
I

I

thought about the meanings

might attach to British centers for American
education.
It seemed to me that there were a number
of points

which, though apparently obvious and simple,
need to be

expressed
1.

Scarce tax resources have been devoted to a teacher-

serving agency.

Change and educational improvement are

to develop through serving the needs of teachers for in-

service education and for curriculum development, for

communication within and without

a

system of education,

and for personal as well as professional development.
2.

The principle of teacher involvement, consultation,

and participation in the processes of change is widely
accepted, genuinely expressed.

A corollary to this is

that the right of those not to change was expressed.

Such

non-participation and reluctance to change might be
lamented but it is, nonetheless, accepted.

In the prin-

ciple of teacher involvement, the principle of persuasion
as opposed to coercion is fully expressed.

It is accepted

that if one must coerce another to do his bidding, the
doing is not likely to be of much value; better, then,

.
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respect the individual as he is or take
the time to persuade him and perchance to listen to
him and be persuaded

by him.
3.

The principle of local adaptation of
curriculum is

expressed repeatedly.
curriculum,

Irrespective of the source of

a

it is said that the ultimate curriculum

authority has to be the teacher in the classroom with
the children.

For us it is important to remember that

the powerful role of the head teacher modifies this

absolute curricular autonomy which teachers may be
thought to possess.

Yet a teacher can be very powerful

in resisting the pressures of head teachers,

such is the

tradition
4.

The role of the warden of the teachers' center as

change agent seems widely accepted.

He is regarded as

being interested in those aspects of education which
stimulate change.

Yet it is also commonly expressed

that the warden is not to be an advocate of

change.

a

specific

His role is seen as fostering changes which may

emerge from the interaction of teachers and heads and
advisers,

in whatever combination they might be assembled,

but seldom is he regarded as the source for the change

which ought to be undertaken.

The warden is often
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regarded as one who brings forth
Schools Council projects, or who sets up working
parties on curriculum

projects, or who makes arrangements
for certain kinds of
in-service education, but almost always
the warden is

seen as a facilitator rather than
a leader of projects.
In this connection, then, there
seem to be some key

characteristics of wardens:
4.1

Wardens are teachers in professional
transit,

as it were, moving out of the classroom
and on to

another position, often ill-defined or unknown.
see themselves as teachers,
4.2

They

not administrators.

At some point in their teaching careers, wardens

seem to have tired of the materials they were using
and to have gotten involved with creating materials
for their students,

needs.

often

a

group having special

Once into designing and preparing materials,

wardens seem to have become interested in change, the
processes of change, and in curriculum development.

Wardens seem to have an oft-articulated sense of the
changing nature of society and the need for education
to change.

4.3

Wardens seem to be risk-takers, those who prefer

the element of chance to the certainty of security.
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They seen, less motivated by
the money which is asso-

ciated with the warden's
position than they do by
the opportunity it presents
for having new experi-

ences in education.
4.4

Wardens eschew conformity, express

a

desire for

independence and autonomy, reject the
menial service
or custodial role, and desire
to establish

a

rela-

tionship to other roles of mutual
respect if not
equivalency.
4.5

Wardens enjoy the freedom of movement which

their role provides them.

They see in being able

to attend conferences, visit colleagues,
work with

advisers and HMI's, and visit schools many opportunities for personal and professional growth.

They

enjoy the stimulation of such opportunities and see
these as essential to being able to provide teachers

with the best of the ideas currently in use in school
4.6

Wardens see it as absolutely essential that they

visit schools and that they be allowed in classrooms,
free from suspicion and openly accepted by teachers.

They often develop elaborate strategems for gaining
entrance into schools and classrooms.

It is their

contention that only by being in classrooms, even
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teaching occasionally, that they can
maintain their
credentials with teachers and can truly
assess the
needs teachers may have at any given
time.

Wardens

whose background is in secondary education
often
expressed the need to be in primary schools
so that
they might come to appreciate this level of
schooling
more fully.
5.

The number of schools and teachers

a

warden and

a

center may serve seems to vary according to locality,
but generally it takes about 500 teachers to make it

viable to maintain

a

center and most of the centers

I

investigated served between 500 and 1500 teachers.
These centers shared
5.1

a

number of characteristics:

Centers provided for the social and refresh-

ment needs of teachers.
and furnished.

available.

Kitchens or cooking facilities were

There was an attempt to make centers

inviting, warm,
5.2

Lounges were well developed

friendly places.

Centers were provided with that equipment and

space regarded as being useful to teachers in their

ongoing work.

There were tools, benches, and mater-

ials for making classroom useful items.

There were

reprographic facilities for duplicating or making
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classroom materials.

There were sample materials

and displays to provoke ideas or to be
borrowed.
5.3

Centers provide the short and the long
courses

of in-service education which teachers
may need.

Commonly centers begin their lives by providing
courses, these being the easiest to organize
and

offer.

Curriculum development projects and working

parties seem to follow in-service courses as activities offered at centers.
5.4

Centers commonly attract no more than

a

third

of the teachers in a service area to the physical

facility itself.

Many more may be reached through

the in-school work of the warden, through curriculum

projects which work their way into schools, through
the idea sharing with colleagues who do use the

center.

Center success then is not measured in terms

of attendance, yet attendance is commonly a figure

cited by wardens to show the impact of their center.
5.5

Centers presently occupy an ambiguous position

in the development of teacher training activities.

They are frequently neglected by colleges of education or have only remote connections with such
colleges.

The James Report indicates a much more
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important role for centers in British
education life
in the

5.6

future.

Centers may be display areas for commercial

materials,
work.

for children's school work,

for teacher's

Some thought has been given to the public

relations function which centers might serve,
as

providing displays for parents or holding educational
information sessions for parents and citizens.

Gener-

these public relations functions have not

»

developed significantly.
5.7

There may be a number of different kinds of

centers.

This is

a

for the most part.

report on comprehensive centers,

These are centers which embrace

all school levels and all subject and specialty
areas.

However, centers may be of any number of

kinds.

There may be subject matter or craft spe-

cialty centers.

There may be comprehensive centers

for secondary or for primary level predominately or

exclusively.

There may be residential centers.

Commonly, the specialty or subject matter centers are

found in urban areas where a sufficiently large

teacher population in close proximity makes it

possible to sustain them.

The range and various
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types of centers which may be found in
any given
area is quite amazing.

it leads to the ultimate

conclusion that every center

is,

for all of its

similarities to other centers, unique, designed to

meet local needs.
These points are important to those who might develop
centers in our country.

At least, they may serve to stimu-

late a range of questions which will lead to an examination
of how centers might function within our tax-maintained

systems.

It may be useful to pose a few questions to be

explored by those who would establish teachers' centers in
public school systems:
1.

If accountability comes to be a widely accepted admin-

istrative principle, how can the non-coercive

,

evolu-

tionary, and participatory principles of in-service

education and curriculum development involving teachers
be maintained?
2.

If American public education moves to

a

strict management

system and to management by objectives, what adjustments
are necessary to bring centers into existence?

objectives or whose objectives will they serve?

will performance be judged?

What

How
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3.

can a public, already hostile to the
expenditure of tax

money for what are termed "frills," be
expected to invest
in in-service education and curriculum
development?

How

is the public to be appraised of the need
for in-service

education and curriculum development?
4.

Can teachers who have traditionally been at the
bottom
of the educational hierarchy, often accepting of
the

alleged expertise of others, be expected to muster the
initiative to take up the challenge of their own develop-

ment and change, especially if they regard such as

a

matter of low priority?
5.

Where is the time for work in the center to come from?
Are teachers to be expected to do all the developmental

work after school, on their own time?
tives will have to be negotiated?

If so, what incen-

If school time is

provided, how is this time to be financed?

What is to

become of the children in the classes from which
teacher is absent?

a

Are Boards of Education likely to

finance released time for teachers?

What will be the

position of professional associations?
6.

Is it possible that TUner ican education lends itself to

the creation of essentially powerless but responsible

leadership roles, as that of the warden?

How does the
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warden’s role fit into our structure?
curriculum supervisors?

Where do we find

Principals?

Is it possible for center development to
become a regional

affair, undertaken jointly by several school
systems

which through such cooperation might lessen the
cost and
provide greater benefits?

Would such an endeavor suggest

to those opposed to regionalism of local school control

the beginnings of an erosion of such control?

How would

such be off-set?
8.

What would be the role of
local center?

a

school of education to

a

Could relations be established which

would beneficially serve each organization without compromising either?
10.
9.

Are American educators as well as the American public

prepared to accept the idea of an evolutionary curriculum,

a

constantly changing curriculum, as opposed to

a

standard and supposedly fixed curriculum, one accepted
by a Board of Education?

How many teachers in how many schools must there be
before it is economically viable to begin and sustain
teachers' center?

a

What are the increments of growth

which must be achieved to mark such a center development
a

success and thereby justify its continuance?

What
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kinds of evidence would be necessary
to indicate that
a

center was failing and ought to be
closed down?
Obviously, neither the points which the
British

centers suggested nor the questions about
American center

development in public education were raised
on the drive
from Wells to Bath.

Riding slowly back over the lovely

Mendip Hills with Ivan Wood discoursing on the striking
beauty of the high tension towers, representing as
they do
the graceful sculpture of a technological era marching

across the green landscape, much was left to explore and

understand about British teachers' centers.
only scratched.

The surface was

What had been gotten through this investiga-

tion was rather like a snapshot of a swiftly changing scene.

Gordon Hamflett had, indeed, directed me to exceedingly

interesting centers and
centers.

I

had wandered on to some contrasting

But from them all,

I

came away with

of admiration for the work of the wardens

I

a

deep sense

had met who had

shared so much of their professional and personal lives with
me.

What

a

remarkable group of people.

One is refreshed by

their dedication, their creativity, their faith in their
fellow teachers, and by their willingness to challenge

system of tax-maintained schools,

a

long entrenched in esta-

blished procedures and traditions, and to lead forth new

'
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schools for a new Britain.

The final words here before turning on
to the larger

implications ought rightfully to belong to
Geoffery caston,
former Joint Secretary of the Schools Council,

in The Schools

Council in Context he writes:
In the United States, for example, the
curriculum development movement started as a move by university
scientists to transform science teaching methods.
in the
early days there was a certain disdain for the
school
teachers' part in the process, an attempt to produce
curriculum materials which were rashly claimed to be
teacher-proof. This is now seen to have been the fatal
flaw. Whatever instructions are written down in the
manual, however carefully structured the pupils' work
cards may be, what is learned is inevitably the product
of teacher —learner interaction.
it is therefore heavily
conditioned by the emotional product of that interaction.
As Jerome Bruner said recently:
'The effort to make the
curriculum teacher -proof was like trying to make love
people-proof.

But the British approach has been different. There
.
has been in the last five years a deliberate resort to
democracy, an attempt to secure the commitment of teachers
by involving them decisively at every stage in the innovation programme. This includes the making of decisions
at national level on policy and on the spending of money,
and at local level in the management of teachers' centres
and local development groups. Above all there has been
a determination that national work in the development
of new curriculum should be concerned only to enlarge
the freedom of choice of the teacher to determine, in
the light of the best available professional knowledge,
what is best for his pupils in his school. Somehow we
are going to dispel the notion that teachers were being
forced to dance to a tune composed and played by people
who knew nothing about their problems. This is not just
politically convenient, in terms of pressure from teachers'
associations.
It is an educational necessity, because
.

.
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teacher who feels professionally coerced
is most
unlikely to be able to contribute to a
productive
relationship with his pupils. They cannot learn
selfconfidence from teachers who have none.
.160
a

.

And central to the developments were,
local education authorities (making contributions
of)
time, money, and other resources for teachers
to meet
together to discuss, to work, if necessary to re-educate
themselves, so as to develop ideas about the curriculum
and, incidentally, to make use of the material which
the
Schools Council could produce. Hence the Teachers'
Centre movement, one of the most encouraging and exciting
phenomena in British education in the last few years. 161

160 Geoffrey Caston, The Schools Council in Context
Schools Council, 1971), p. 55.
(London:
161 Ibid,

p.

57.

,
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Observations
My journey now has ended.

have been discussed.

A few of many centers

Much remains unsaid about many other

centers, each of which has its own unique
characteristics.

Nonetheless, at this point, there are observations which
can
be drawn from these centers.

of all the many things which

might be said about centers and about their meaning for

American education, it seems that the American concern must
be with the deeper, more fundamental elements of this center

development.

For our purposes,

it may be concluded from

this survey of British teachers' centers that the following

observations are important and significant:
1.

The British call their centers teachers
a

term indicates

a

1

centers.

Such

fundamental element in the British

value system for education.
2.

British teachers' centers are part of the tax-maintained
structure of education and may be regarded as elements
in educational efficiency or productivity

,

however those

words may be defined, as related to cost effectiveness.
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3.

The central purpose of the British teachers'
centers
is curriculum development; centers
are part of a delivery

system for on-going curriculum development and
in-service
education.
4.

British teachers' centers empower the teacher to be

a

major force in educational change; they provide the

organizational means by which administration and teachers
negotiate change and growth,

a

means of dispersing down-

ward educational developmental direction and control.
5.

British teachers' centers are of no one set pattern, are

changing and developing.

There appears to be no dis-

comfort over this condition; rather, diversity and

pluralism are regarded as appropriate.
These points give us an opportunity to explore the

meaning which the British teachers' center development may
have for American public, tax-supported education.

We are

excluding from this discussion the possibility that teachers'
centers may be developed in this country supported by foundations, by government funds, by universities or schools of

education, and by eager groups of teachers themselves.

Our

concern is with the main structure of public educat ion--the
local public school system.
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The first observation has to do with
the simple but
subtle way language usage expresses values.

almost always talk of "teachers' centres."

teachers^

a

The British
Plural possessive-

means of throwing the emphasis to those who "own"

the site, those who are most important in the life
of the

center; indeed, those without whom the center has no
life.

From the point of view of the purposes to which

a

center is

to be put and how those who come to use it are regarded, who
Qwns the center, who has psychological possession of it,
a

bedrock issue.

is

When the British state that they want

teachers involved in personal and professional growth, they

really mean this.

They give evidence of their sincerity by

placing on key committees, both in local authorities and on
the prestigious national Schools Council, a majority of
teachers.

As Geoffrey Caston writes,

in referring to the

role that teachers play on the Schools Council's committees:
The second outstanding characteristic of the Council is
that public agencies (Local Education Authorities) have
been prepared to hand over control of these resources
to a body which is in theory and practice controlled by
the teaching profession itself. 162

Now this consideration of the values revealed in language
and to the meanings which may be attached to it, insofar as

162 Ibid.,

p.

58.
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teachers are concerned, calls for some
explication.

What-

ever else education is concerned with, it
most certainly is

concerned with values.
If the culture of the educational profession
is

consonant with the culture of society as

a whole,

of behaving in moments of stress, crisis,
a

its ways

and change bear

similarity to the ways in which other institutions in

society respond in similar situations.
surface and become operative.

happened in Britain.
patterns,

War,

Fundamental values

it would seem that this has

loss of empire, changing social

immigration, economic distress

— these

among many

circumstances have meant that British education has responded
out of the culture's fundamental value system.

The expression "teachers' center" stresses the calling
forth of teachers to an involvement in their own growth

and development and in the processes of change of the insti-

tutions to which they have devoted their lives.

It is a

manifestation of fundamental democratic principles which,
in spite of evidence to the contrary that may be cited,

remains deeply

a

part of the national culture.

In Britain

there appears to be a firmly held conviction that men are

inherently well-motivated and benevolent.

There continues

to be a respect for diversity and pluralism and an oft-
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expressed reluctance to force
another to adopt one’s ideas
or do one's bidding against
one's will. There ls a
£irm
conviction that government ought
to proceed from the consent of the governed.
Operating on such principles,
which
when so stated have all the wooden
quality of an out-ofdate civics lesson, British education
has begun to change.

A significant element in that change
is the teachers'
center.

In this sense,

development is

a

then,

the British teachers' center

part of a cultural scene.

which must be understood and expressed
American teachers' center in

a

if,

it is this

indeed,

any

tax-supported system is to

further educational developments in this country.

The second observation has to do with public tax
money.

The life blood of education is money.

it is this

which provides the facilities, the instructional resources
and equipment, the staff of professional teachers and administrators, and the supporting services and personnel.

It

is the necessity of winning from the public annually the

budget required to maintain education which brings into
question the cost effectiveness of education.

This is

especially so as there are ever increasing demands made on
scarce tax dollars.

As never before, educators are called

on to justify their budget requests,

to demonstrate program

need and effectiveness, to demonstrate
or give assurances
of professional staff need and quality,
and to provide

evidence that new programs, new staffing
relationships and
ratios,

new materials and equipment, new
programs of in-

service education are,

indeed,

necessary.

Rare is the

community today which has not experienced some
public con-

troversy over its school budget, often the largest
part of
the governmental expenditures a community undertakes
and
one now seen as starving other community needs.

it is this

set of circumstances that make it terribly difficult to

advance the cause of educational improvement, let alone
teachers' involvement in a democratic process of change and

development through the creation of tax— supported organizations

teachers' centers.

It is a point worth considering.

If the first major implication of British teachers'

centers has to do with values, the second has to do with
their place in British education.

British teachers' centers

are part of the organizational structure of tax-maintained,

public education.

Though they originated out of private,

foundation initiatives, from the Nuffield Foundation's

work in science and math, they very quickly spread from
this point or origin into the structure of tax-maintained

education.

While there are

a

few centers at Universities,
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the great majority belong to
local education authorities

which have taken on this burden at
are strained.

a

time when their budgets

These centers do not rely on outside
funding.

It is this which is of great
significance for us.

As Henry Fowler, Derbyshire's chief
Education Officer,
noted, education is a labor intensive
industry.

if you

wish to improve its productivity, you can
only hope to
improve the quality of its services.

The advisory service

and the teachers' centers get at this improvement
of quality

where it renders its greatest payoff the most rapidly
the classroom teacher.

— at

The implications for American educa-

tion are important.

There are several approaches to the cost effective-

ness-productivity bond.

One is to increase class size,

the number of pupils served by

approach may make

a

saving,

a

teacher.

While this

it is possible to manipulate

the class size factor only so much.

limits to this as an approach:

Clearly there are

it may be a money-saver and

meritorious for that reason, but it has nothing to do with
rendering those teachers who remain more effective, skilled,
or knowledgeable than before the ratios were changed.
fact,

In

it is possible that the teacher's role either is

actually so much more difficult, or she perceives it as so

,
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much more difficult, that a lessened
classroom effectiveness is manifest.

Whatever "morale" is, it certainly would

be an element of effectiveness to be
considered in

a

simple

ratio change.

A second approach to the cost effectiveness-produc-

tivity bond is to eliminate unnecessary administrative
positions, particularly those which are non-operational

those having to do with program coordination, articulation,

development and supervision.

Money directed at in-service

education can be reduced or cut off and an additional
savings realized.
that such
and,

a

The premise underlying these actions is

budgetary holding strategy won't hurt too much

in time,

improved conditions will make change possible.

If problems arise and needs exist for coordination, articu-

lation,

supervision, or curriculum development,

lacking

support from central office and from specialist services,
the burden may be shifted to the existing staff,

particu-

larly to building heads or principals and their internal
staffs,

as department chairman or grade level coordinators,

if these positions exist.

The efforts for doing these jobs

will come out of teachers, most commonly working after
school.

In the American school system the command structure

of administration is thus left untouched; the teachers are
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as little consulted as before; the
burden is shifted,
it is taken up at all,

and is to be borne out of the "pro-

fessionalism" and "dedication" of the teachers.

m

if

Productivity,

this sense, consists of getting about the
same involvement

and change as before but at reduced staff
costs, an appealing circumstance to any hard pressed taxpayer.

Give

a

choice between having the class size ratios increased
and
seeing some administrators eliminated,

it takes no real

imagination to guess what most teachers would desire.
A third approach to the cost ef f ect iveness-produc-

tivity bond involves cutting back on the administrative
positions, eliminating specialist roles and reckoning

savings on these positions' salaries.

a

Now savings are re-

directed to fund the released time of teachers to take up
the coordination, articulation, development, and supervision

responsibilities which heretofore belonged to administrators.
Teachers and not administrators now come to control the

developments which will come into being in schools.

In a

strange turn-about of roles, administrators now come to run

buildings with and for teachers.

The challenge is for them

to become educational leaders by reasserting their original

credentials as teachers.

Strangely, this turn-about puts

these principals in roughly the same position as their

s

.
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British counterparts, the head teachers
of British primary
and secondary schools.

Needless to say, many factors oper-

ate to make this third approach unattractive
and difficult.

Yet the public's growing impatience with the
rising costs
of education may yet force us to examine
alternatives such
as this.

One factor working against this particular approach

is that it has not been a characteristic of American
educa-

tion to turn over to teachers an influential role in finance
or policy-making.

Yet it is precisely this uncharacteristic

approach that most thoroughly exemplifies the democratic
values mentioned earlier.

It is precisely this that makes

Geoffrey Caston's words so important:
It is an educational axiom that if individuals do
things because they have chosen to do them they do so
with infinitely more effect than if they are passively
acquiescing in authority. It is true for teachers as
for their pupils.
'The right to enforce obedience'
has no place in the educational process, either between
teachers and organizations, or between teachers and
pupils.
Once coercion creeps in, education begins to
go out. 163

How important it is to note the two parts of Caston
remarks:

"Chosen to do so" and "passively acquiescing in

authority."
and,

'

We in America have had much passive acquiescence

relatively speaking, little choosing to do things

163G e offrey Caston, The Schools Council in Context
p.

60

,
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because, simply enough, choices were not offered
or the
range of choices has been limited.
Of the three approaches to the cost effective-

productivity bond, certainly the last seems to hold the
greatest promise.

it is the mode which makes possible the

development in some organized and sustained manner, within
the structure of tax-supported public education, the concept
of the teachers' center.

Indeed,

until we find the means to

release the potential which teachers possess for their own

personal and professional growth, we probably shall not
realize significant changes in educational methodology or
curriculum.
The British experience with teachers' centers tells
us a number of things.

change is,

indeed,

First,

very rapid.

the spread of democratized

From the fourteen Nuffield

centers to over five hundred teachers' centers in
is very rapid growth.

a

decade

Admittedly, half of these centers

are ineffective and may go out of business.

The other half

are healthy and may develop into substantial resource centers

supporting the in-service developments expressed in the
164
James Report and in the government's subsequent "White Paper."

164 G reat Britain.
Her Majesty’s Stationery Office,
Education: A Framework for Expansion December, 1972
London:
This document is commonly referred to in connection with the
James report simply as "the White Paper."
,
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We can take comfort from the rapid growth
of British centers—
the processes of democratization do not have
to be falteringly
slow.

Second, we can take some assurance that
the classroom

teacher, with all his weaknesses and all his
strengths, can

become part of

a

change system.

as no doubt we will,

If in America we continue,

to put some less than spectacular

teachers on tenure, there seems to be little doubt that

every system at all times will have its share of lethargic,
complacent, or apathetic teachers.

In democratizing the

processes of change, let us then work with those who will
work.

Third, we know that the British teachers' centers have

provided opportunities for teacher-sharing, for the interchange of ideas.

The power of this level of communication

is not to be under-estimated.

other.

stances.

Teachers do learn from each

They want to talk together under favorable circumThey eschew being talked at unless it is by one

they truly respect.
social talk,

The teachers' center as a location for

informal meetings, as well as the location for

arranged sessions becomes then

a

visible symbol that teachers

do live in the world of ideas and do need to share ideas

among themselves.

Moreover,

if the British experience offers

us any insight, the "pastoral" services which

a

center leader

may provide to teachers may be as valuable as counseling
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may be to the pupils.
This brings us to one of the most important
elements

which the British centers express.

It is no longer either

useful or possible to dichotomize the personal
and professional lives of teachers.

We cannot expect

a

teacher to

grow professionally who does not grow personally.

Ever so

many times British center wardens spoke of the ways
in
which teachers used centers to enrich their personal lives.

There is

a

great willingness to admit that the apparently

random and self-serving interests of teachers, pursued at

minimal cost through the resources of the teachers' center,
enrich the teacher and thereby make it possible for him to
enrich the lives of his students.

To those who seek answers

to increased productivity in education, this may seem like
a

romantic's ideal.

To British center wardens and to the

educational authority for which they work, it seems

a

most

practical expenditure.
British centers have invested heavily in providing
the kinds of facilities which enhance the personal lives
of teachers.

The lounges, the kitchens, the workshops which

may be used for personal projects, the courses of instruction,
the tour arrangements made through centers

— these

to do with the personal growth of teachers.

all have

The professional

.
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growth of teachers is provided for through
the courses that
are offered, the exhibitions which are
scheduled, the curri-

culum workshops which are arranged, the BBC-TV
Education
programs discussed at centers.
ble,

To the greatest extent possi-

the programs of the centers emanate from the
interests

and needs of the teachers, often expressed through
committees
of teachers serving the center in advisory and policy-making

capacities
Cost effectiveness in education then is related to

achieving the greatest teacher growth and development that
can be initiated and sustained and producing the greatest

curriculum development possible.

Since these are not matters

that one may command into being, order up in full effectiveness,

the greatest inefficiency in education is to be experi-

enced when programs are developed without teacher consultation or participation, when materials are ordered and

delivered to classrooms without willing teacher involvement
in analysis and selection,

and when teachers are "expected"

to teach certain things in certain ways.

Lest this be

construed as advocating "teacher militancy" setting one
group of professionals, the teachers, against another group
of professionals,

the administrators, we must understand

that what is being advocated is the democratization of
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change processes in a manner that, on
educational issues,

brings the involvement levels Caston
advocates.
says,

As Caston

"Once coercion creeps in, education begins
to go

out. "165

The establishment of

a

teachers

1

center in an

American public school system would signal the beginning
of a new set of relationships in the educational
community,
a

condition which might produce other organizational stresses

which indeed might become the content of teachers' center
meetings.

To be more explicit:

central office supervisory

personnel or curriculum personnel may suffer

decline in

a

their authority and may be obliged to move out into schools
and classrooms as teaching-advisers, in the British modes.
One wonders if an American teacher or administrator is pre-

pared to accept the authority-less status of
or leader?

teacher warden

a

Is it reasonable to expect that a superintendent

of schools can long sustain the position that

a

board of education should grant budget money for

hard pressed
a

center

and its work when it all seems so insubstantial and lacking
in evaluative results?

these are only a few.
165 Caston,

Clearly there are problems of which
It will take a major act of faith on

Schools Council in Context.
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the part of the board of education,
the superintendent, and
upon other administrators to believe
that teachers centers
1

hold promise for the educational system
which is entrusted
to them.

Yet it is precisely this act of faith
which is

needed by many teachers if they are to gain
confidence.

What

may be helpful in encouraging the growth
of the teachers'
centers in our public educational system is
the realization
that,

to some degree,

almost every system is now making some

investment in change and not fully reaping the reward
of
that investment.

There is scarcely

a

system which hasn't

taken on one or more experimental programs, or innovative
ideas of staffing, or new pieces of educational hardware, or

new building designs, or some such measure.
later scant change is realized.

unmoved.

Teaching teams dissolve.

the old way.

Often

a few

Movable walls remain

The new math is taught

The realization falls far short of the promise

and there is no means by which teachers, once imbued with

enthusiasm,

can come together to sustain their own interests

and maintain and further the developments so promisingly

begun.

This then is the ultimate in inefficiency and, in

some measure,

every system has experienced it in recent years.

As we noted in our third observation, the central

purpose but not the only purpose of the British teachers'
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center was curricula
development.

delivery system linking
together

a

The center is part of

a

variety of distinct edu-

cational concerns which have
to do with curriculum
development. Thus, as we noted
in Derbyshire particularly,
the
center became the focal
point of educational policy
directions
initiated in the central
offices of the educational
authority.
The centers likewise become
the sites where teachers
and
heads of schools can express
their needs and relate them
to
the policy directions.
Additionally, the center provides
a local outlet— a
dissemination point for the Schools
Council curriculum project materials.
The center warden,

—

working with committees and
sub-committees, actively prepares
programs to relate all of these
activities
and to sustain

their development.

in many ways,

the Derbyshire Education

Authority's educational use of centers,
in organization,

in

goal setting, in interfacing various
segments of the educa-

tional community, is most appealing to an
American educator
since it suggests that

rein is maintained.

a

controlling and responsible check

In any event,

the center as a delivery

system of curriculum development has real meaning for
American public schools.

We must understand that the public does not always
share the educator's concern for curriculum development.
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It is a part of the educators'

responsibility to help the

public understand that wherever schools are found
today there
is a need to examine what
it shall be taught,

a

it is that shall be taught and how

need to recognize that knowledge grows

and changes now at exponential rates.

Teachers must keep

abreast of some of the fundamental changes and use materials

which reflect change accurately so that children may be
prepared for

a

continually changing world.

Curriculum dev-

elopment and in-service education are no longer luxuries;
they are necessities for schools and teachers unless schools
and teachers are to become irrelevant to society as educa-

tional institutions and become ever more the custodial agencies

withdrawing youth from society.

In this sense of curriculum

development, then, curriculum development is

movement.

Thrust on school men by

a

a

world wide

swiftly changing world

are conditions heretofore unknown by man and everywhere

educators ask the over-riding questions:

how best may we

prepare our young people to live in tomorrow's world?
Over and over again in British teachers' centers,

the theme of curriculum development is sounded.

Flowing into

centers from the Schools Council projects are new curriculum

materials for local inspection, modification, and use, or
for rejection.

The number of projects is astounding, both

2 12

national and local, the variety
truly amazing if one consi _
ders all of the local
variations. There's a new
French
curriculum, a new reading scheme
for immigrant children,
a

new maths curriculum,

a

new humanities curriculum,

integrated studies curriculum,
so on and on.

a

a

new

new history curriculum,

and

with all of this emphasis on
curriculum

development, there is the central
notion that the teacher
must be engaged in being a part
of the process of examination,
of modification, of discussion,
of implementation.
The center
stands ready to facilitate these
developments, the discussion,
the introduction of materials, the
arrangement of courses so
that teachers may know how to work with
the materials, as

well as to provide the resources so that
teachers may make
the materials which will modify the on-going
work they are

doing or will modify the curriculum they are
interested in

adopting or that they will be creating.

Central to this

whole concept of curriculum development is the basic idea
that

_a

teacher in

_a

school has to be the ultimate curriculum-

maker for his children.
children need.
students do.

He is the ultimate expert on what his

Curriculum then is eventually what he and his
In this sense,

all the work of experts,

then,

all the national projects,

all the developments of committees

are only as valuable as a single teacher with

a

single group
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of students in a single school may
make them.
in action with

students— that

,

The teacher

it seems is curriculum.

With the weight of so much effort and
expenditure
either standing or falling on a single teacher,
the teacher's
personal and professional growth does,

portions of the greatest magnitude.
center becomes

a

indeed,

assume pro-

Thus, the teachers'

site where the inextricable combination of

curriculum development and in-service education meet.

The

teachers who may be drawn into working parties on curriculum
development, who may become members of study groups on

educational problems, or who may become participants in
courses taught by advisers or others are the teachers who

will become the corps of change agents moving educational
change,

curriculum development, personal and professional

growth into the classroom and into the lives of children.

It

is they who can create the conditions of change within a

school which encourage other teachers more reluctant to change
to try new things.

The increments of change may be small

and at any given moment unimpressive, but they are sustained

through the work of the center, and the totality of such
incremental change over
sive.

a

period of time may be quite impres-

It is precisely this set of conditions that makes the

l

.
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James Report, 166 and the white Paper, Education:

work for Expansion, 67 recommending

a

A Frame -

third cycle of acti-

vities of professional growth for all teachers, so vitally

important
It is perfectly possible for in-service education to

be carried on within schools.

Indeed,

in some instances,

it

is better that in-service education be carried on in the

circumstances which are most appropriate to the content of
the course.

One would reasonably think that

a

course for

primary teachers in math might better be taught in the actual
classrooms and using the actual equipment and materials that
the children use.

Moreover, the power relationships between

an advisory teacher,

an adviser,

and the teachers is often

different than those of the principal or head to the teacher.
The adviser does not pose the constraining fears that the

principal or head may.

as the advisers move away

Moreover,

from central office identification,

from inspectoral duties,

and become more identified as fine teachers employed to help

other teachers develop their strengths, they become more

welcome in classrooms and in the capacity of instructors for
—
--\

1

166^30, Teacher Education and Training

(the James

Report)
•^^HMSO,
White Paper)

Education; A Framework for Expansion (the
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in service workshops.

The school as

a

site ior
for in-service
in s

workshops becomes less
useful when cross-grade
or crossschool level teachers
become involved in a workshop.

Th en

central location to which
all teachers travel
becomes more
appropriate. a teachers' center
is a valuable site
for mixed
teacher groups.
a

Turning our attention back
to the teachers' center,
if the warden or center
leader is truly a professional
without authority to command,
is truly one whose influence
IS felt through the
programs and arrangements he makes
for

teachers, through the services
he offers, and through his

professional knowledge and persuasiveness,
then his center
may become a neutral ground where
ideas flow freely and are

exchanged without fear.

This is especially so if the pro-

grams which a center puts on and the
developmental work it

undertakes is an outgrowth of consultation
and approval of
a

teachers' center committee.

Here it is well to remember

that British teachers' center wardens are
appointed and have

tenure or

a

multiple year contract (as in Ivan Wood's case),

are given a budget,
the most part,

and told to carry out their work.

For

they are free to bring the center to life in

behalf of teachers as their professional skills and knowledge
allow them to.

In this kind of

a

situation,

some kind of
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management committee helping the
warden becomes almost
indispensible
Admittedly some wardens do not
have committee
Millington at his Newham center
had formed no management committee; he ran the show himself,
a huge operation.
on the
.

other hand, Wood at Bath, running

a

much smaller operation,

had a committee and had done battle
with it.

m

any event,

the center and the center leader
represent the system's or
the authority

s

desire to establish

a

locus of developmental

activities as free of the contaminating
influence of power

relationships as possible.

Even in Derbyshire, where we find

the centers subordinate to the advisory
service, designed to

carry out authority policy, we find the wardens
guaranteed
the degree of freedom needed to oppose the
authority so that,
if they feel the need to do so,

they can come down on the

side of the teachers.
The most serious problem many teachers' center

wardens face is that of getting teachers released for activities.

If developments are to take place,

not all of them

can be squeezed into the fatiguing hours after school.
is essential,

It

therefore, that wardens have some means of

getting teachers freed from their teaching responsibilities.
Since British schools are small and the number of staff mem-

bers per school few,

it poses grave hardships for a head to
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lose a teacher to the center for
developmental activities

and to take on

a

substitute teacher or to cover for the

teacher by throwing the burden
teachers.

of children to the other

It is necessary to raise this point
since it may

be objected that,

if teachers'

centers are indeed as impor-

tant as stressed, why aren't many more
teachers taking

advantage of them.

in many cases,

it is because the time to

use the centers is seldom available to the
teacher.

Yet

having attendance at or below fifty percent of the
staff in
a

service area, as Wood points out,

is scarcely significant

since the work of the center reaches into many schools and
to teachers in many other ways.
a

Thus,

not only is a center

neutral ground where administrators and teachers may meet

on equal terms for growth and development activities,

also

a

it is

point of origin for initiatives taken up by the

warden to influence teachers who may never come to the center.
Without such a site, the concept of neutral ground and independent initiatives in behalf of teachers would be difficult
to realize.
In the final analysis,

the teachers' center,

serving

both heads and teachers, operating frequently with the counsel of a teachers' committee,

constituencies of

a

interfacing all of the separate

school system or authority, may become
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the collection point for the range
of ideas and plans, the
proposals and the needs, which a system
or authority may

comprehend.

It is the center's committee or
warden who pulls

together these elements and arranges
the center's programs
of in-service courses and curriculum
development activities.

Democratic process may operate at all levels
of these activities,

even to the ultimate moment when a single
teacher

in a single classroom in a single school
may determine how
it is that the center's developmental activities
will effect

him.

To the very end, the teacher is free of coercion.
Regarding the last observation on the changing nature

of centers, we note that British teachers' centers are still
in the early stages of growth.

what

a

As yet no fixed pattern of

center must be has emerged.

Certainly the usual

pattern of purposes is cited for many centers.

They are

organized to provide for the in-service education of teachers,
to undertake and carry out curriculum development work, to
be a display center for teachers' and pupils' work as well
as to be a display center for commercial materials.

They

are to be a center of dissemination of curriculum materials

emanating from Schools Council projects, and many centers
share curriculum information, disseminating the work from

neighboring centers.

Centers provide for informal gatherings
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of teachers,

for social interchange; indeed,

providing

a

comfortable surrounding where teachers may informally
share
ideas is a significant aspect of many centers.
of centers try to provide the services,

The wardens

as reprographic

services or library services or resource materials
services
or the facilities which they believe their teachers
will

find most useful.

Wardens often express the conviction that

what helps the teacher grow in his own personal life and
enjoyment helps the teacher grow professionally, and many
times wardens provide through their centers experiences and

facilities and materials which are only indirectly related
to the classroom life of the teachers.

Having said all these

things about centers, one must then say that every center is

different.

The mix of facilities and equipment, of services

and programs, of the warden's interests and talents, of the

district schools the center serves, of the pupil population
in the area of service

— these

all go to make each center

unique, to give each its own special program and service

character.

It is this devotion to the pluralistic response

to need, to diversity, which is refreshing.
indeed,

just beginning and it is commonly recognized that

there is no one right way to organize and run

program

Centers are,

a

a

center or to

center or, still more, to play out the warden's
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role.

If the British are noted for the
expression,

"muddle

through," it is an expression not really
admired in American

management circles.

We tend to place our disapproving em-

phasis on the word "muddle," drawing forth
those nuances

which have to do with
planning,

a

benign bumbling about, slipshod

an aimlessness,

the dull witted.

or an unenlightened patience of

It is this readiness to bumble about a bit

which may characterize the present status of the
British
teachers' centers.

Since no one is really sure of what they

ought to be like, and since they've only just begun, and
since everybody who wishes to do so ought to have
to make a contribution or offer up ideas,

chance

a

it really is too

early to develop the master plan for the teachers' centers
of Britain,

if such a master plan is worth having anyway.

We might place more emphasis on the "through" part of the
expression; it says something very important
as may be done,
a

— bumble

about

one nonetheless takes a measure of time and

fullness of contribution which allows things to take

shape acceptable to all.

a

As Mr. Pape noted, however, perhaps

the pace of change is now running so swiftly in Britain that
it may no longer be possible to "muddle through."

as it may,

Be that

the British have developed a concept which, were

it to be introduced into American education, would be most

"
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interesting to observe.

Perhaps in the long run, Stephen

K.

Bailey's assessment is right:

Would it not be wonderful if, after years of telling
teachers what to do and where to go, American educational savants and officials discovered that the only
real and lasting reforms in education in fact come about
when teachers are given facilities and released time "to
do their own things?" 168

-*-68stephen Bailey,

First

,

Phi Delta Kappan

,

"Teachers' Centers: A British
November 1971, pp. 146-149.
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appendix

1

Teacher Center Service Research Project
The purpose of this research is to determine the origins,
organization, leadership, clientele, programs and priorities,
inter- institutional relations of teacher centers and
advisory services in Britain, and to assess the implications
of these organizations for American public education.
To the end of gaining insight into these areas of British
education, a series of interviews and on-site visits will be
made. The intent is to interview a variety of key people
who occupy different professional roles to ascertain the
factual elements of these organizations as well as their
special perspectives on these organizations. With this in
mind, attempts will be made to meet with and interview:
1.

A chief education officer of
authority.

2.

A senior advisor or head of a local inspectorate.

3.

One or more local advisors or inspectors.

4.

Head teachers in

5.

Teacher Center Wardens,

6.

University, Institute, or college teachers, training
personnel who may have a relationship to teacher
centers and advisory services.

7.

Teacher center staff employees or volunteer members,
full or part-time, subject matter or methods specialists

a

a

local education

number of locations.
leaders.

.

8.

Teachers, primary and secondary, who have had some
experience with teacher centers and advisors.

:

9

.

10

.

Appropriate educational officials
at the Department
of Education and Science,
London.
Appropriate educational officials at
the Schools
Council offices, London.

The Interviews will follow these
general points:
1.

Describe what you believe to be the
origins of
teacher centers? Comment on their diversity
and on
their uniformity or similarity. What are
the basic
functions of teacher centers? who sets
policies?
Who and what determines their programs?

2.

Comment on the origins and nature of advisory
services, changes in advisory functions of
advisors?
Who sets the policy for advisers? in general,
what
is the adviser's authority, responsibility,
accountability? in what ways do advisers and teacher center
leaders act in supportive or in conflicting ways?
How are policy, program, or personnel issues resolved
if they arise at all between an advisory service and
a teacher center staff within a LEA?

3.

Comment on the relationship of teacher centers and
advisory services to:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

pre-service teacher preparation
in-service education for professional teachers
training for paraprofessionals or aides
information services for public or parent groups
educational change, innovation

(Detach below line)

Respondent's name:
Official Title:

Address

Date of Interview:
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Respondent's special comments or requirements:

?
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Questionnaire
1.

In what way is a teacher related to
a teacher center?
-as an individual pursuing at will her
own interests
as a staff member required to attend
for designated
in-service educational purposes
-as one who may influence policies and
directions of
the center
-as a client seeking prepared materials or
equipment
not available within a school
-as one serving as a center "staff member,"
offering
some educational service to others
-as one who may have only a sporadic, casual relation
to the center, one just dropping in

2.

of the total number of staff members and teachers in a
local authority, how many are engaged in any way with
teacher center activities? What percentage of the total
professional staff ever makes use of the center?

-are there peak involvement times or seasons? low involvement times or seasons? What of holiday or vacation times?
-do some staff members or teachers tend to use the center
again and again. Are there others who never use it at
all?
-do the teachers who use the center tend to be from one
schooling level (secondary, primary, junior, infant)?
-from one kind of school rather than another (secondary
modern, grammar, comprehensive, privately funded
school)
-from one or two subject matter areas? -from certain age
groups of teachers? -from one sex more than the other?
-do teachers who use the center seem to possess some
marked characteristics as teachers and as people?
-does any professional rivalry, distance, or alienation
arise between those teachers who make use of the center
and those who do not?
3.

Is the teacher center an administrator's means of bringing on, forcing, stimulating, encouraging teachers to

s
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adopt new educational practices and programs?
in this
sense, is the teacher center less the teachers'
and
more the administrators' center.
4.

Are there a set of factors which characterize
teacher
centers generally? is a teacher center, in some distinct ways, different than a resource center? What
are
the characteristics of each? What sets one apart from
the other, if indeed they are different?

5.

Who determines the program of a teacher center? What
the most common organizational structure of a teacher
center? Who makes its policies?
sets its budget?
renders (to whom?) an accounting of its work?
an
evaluation of its program effectiveness?

—

6.

Regarding the following role groups, what
tionship to a teacher center?

is

—

is their rela-

-the Chief Education Officer
-Senior advisers, local adviser
-Head teachers
-HMI
-University, college teacher trainers
-Pre-service teacher trainees
-paraprofessionals aides
-Wardens or center officers or inspectors
-Union officials
-Parent associations, parents
-DES officials, Schools Council officials
-research and development foundations, personnel
'

,

7.

This question is directed at "conflict management" or
"conflict resolution" and presumes that, in any organization at some time, controversy or conflict may break
With what role groups or positions within the
out.
educational hierarchy of a local authority is a teacher
center most likely to experience sane degree of conflict
If such controversy or conflict does
or controversy?
occur, how is the problem most commonly resolved? Are
there any kinds of training programs for center personnel
in human relations, conflict management, problem solving,
and related social and group skills?

8.
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If one were to survey all the teacher
centers now in
existence in England, how might one classify
them as
to types?

by staffing?
function(s)?
by area served?
by educational
targets, level of
schooling?
•by

9.

-by
-by
-by
-by

programs?
facilities?
financing?
community?

-by philosophy?
-by governance?
-by authority
support?

•other ?

What provisions does a local education authority
commonly make to initiate and sustain a teacher center?
Can you trace the origins of any given teacher center?
Who started it? What was the impetus which brought
it into being? What problems has it run into? How
commonly are teacher centers provided with:
10.

released time for teachers?
paid professional leaders?
space, facilities?
enduring relations with
colleges, institutes, other
LEA teacher centers?

-stipends for teachers
-budgets for materials,
supplies, equipment,
travel, consultants,
curriculum materials
acquisition or develop
ment?

It is presumed that a teacher center may come to sponsor
a number of programs.
Given this presumption, is there
any selection criteria for determining what programs
emanating from a foundation (as Nuffield)
from a local
university or college? from a Schools Council project?
,

from

a

local teacher initiative?

11.

If a teacher center seeks to be responsive to the needs
of a local teaching staff, what means are employed to
assess these needs? Is it possible for an individual
teacher or a small group to initiate and receive personnel and financial support for a particular program
or interest?

12.

Is there any endeavor on the part of the center leadership to identify teacher talent within a local authority
and to put this talent to work in a teacher center pro-

gram?

How are talented teachers located?

What induce-
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merits are there for a teacher to
work in a teacher

center?

13.

Does the leadership of a teacher center
ever solicit
the community for talent or expertise to
use in a
teacher center's programs?

14 .

Does the teacher center serve as a public
relations
center for a local education authority? Are
programs
designed for parents?
for business leaders?
minority groups? is the teacher ever a center of
local
civic or social action, directing its resources to
community problems?
(drugs, vandalism, truancy, delinquency, etc.)

—

15

.

Do teacher centers relate to secondary schools, grammar
schools in significantly different ways than they do to
primary, junior, or infant schools?

-secondary
-more subject matter oriented?
-more concerned with certain learning groups? (Slow
:

learners)
-more concerned with teaching methodology?
-more concerned with modernizing the curriculum,
schedule, or school organization?
-more concerned with philosophy of education, psychology
of learning?
-more concerned with "real world problems, " as drug education, vocational education, family & home life education, sex education, etc.?
- primary

:

-more concerned with skill development: reading,
writing, maths, etc.?
-more concerned with curriculum development?
-more concerned with educational change, as from tradition to open education?
-more concerned with systematizing education, developing system-wide curriculum or educational approach?
16.

Is there any possibility of role confusion or conflict
between a local advisory service and a local teacher
center and the staff members of each? What provisions
are made for mutually supportive work? In the hierarchial
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order of a local educational authority,
who commands
greater power and authority? Greater
responsibility?
17.

Is it possible to generalize at all about
the characteristics of those who come to be teacher center
wardens?

-former teachers?
-secondary? -primary?
-curriculum development specialists/public relations
specialists?
—professional administrators? -educational "politicians"?
-of a given age, educational background, or experience?
18.

In general, what makes a teacher center leader particularly successful. What factors may make a leader unsuc-

cessful?
19.

Is it possible to generalize at all about the characteristics of an adviser? What qualities do advisers
and center leaders share? What sets them apart from
each other?

20.

In general, what duties will an adviser have that will
overlap with those of a teacher center leader?
that

—

will be exclusively his?
21.

If teacher center leaders and advisers perform mutually
supportive functions, is it possible to describe these
and to assess the value of these functions in terms of

improved education?
22.

In general, what factors may make an adviser particularly
successful in his work?
or unsuccessful?

23.

If it were in your power to add to, subtract from, alter
in any manner, what would you recommend to improve the
work of the teacher center and its personnel and the
work of advisers?

24.

Given what you may know of American public education,
what recommendations would you make to those there who
might wish to establish local teacher centers and
advisory services?

—
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APPENDIX

2

Teacher Center Service Research Project
Questionnaire:

1.

Brief Answers

In what way is a teacher related to a teacher

center?
-as an individual pursuing at will her own interests
-as a staff member required to attend for designated
in-service educational purposes
-as one who may influence policies and directions of
the center
-as a client seeking prepared materials or equipment
not available within a school
-as one serving as a center "staff member," offering
some educational service to others
-as one who may have only a sporadic, casual relation to the center, one just dropping in

First, the most commonly used term is teachers

center rather than teacher center.

mental point:

This indicates

a

1

funda-

the center belongs to the teachers and they

may have any of the relationships either singly or in combination noted in the question.

Second,

it is common to find

that fewer than fifty percent of any authority's total

teaching staff will make use of the center, actually enter
the building.

Of those who do use the center, most are there

to take part in in-service courses, working parties on curri-

culum projects, or to pursue individual interests as producing

?

?
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materials for classroom use.
constitute

a

drop-in group.

The latter group of teachers

a few teachers will serve regu-

larly on established management or curriculum
committees.

Few teachers ever really serve as staff members, officially
or unofficially, the advisers filling this role commonly.

Thus, the center does belong to teachers; it exists to serve

needs
ganized,

;

teachers do take part in organized and in unor-

self-initiated activities; and many teachers make

no use of the center at all.
2.

Use of the center is voluntary.

Of the total number of staff members and teachers in
a local authority, how many are engaged in any way
with teacher center activities? What percentage of
the total professional staff ever makes use of the

center?
-are there peak involvement times or seasons? low
involvement times or seasons? What of holiday or
vacation times?
-do some staff members or teachers tend to use the
center again and again. Are there others who never
use it at all?
-do the teachers who use the center tend to be from
one schooling level (secondary, primary, junior,
infant)
-from one kind of school rather than another (secondary modern, grammar, comprehensive, privately
funded school)
-from one or two subject matter areas? -from certain
age groups of teachers? -from one sex more than
the other?
-do teachers who use the center seem to possess some
marked characteristics as teachers and as people?
-does any professional rivalry, distance, or alienation arise between those teachers who make use of
the center and those who do not?
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As noted in the previous answer, approximately

fifty percent of the teachers of any given
authority make
use of a center.

This must be

a

statistic regarded with

suspicion, yet it is one that is commonly used.

In some

authorities where an aggressive warden is present and where
good communications are established and where the services

rendered are manifestations of expressed teacher need, the
percentage of use is undoubtedly much higher.
hand,

On the other

irrespective of the physical facilities, where

a

warden

is inadequate to the tasks his job calls for, where he lacks

the ability or means to communicate with the teaching staff,

where there is any generation of hostility between the

warden and his center and the head teachers and advisers,
there is no doubt that the percent of teacher usage is much
lower.

In the long run,

numbers are not the important element

in the value of a center to an authority since a center warden

and center services may readily reach beyond the bounds of

the facilities.

Centers do seem to have

a

certain rhythm of usage.

Often closed on holidays and weekends, or open by arrangement, the center is a working day, Monday to Friday,

tution.

insti-

It may have a flurry of early morning usage as

teachers come in before school to get

a

stencil run off or
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to pick up some information for
class usage.

out the morning hours,

Then through-

the center is quiet and largely
unused

except for visitors who may drop in.

There may be meetings

held at the center during these daytime
hours, curriculum
parties,

committees of heads or advisers or the like—
commonly

those professionals who are not kept to
of teaching.

The afternoon hours,

regular schedule

a

like the morning, are quiet,

the pattern changing as the schools close.

From three o'clock

onward to six, the teachers make use of the center.
is the time of peak activity.

This

After the supper hour, the

center may be open and courses or workshops may be held.

center is often open regularly until ten at night.

The

Little

wonder then that the most frequently expressed complaint one
hears from center wardens has to do with the terribly long

working hours they feel obliged to put in.

Since British

schools are operated on an annual three term basis
Term,

a

Spring Term,

a

Summer Term

the outset with the work load.

— each

—a

Fall

term is busy from

Attendance falls off as the

term end approaches.

Wardens note that the same staff members do tend to
use the center over and over

— become

regulars.

If these

teachers possess any special characteristic it seems to be
that of inquisitiveness and dissatisfaction with established

.
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materials and ways of doing things.

Often these are the

younger teachers seeking to improve their
teaching, attempting to find ways to meet the needs of
the children they are

working with.

Yet one would not want to create

impression with such
teachers

a

statement.

older teacher s

make use of the centers, too.

junior teachers

primary teachers

— make

centers than do secondary teachers.

false

a

— veteran

Commonly infant and
more use of general

As many wardens note,

secondary schools, especially the large modern comprehensives
possess greater resources immediately at hand than the center
can provide.

teachers

As a resource center,

the warden and his

center may he of lesser importance to the secondary

school's own resource center.

However, when it comes to

bringing teachers from various levels together, the warden
and his center are used by all levels of teachers.

there has come to be

a

Since

wide range of curriculum development

activity taking place in England, especially Schools Council
projects,

it can no longer be said that a center is particu-

larly noted for one kind of curricular activity except in
large urban areas where specific subject matter centers

exist

General centers comprehend all curriculum areas.

.

.
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3.
,

Is the teacher center an administrator's
means of
bringing on, forcing, stimulating, encouraging
teachers to adopt new educational practices and
programs? in this sense, is the teacher center
less the teachers' and more the administrators'
center
It is certainly true that a teachers'

center is

a

means of stimulating and encouraging teachers to adopt new

educational practices and programs.

Moreover, educational

authorities (districts) and their officials have created
centers because they believe they are vitally necessary to

bringing change to British education.

However, to

degree

a

almost totally unknown to American education, British

teachers are in control of these institutions and are free
to use or not to use these centers.

The hierarchially

coercive elements so pervasive in American public education

which finds our teachers, as Caston notes, passively

acquiescing in the exercise of authority by administrators,
is not part of British center life.

This is not to say

that head teachers are not powerful authorities in their
schools,

nor is it to say that British education is without

authoritarian control, but it is to stress that insofar as
teachers' centers are concerned coercive and authoritarian

elements are almost unknown.
center

The center is truly

a

teachers'
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CGnter
in some distinct ways,
different than
center. What are the
chara^ris^s
3
fr ° m thS other
i£ indeed they
are dif ferent?^

f

'

^

'

Generally, successful
teachers' centers are characterized by a number of factors.
First, they exist as taxmaintained institutions, receiving
from the authority an
annual budget sufficient to
retain a paid warden, seme

secretarial and maintenance
services, and an amount sufficient to purchase equipment and
supplies and to mount programs
of curriculum development or
in-service education. We must
note that there are many small
centers which operate on

very limited funds, have no paid
warden or secretarial services,

and have a budget allowance too
small to really mount

much by the way of programs.

It is these centers which,

many wardens believe, will go out of
existence when the
center fad passes.

Second,

the teachers' centers are situ-

ated in their own buildings commonly,

often these are old,

Victorian-age, school buildings which have been
phased out
of use.

In a number of instances, but very few indeed,

centers exist in purpose-built buildings.

A number of cen-

ters not possessed of their own buildings occupy space

allocated to them in school buildings,

a less

happy arrange-

.
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wardens contend.

These are the obvious characteristics.

Less obvious characteristics have to do with
the

programs and the resources which centers present
to the
teachers.

Almost every center sets forth its programs in

some kind of bulletin distributed to its client-teachers.

This bulletin often describes the services of the center and
a

number of such services reoccur from center to center

There is

reprographic" service.

a

The center possesses

equipment to reproduce or make teaching materials which the
teachers may need.

There is the in-service education service.

The center arranges for courses to be put on for teachers.
Such courses may be given by teachers' college personnel, by
HMI's, by local inspectors or advisers,

or by fellow teachers.

Another common service of centers is the curriculum development service.
request of

a

A center warden may be responsive to the
single teacher for help with

particular course

a

or skill he is teaching or he may be responsive to a general-

ized need expressed through his management committee or from
a

number of teachers.

In the first instance,

to put the inquiring teacher in touch with
a

professional elsewhere who may be

a

a

the warden seeks

colleague or

resource person.

the second instance, the warden will pull together

a

In

working

party of teachers to do the curriculum exploration and
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development work needed to meet the request.

When center wardens list the services they
provide,
almost without exception, they stress the
social function

which the center serves.
get together to talk,

Here is

a

place for teachers to

to share ideas,

to relax away from

schools and children, and to develop new insights
into curri-

culum and teaching.

Wardens often mention in connection with

this social service the "pastoral" service they provide.

It

seems that teachers often need help with personal problems,

many of which are job related and others which are not.

warden may be

a

The

non-threatening counselor or understanding

professional to whom

teacher may go to discuss unpleasant

a

situations or personal conditions.

Wardens often say that

this pastoral service is the most rewarding part of their

work.

While such

a

service was not an intended function in

the creation of centers,

it has

one of its most valued services.

been coming to be seen as
A teachers' center then has

a

dimension not commonly associated with

a

teachers' center is

out to teachers,
tive needs.

a

a

resource center:

responsive organization, reaching

seeking to meet their individual and collec-

A resource center,

on the other hand,

is a

warehouse of materials and services, collected and disseminated
without too much regard for the individual teachers or the

.
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collective needs of teachers.

Programs of in-service educa-

tion and curriculum development may or may
not be a part of
a

resource center; they are very much

a

part of a teachers'

center
5.

Who determines the program of a teacher center?
What is the most common organizational structure of
a teacher center?
Who makes its policies?
sets
its budget?
renders (to whom?) an accounting
of its work?
an evaluation of its program effectiveness?

—

—

The work of

a

teachers' center is an outgrowth of

the energies and the creativity of the center warden.

Ulti-

mately it is the warden who gives the center its character
as well as its program.

ship

— the

Chief or Deputy Chief Education Officer and the

central staff
a warden,

An educational authority's leader-

— authorize

the establishment of

turn over to the warden

a

a

building and

center, hire
a

budget

and leave him pretty much free to create an institution to
serve the curriculum development and in-service needs of the

area in which his center is located.

The brief is very

general and the expectations are that it will take

a

number

of years for a center to become an instrumental element in

effecting curriculum change and teacher growth.
A center warden frequently elects to have his

center's work overseen by

a

group of teachers and heads
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formed into some kind of management committee.

may be elective or appointive.

The committee

it comes to be the policy-

making body which governs the center's life, the organization

with whom the warden meets frequently to seek authorization
to initiate certain activities and programs and to expend

his budget.

The committee may be purely advisory or the

committee may indeed possess the power to frustrate the will
of the warden.
ity to another.

This will vary from one local education authorGenerally, the committee is advisory and

gives evaluative oversight to the work of the warden.

Since

the warden commonly has tenure in his position, and since

he owes his employment to the central office leadership, he
is often without responsibility to the committee save for

that responsibility to have his work authorized by teachers

whom he is ostensibly to serve.
There are some authorities where the general policies
and directions for the centers are set by the advisory service.

In these,

the center wardens are distinctly subordinate

officials, taking their cues from the advisory service and

fulfilling LEA policy directives.
operates its centers in such

a

The Derbyshire authority

manner.

Yet even in this

authority, the wardens have committees to assist in the

operation of their centers and these committees and wardens

s
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really possess the power to modify the
policy directives

m

such a manner that they become locally
acceptable adapta-

tions of a central office thrust.

in authorities where the

role of the advisory service is less directive,
the warden

may set his own policies and carry them out.

in any event,

the warden is ultimately accountable to the LEA authorities,

the Chief Education Officer or his delegate.
The concept of accountability, as we have come to

know it in the United States, has not yet become
British educational life.

Strangely, there was

a
a

part of
time when

British education operated on the principle of "payment by
results"

— paying

teachers on the basis of how well students

did on examinations.

Certainly the constricting terminal,

external examinations have been
element.

a

kind of "accountability"

Yet center wardens do not face this kind of

accountability test, the influence of which seems to be

waning in the British schools.
6.

Regarding the following role groups, what is their
relationship to a teacher center?
-the Chief Education Officer
-Senior advisers, local adviser
-Head teachers
-HMI
-University, college teacher trainers
-Pre-service teacher trainees
-paraprofessionals, aides
-Wardens or center officers or inspectors
'
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-Union officials
-Parent associations, parents
— DES officials, Schools Council officials
-research and development foundations, personnel
A wide variety of professional role groups relate

directly and indirectly to

a

teachers' center.

Generally

speaking, the central office administrators (as we might

think of them) do not have any major role to play in the life
of a center except to see that it comes to be established and

funded.

There are some exceptions.

In some authorities,

as

in Derbyshire, the chief advisers and his staff make use of

the center as

a

means of disseminating and developing poli-

cies and projects they deem significant to the future of
the educational authority.

In Oxford, where the Oxford edu-

cational authority and the Oxfordshire educational authority
will soon join, the Deputy Chief Education officer has been

meeting with heads and teachers to discover the best ways to
effectuate the union.

Commonly administrators at the central

office level are not involved in the center.

Quite the

reverse is true for head teachers, many of whom are deeply

involved in curriculum development and in-service education
activities, often alongside or with their teachers,

a

situa-

tion relatively uncommon in our country.

Centers come to make use of

a

wide range of profes-
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sionals as teachers to teachers.

HMI's,

Schools Council

project personnel, college and university
people are some
of the "outsiders" who may be found taking
part in in-ser-

vice courses or in curriculum development
discussions.

Professionals involved in research and curriculum development often use teachers' centers as information sources,
trial areas and test centers, as part of
on developing curriculum projects.

a

feedback mechanism

This is especially true

of the Schools Council project personnel.

Officially, only

the warden of the center and the local advisers have

a

direct

operational relationship to the center; all others are involved

with the life of the center on an informal, ad hoc

,

or con-

tractual basis, or on an indirect but official basis.

There

is very little official administration involvement with a

center which might contaminate the fundamental concept of

a

center belonging to and expressing services in behalf of

classroom teachers.
7.

This question is directed at "conflict management" or
"conflict resolution" and presumes that, in any organization at some time, controversy or conflict may
break out. With what role groups or positions within
the educational hierarchy of a local authority is a
teacher center most likely to experience some degree
of conflict or controversy? If such controversy or
conflict does occur, how is the problem most commonly
resolved? Are there any kinds of training programs
for center personnel in human relations, conflict
management, problem solving, and related social and
group skills?
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Time and again, when asked this
question, wardens

offer two kinds of comments.

First,

a

warden who finds

himself in conflict is probably not
interpreting his job
properly.
a

He is becoming an advocate of

change, a program,

a

policy rather than one whose job it is
to be responsive to

needs,

to provide a service which teachers
want,

when

a

warden becomes an aggressive advocate of change,
he oversteps
the boundaries and comes into conflict with
teachers who may

not desire the change he advocates, with heads
who may resent

his intrusion into the life of their schools, with
advisers

whose role it is to promote change with teachers in classrooms.
often,

Second,

a

warden finds himself in conflict most

even when not aggressively espousing

change, with advisers.

a

program or

Advisers are content to have wardens

serve centers as passive custodians of an institution they

may use in their work.

When the warden begins to bring forth

materials and programs, establish curriculum development
parties and discussion groups, and when

a

warden promotes in-

service education and brings in outsiders to instruct in

these courses, the warden may be seen as infringing on the

adviser's domain.

At some point,

it seems,

many wardens

have experienced this element of conflict, generally resolving
it in favor of the advisers,

the older, more activist role

.
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in British education.

There appears to be no defined means

or process of conflict resolution,
each warden and adviser

struggling to work out
superiors intervening.

process with each other or with

a

This is an area where it is generally

acknowledged that some work in group dynamics,
human relations
training, and conflict resolution needs to be
done.

For the

most part, wardens and advisers live without an undue
amount
of conflict.

Wardens may come into conflict with head teachers

when they are regarded as undermining

a

head teacher.

group of teachers who desire to bring about change in

A
a

school may be working at an undertaking not approved of or

desired by the head teacher.
soring,

If a warden is seen as spon-

supplying, encouraging and sheltering this group,

relations between the warden and the head teacher may deteriorate to the point of no communication or involvement at all.
A warden simply cannot afford to be regarded as

a

subversive

element
8.

If one were to survey all the teacher centers now
in existence in England, how might one classify them
as to types?

-by staffing?
-by function (s)?
-by area served?

-by programs?
-by facilities?
-by financing?

-by philosophy?
-by governance?
-by authority
support?
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-by educational
targets, level of
schooling?
-other?

-by community?

It would seem that the most
appropriate way of

classifying British teachers' centers at
the present time
would be by program. Certainly centers

differ in size and

numbers of staff members.

Certainly some are agents of the

LEA's policy directives while others are not;
some are inde-

pendent of the LEA's hierarchy while others are
very much
a

part of the structure of the authority.

sion,

nonetheless,

The program divi-

is the most useful means of classification.

Centers are then either general, comprehensive centers serving
all levels of schooling or serving specified levels, or cen-

ters are specialist centers serving particular curriculum
areas.

The former are the more common type of centers; the

latter,

less common.

The latter are more commonly found in

large urban areas where the numbers of teachers are great

enough to make it possible to sustain

a

center for

a

parti-

cular discipline or curriculum specialty.
9.

What provisions does a local education authority
commonly make to initiate and sustain a teacher
center? Can you trace the origins of any given
teacher center? Who started it? What was the
impetus which brought it into being? What problems
has it run into? How commonly are teacher centers
provided with:
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released time for teachers?
—paid professional leaders?
-space, facilities?
-enduring relations with
colleges, institutes,
other LEA teacher centers?

-stipends for teachers
-budgets for materials,
supplies, equipment,
travel, consultants,
curriculum materials
acquisition or development?

Teachers' centers are largely the outgrowth of curri-

culum work undertaken by curriculum development researchers
under the sponsorship of the Nuffield Foundation.

Such work

was first initiated in mathematics and science in 1963.

Nuffield project centers were established in
educational authorities,

a

number of

in schools where materials could

be disseminated and where teachers who were to use the materials could receive in-service training.

When the Schools

Council for Curriculum and Examinations came into existence
in 1964,

the Nuffield model of operations was taken over by

the Schools Council and the notion of developing centers to

spread yet other curriculum projects and to involve teachers
in the change process was adopted.

in 1964,

From

a

small beginning

the center movement has spread, under the prompting

of the prestigious Schools Council,

to more than five hundred

centers located in every authority in Britain.

To the Nuffield

Foundation must be given the credit for initiating the
teachers' center movement; to the Schools Council, the credit
for spreading it.
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However, the initiation and the spread
of the center

movement occurred in an educational climate
particularly
receptive to the spread of educational
innovation.
education,

British

long geared to the needs of a world-wide
empire,

to an industrial production operating with
equipment growing

ever more obsolete, to

a

worker trained to repetitive tasks

and lacking the educational background to adjust to
rapidly

changing industrial circumstances, simply was inadequate to
the challenge of producing a population of citizens prepared
to live with vastly changed national circumstances.

loss of empire,

War,

loss of markets, the rising challenge of

German and Japanese industries, the long austerity of the
British economy, the war— born shake-up of the social class
structure, the influx of

a

new wave of immigrants

— these

and many other conditions that descended upon Britain made

curriculum change and teacher retraining

a

dramatic necessity.

The 11+ exam which was initiated to bring equality of oppor-

tunity to British education, giving to each child

a

chance

to compete for grammar school and for college education

proved to be, not an equalizing force, but another means of
class selectivity, depriving those whose backgrounds were
less favorable and rewarding those whose backgrounds were

more favored.

Given these circumstances, and the general
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disfavor with which secondary moderns were
regarded as
institutions of general education for the terminal
student,
there came to be an irresistible need to change
British
education.

Thus,

the teachers' center movement is but one

expression of this general climate of change.

Now that centers have come into existence, now that
a

general recognition exists that there is

a

need for teacher

retraining and for curriculum development, resources are

being allocated to these ends.

Since much of this has been

noted before, it may be quickly stated that local education
authorities have provided space, personnel, budgetary resources
and some released time for teachers to work on the problems
of in-service education and curriculum development.

The

amount of released time is probably far short of that needed
for the retraining of teachers,

and the James Report suggests

that much more time, regularly given, will be required.

There is little doubt that the James Report will be debated
and modified before any of its provisions go into effect.

Yet there is little doubt that some of its provisions will
be acted upon.

One needs to recall that the James Report

recommends that every teacher in Britain have

a

term off

every seven years to engage in some professional activity for
his own development as a teacher.

If one can imagine the
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number of all the teachers
in England who will be
engaged in
some kind of developmental
activity, one can see the
degree
of seriousness with which
the British are contemplating
the
retraining of their teachers and
the re-building of the

curriculum.

There is little doubt that the
British regard

a revitalized educational
program and professional staff as

significant element in the nation's
survival as an economic
and political force for leadership
in the world,
in this
a

light,

the teachers' centers have

a

most important role, and

to them will be allocated the budgets
needed to develop pro-

grams and materials.
10

It is presumed that a teacher center may
come to
sponsor a number of programs. Given this presumption, is there any selection criteria for
determining what programs emanating from a foundation
(as Nuffield)
from a local university or college?
from a Schools Council project? from a local
,

teacher initiative?

There is no one selection criteria by which all
centers determine the programs which

a

center will offer.

Generally, there is the belief that the center offers pro-

grams which the teachers who are the clients of the center
need.

This need is determined in

a

number of ways, the most

common of which is through the warden's judgment based upon
talking with teachers in schools.

Wardens, wherever they're

found in England, make the point that they must get out into
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the schools to see teachers and to discern
what's going on.

Another common means of deciding on programs
is through the
use of a teachers' center committee of
managers or directors,
a

committee made up in the majority of local teachers
who

are elected or chosen to represent the teacher
constituency

served by the center.
a

The warden meets regularly with such

committee to thrash out policies and programs.

A third

means for determining programs may be through the warden's

consultations with head teachers who, since they are regarded
in Britain as teaching principals,

may more accurately repre-

sent the needs of teachers than we might initially presume.
In terms of balancing local initiatives at curriculum develop-

ment with programs emanating from outside sources, it would
seem that no real effort is made here since it is not seen
as an either or choice.

National project materials may

become grist for local curriculum development activities,
and curriculum examples are sought from whatever good sources

may be found.
11.

If a teacher center seeks to be responsive to the
needs of a local teaching staff, what means are
employed to assess these needs? Is it possible for
an individual teacher or a small group to initiate
and receive personnel and financial support for a
particular program or interest?
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The answer to the preceding question
covers much
of the sense of this question.
a

single teacher to initiate

a

it is,

indeed,

possible for

particular program or interest.

Generally, wardens are ready to help any
teacher with time,

resources of equipment and supplies, some
professional expertise as available, and to sustain a teacher
working on either
a

personal or

teachers

a

professional project.

in this connection,

centers meet the personal needs as well as the

professional needs of teachers since it is frequently stated
that a teacher,

like a child,

is a whole person and that what

benefits his personal life and growth has ramifications for
his professional life and growth.
The answer to this matter of serving an individual

teacher is, nonetheless,

foregoing would suggest.

slightly more complicated than the

Were

a

warden to be responsive to

every individual teacher, he might find his services so

diffused and depleted that he would fail to be responsive
to broader needs of greater numbers of teachers.
in mind,
a

a

warden often will direct,

a

With this

teacher coming in with

specific request to other teachers in the system who may

be of help to him.

When the warden knows that

individual teachers share

a

a

number of

common interest, he may put them
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in touch with one another and eventually such
a group may

come to form

a

sense,

the warden is acting as a facilitator of communi-

then,

curriculum development working party.

cations between and among teachers.

In this

This mode of operation

recognizes an of t— over looked fact of school life

:

get so deeply involved with their own work, so much

teachers
a

part

of the lives of the children entrusted to them, with so much
of their time consumed in serving their own children, that

they commonly do not know who it is in the system who may be
of help to them.

Just getting out of

a

school to meet and

know other teachers is dreadfully difficult.

We also recog-

nize another factor of school life in this connection:

system possesses in its professional staff

a

every

rich supply of

teacher-training talent and developmental talent which often
goes untapped simply because there is no means to discover
it and to put it to work in fruitful combination and condi-

tions.

A teachers' center with an aggressive warden who comes

to know his teacher-clients can put together exceedingly

productive combinations of teachers, and an individual teacher
may find that, rather than being one alone with an idea, he
is indeed a member of a very significant group of teachers.
12.

Is there any endeavor on the part of the center
leadership to identify teacher talent within a local
authority and to put this talent to work in a
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teacher center program? How are talented
teachers
located? What inducements are there for a
teacher
to work in a teacher center?
No wardens with whom we talked stated that they

made any talent search to locate particularly gifted
teachers

who might become trainers of teachers or developers of programs.

The feeling was expressed that all teachers have

strengths if they are qualified and have experience and that
a

warden draws upon the strengths of teachers.

some and not others,
a

To identify

then, would be for a warden to act in

most superior, evaluative way, one which might damage his

future working relationships with teachers.

By serving all

teachers or being ready to do so, by coming to know teachers
in schools, by working with advisers and heads,

a

warden comes

to draw upon those teachers who may be needed for particular
projects or training programs.

Since participation in center

affairs and programs is voluntary and since there is no

reward for such participation, as advance on
or honoraria,

wish to be
ment.

a

a

salary schedule

teachers who do participate do so because they
part of in-service education and program develop-

For the most part, wardens try to keep all activities

free of coercion and status or hierarchial implications.
13.

Does the leadership of a teacher center ever solicit
the community for talent or expertise to use in a
teacher center's programs?
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Generally, the answer to this question is,

The community stands in

a

"No."

different relationship to the

schools in Britain than it does to the schools
in America,
a

matter which has to do, no doubt, with British
educational

system being

a

national system with local expressions and

our system being

state system.

conglomeration of local systems making

a

a

We have nothing quite like the British

national system.

Additionally, we seek our financial

resources for local education from the community and, as
a result,

turn outward to our community for support more

frequently.

Thus,

it is more in the nature of things for us

to think of community people being involved in school affairs

than it would be in Britain.

Interestingly, when the ques-

tion was posed, British educators often remarked that, no,
they didn't make use of the community, but perhaps it would
be a good idea.

Of course,

there are instances where British

wardens as well as advisers and head teachers are involved

with the community.

These occasions tend more commonly to

be in those situations where deprived circumstances,

grant children,

social problems abound.

immi-

Here the schools

and the centers are often related to community organizations
and to the general public.
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Does the teacher center serve as a public
relations
center for a local education authority? Are
programs designed for parents? —for business
leaders’
minority groups? is the teacher ever a center of
local civic or social action, directing its
resources
to community problems?
(drugs, vandalism, truancy,
delinquency, etc.)

14.

The answer to this question relates to the previous
question.

In general,

the community and the schools go

their separate ways and the notion of

a

school or

a

school

system engaging in public relations activities is quite
foreign to British education.

Teachers' centers frequently

display the work of the children in the client-schools, often
to stimulate other teachers to take on certain kinds of projects or activities or approaches to topics.
sions,

On some occa-

these displays are seen by parents as part of

program of display.

a

planned

A few wardens believe that it is easier

for a parent to come to a teachers' center to discuss schools

and school affairs and to see children's work than it is to
go to the school where parental presence might be a dis-

turbing intrusion into the school life.

As we noted,

deprived areas (Educational Priority Areas)
drug usage,

,

in

where vandalism,

inter-group hostility and violence, juvenile

delinquency and adult abuse or neglect are common, wardens
and their centers as well as the schools join with other

social agencies to relieve conditions and work with parents
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and children.
15.

Do teacher centers relate to secondary schools,
grammar schools in significantly different ways
than they do to primary, junior, or infant schools?
- secondary

:

-more subject matter oriented?
-more concerned with certain learning groups? (Slow
learners)
-more concerned with teaching methodology?
-more concerned with modernizing the curriculum,
schedule, or school organization?
-more concerned with philosophy of education,
psychology of learning?
-more concerned with "real world problems," as
drug education, vocational education, family &
home life education, sex education, etc.?
- primary

:

-more concerned with skill development: reading,
writing, maths, etc.?
-more concerned with curriculum development?
-more concerned with educational change, as from
tradition to open education?
-more concerned with systematizing education, developing system-wide curriculum or educational
approach?

Teachers' centers do,

indeed,

relate to secondary

schools in ways that are different from the ways in which

they relate to primary schools.

First,

it is more common

for the secondary schools to have a disciplinary interest in

the work of the centers; that is, the secondary teachers use
a center to

help them with specific course work either in

curriculum development or in in-service training, more commonly the former.

The general services which

a

center can
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provide through its equipment and supplies are
more likely
to be found at the secondary school than at
the primary
school,

and so this particular use may be somewhat less
on

the secondary level, dependent,
the school itself possesses.

of course, upon the resources

Secondary teachers are very

much concerned about some specific groups of students and
use the center as a location for discussions about these

students and the programs they need.

cially true during the "RSLA" period

This has been espe-

— the

time when schools

were planning for the Raising of the School Leaving Age

when

a

body of students who heretofore had left school at

15 were kept on for an additional year of schooling.

to do with these young men and women?

offer them?

How to teach them?

What

What programs to

These questions were very

much in the forefront in teachers' centers throughout Britain.
Additionally, the development of Mode III, CSE
of Secondary Education

—a

teachers could develop

a

means by which

a

— Certificate

local group of

curriculum geared to the needs of

students and have that curriculum evaluated and granted

credit by colleges and universities

—had

begun to pose pro-

blems for British secondary heads and teachers, and the

development of courses and the evaluation of courses was

much

a

part of the work of teachers' centers.
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Additionally, many of the Schools Council projects

were aimed at the secondary student and teachers

1

centers were

the end of the delivery system for these materials
to the

schools.

Many centers, thus, came to be concerned with devel-

oping programs of in-service education and local curriculum

development for the adaptation of these project materials to
the needs of the students at the local level.

of course,

the "real world problems" are very much a part of the work
of teachers' centers catering to secondary teachers:

education, moral education,

sex

family and home life education,

vocational education and counseling, all may be found in
some centers having

teachers.

a

focus on the concerns of secondary

This is not to say that every center has

a

curri-

culum development project or an in-service program related
to these specific topics; it is to say that these topics,

singly or in combination, are often discussed and planned
for at teachers'

centers.

We have already noted that some

secondary centers are particular subject matter centers,

especially in large urban areas:

these clearly have

a

special importance for the secondary teacher.

Centers which are devoted primarily to infant and
junior teachers and to their needs tend to be general centers providing

a

range of services.

Teachers drop in to
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make use of the facilities and to socialize and
share ideas

with

a

greater concern, it would seem,

for methodology and

ideas on how to do things than they do for explicit
instruc-

tion in

discipline.

a

Centers also provide primary teachers

with supplies of materials with which to work in classrooms,
often materials which might otherwise be thrown out
materials.

— junk

Of course, centers provide primary teachers with

opportunities for in-service courses directed to the particular needs, as courses in mathematics and science, or envir-

onmental studies, or arts and crafts, needlework and sewing,
and so on.

A good deal of curriculum development aimed at

the infant and junior pupil is sponsored by the teachers'

center.

Centers often are particularly effective at advanc-

ing the work of change,

as from traditional to open education,

especially where the authority's advisory staff is directing
such innovations as a matter of policy.

The experience of

the advisers in Derbyshire and Oxfordshire at using the

centers as instrumentalities of change is particularly
instructive.
16.

Is there any possibility of role confusion or conflict between a local advisory service and a local
teacher center and the staff members of each? What
provisions are made for mutually supportive work?
In the hierarchial order of a local educational
authority, who commands greater power and authority?

Greater responsibility?
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Since much of this has already been
dealt with,

only

a

few more comments are needed.

Generally speaking,

the advisory staff are the senior
members in an educational

authority, taking the more favored,
prestigious role than
the wardens.

One aspires to be an adviser or a head
teacher

as a career move from being a warden,

the position which is

seen as a stepping stone position out of teaching
and into
some teacher training or teacher leadership role.

One

expects to see teachers moving to warden positions and
wardens

moving to advisory or headship positions.
expect to find a head teacher moving to

a

One would not

warden's role.

Greater responsibility and authority go with the roles of
adviser and head teacher than commonly are associated with
the position of teachers' center warden.

Yet,

lest these

comments make it sound as though the warden is everybody's

man and nobody's authority, the warden is expected to work
independently, without fetters and with freedom, and for
this reason the warden enjoys tenure in his position commonly

and is given the broadest charge possible and allowed to

carry it out as he sees fit.

In a real sense,

the warden's

role is one of the greatest challenge since it places

a

premium on creativity and personal contact and upon powers
of persuasion.
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17 .

Is it possible to
qeneral

L

i

characteristics of thos
center wardens?
-former teachers?

-secondary?

'tion
f

'^l itici^s..?

,

^

.t"!
be teacher
-primary?

—

drainiStrat ° rS?

of a given age, educat:
•lonal background, or
experience?
It is terribly difficult
to generalize about those

who become teachers' center
wardens.

Some characteristics

do seem to be seen often enough
to impress one.

First,

wardens appear to be people in
some phase of career transition. Few wardens with whom we
talked

seemed to regard their

warden role as

a

permanent position.

Few chief education

officers or deputy education officers
thought of the wardens
as being permanently employed in
that role.

A measure of

dissatisfaction with the confines of the classroom
have

brought many wardens to the center leadership,
wardens are men and women who have had

a

commonly,

hand at curriculum

development, who have developed some interest in
both what
is taught and how it is taught.

Additionally, the wardens

seem to feel committed to the need for change in education,

given to the belief that what is must change to something
else.

They desire to play an instrumental part in bringing

about change.

Their interests coincide with teachers'
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interests.

They are excited about children and
teaching

and about materials and how education
can be made to meet
the needs of society.

these concerns,

While they may not articulate all of

such concerns are, nonetheless, part of
their

conversation, emerging in bits and pieces here and
there.
In terms of experience, wardens seem to have a

common element of having experienced

assignments in education.

a

number of different

They have often made internal

lateral moves, from school to school, from one level to
another,

from one discipline to another or to inter-discip-

linary work, and so on.

While it is not possible to say that

wardens are young men, new to the profession, wardens are
men who have a broader vision, variety of experience, and

a

degree of energy and drive often not associated with older

teachers who have had less career movement and less experience with change.

Wardens cannot be regarded as tradition-

alists in the same sense that some older teachers are

traditionalists.

A common characteristic which wardens seem

to have is the ability to think in terms of change strategies

they seem to know that change is difficult and they seem to

have developed their own means for initiating and sustaining
change activities.

possess

a

In connection with this,

they seem to

degree of patience and tact necessary to work with
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a

variety of people and in

a

variety of situations.

if one

asks wardens if they think of themselves
as organization
men,

educational bureaucrats or administrators,
wardens

commonly say,

"No."

They see themselves still as teachers,

now in a different classroom setting, as it
were.

Their

greatest apprehension is that they may become organization
men,

educational administrators or bureaucrats, to whom ser-

vice to the organization becomes more important than service

to teachers.
18 .

In general, what makes a teacher center leader particularly successful. What factors may make a
leader unsuccessful?

Much of this has already been answered.

A successful

warden is one who early on assesses the needs of his teacherclients and provides facilities, equipment and supplies,

services and programs to meet the needs he has assessed.
A successful warden is one who is known to his teacher-clients,
one who keeps in touch through a regular bulletin, and one

who facilitates changes and developments which the authority
may desire to see implemented.

A warden's success has very

little to do with the actual numbers who enter the center:
such may be but the visible evidence of usage, the more per-

vasive influences going unseen as when

a

new curriculum is

introduced through the endeavors of the center which comes
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to effect many teachers and students.

An unsuccessful warden may fall down on
any of the

tasks listed above.

Additionally, an unsuccessful warden

may be one who lacks the tact to effectuate
program development or to bring the degree of teacher involvement
needed to

make the center

place of work and useful activity.

a

Personal

characteristics which alienate teachers and heads can be
part of this warden's failure.

a

A lack of willingness to put

in the exceedingly long hours and to do the nasty jobs which

may come to the warden simply because there is no one else
around to do them (washing up dishes after a meeting!) are
sources of failure for a warden.

warden must have

a

It would seem too that a

certain willingness to learn and

a

drive

to go after curriculum information and without this willing-

ness and drive, it is hardly likely that

a

warden can be

a success.

19.

Is it possible to generalize at all about the
characteristics of an adviser? What qualities do
advisers and center leaders share? What sets them

apart from each other?
It seems very difficult to generalize about advisers

or to clearly distinguish them from the center wardens.

Center wardens may have a greater similarity in characteristics since their role is newer, but this is

statement,

indeed.

a

most tenuous
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20.

in general, what duties will an
adviser have that
will overlap with those of a teacher center
leader?
that will be exclusively his?

An adviser will share with teacher center
wardens
a

concern for the in-service education of teachers.

often

he is the man who provides the courses that
the teachers

take.

The center warden runs the institution and makes

arrangements for in-service courses, often calling upon an
adviser to offer the courses.

An advisor is a central

office position, an authority position, and commonly has

policy-making influence.

Seldom would one find

a

warden in

system wide policy-making position.

The adviser's position

is a direct outgrowth of an older role,

that of inspector of

a

schools,

and it still frequently carries with it the authori-

tarian overtones of the older position.
duties,

In terms of actual

the adviser teaches in-service courses, visits and

inspects schools, discusses school policies and program

implementation with the head, and suggests or directs lines
of development for a school to follow.

perform few,
21.

The warden would

if any of these specific activities.

If teacher center leaders and advisers perform
mutually supportive functions, is it possible to
describe these and to assess the value of these
functions in terms of improved education?

.
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Center wardens and advisers do, indeed, play

supportive roles, especially in in-service
education and
in program development with the warden
providing services

to the adviser and to teachers.

The interplay between

wardens and advisers often is of such
tarian

a

a

free and non-authori-

nature as to make the endeavors they share even

more cooperative and congenial than it might otherwise seem

by what has been said heretofore.

In terms of improving

education, the work of these two role groups is clearly

exceedingly important and without their combined efforts it
is likely that much educational progress could not have been

made
22.

In general, what factors may make an adviser particularly successful in his work?
or unsuccessful?

—

Since the focus of the investigations was the
teachers' center warden,

it is not possible at this time to

indicate any definitive answers to the question of advisers'

success or lack of success.
23.

If it were in your power to add to, subtract from,
alter in any manner, what would you recommend to
improve the work of the teacher center and its
personnel and the work of advisers?

Without exception, when wardens were asked this
question, they responded that they could use more money for

developmental purposes and to release teachers and they
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needed staff help at the center to help
with the work of
the center.

Secretarial help, the help of technicians in

reprographics and electronics and television were
often mentioned.
ment,

The level of demand for new facilities, for equip-

for materials was,

surprisingly, rather low, especially

from those wardens operating in well-established centers.

Wardens noted wryly that additional staff might make it much
easier to keep the centers open on weekends and holidays and
to keep it open into the evenings without draining the time
and the energies of the warden to such

most common complaint

— the

long hours

a

great degree.

— seemed

The

most often to

provoke a call for staff to help out.
24.

Given what you may know of American public education,
what recommendations would you make to those there
who might wish to establish local teacher centers
and advisory services?

When this question was put to center wardens, almost

without exception they rejected answering it.

It was their

contention that they knew so little of American conditions that
they simply couldn't respond.

Moreover, British wardens made

the point that a center must meet local needs and a warden or
an

adviser would have to work out for himself his own way of

working, given the circumstances of the school system and

district he was in.

.

.
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APPENDIX

3

Hipper Teachers' Centre
Course Activities & Regular Study Groups

Autumn Term,

1.

2.

1970

Drama Workshop (regular weekly meetings)
(average attendance 8)
English Study Group (regular fortnightly meetings)
(average attendance 9)
10 session course of "Fundamentals of Statistics
in
Education"
(average attendance 8)
Art in the Infant School (6 sessions in Shirebrook)
(average attendance 12)
The teaching of Reading (3 sessions)
(average attendance 30)
Guitar Accompaniment for Beginners (2 courses of 8
sessions)
(average attendance at
each course 8)
Infant Apparatus Workshop (regular weekly meetings)
(average attendance 8)
Environmental Studies in the Primary School (5 sessions)
(average attendance 8)
Classroom Music for the Non-Musician (6 sessions)
(average attendance 11)
Art in the Junior School (6 sessions at Shirebrook)
(average attendance 13)
Shell "A" Level Maths Study Group (3 sessions)
(average attendance 18)
Shell "O" Level Maths Study Group (4 sessions)
(average attendance 16)
.

.

3.

.

4.

.

5.

.

6.

7.

.

8.

.

9.

.

10.

.

11 .

.

12.

Simultaneously with the offering of these courses through the
center,

Brand devoted his time to organizing and arranging

for a series of additional events which took place at his

i

)
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center.

These he reports in his annual report for the

same period of time as:

CALENDAR COMMENT
(This does not include the pattern of course and study groups
activity initiated by the Warden in consultation with the
sub-committees
.

A.

Autumn Term 1970
!•

Borough Primary Schools Music Festival Committee were
the first body to arrange a meeting in the Autumn
Term on September 14th.

2.

English Workshop - A summary of the group's activities
can be found elsewhere in this record.

3

The Annual Introductory Probationers' Meeting took
place on the 16th September with an attendance in
the region of 60. Mr. B. Matthews (Borough Education Officer), Mr. I. Chilcott (N.E. Division Assistant Education Officer), Mr. N. Rutherford (General
Adviser) and Mr. J. Brand (Warden) contributed brief
talks.
Mr. D. King (General Advisers, N.W. and part
Generally this
N.E. Division) was also present.
activity afforded an opportunity for the probationers
to meet in a relatively informal atmosphere.

.

4.

A remarkable innovation was the extensive display of
materials and equipment for us on teaching practice
by infant students at Matlock College of Education,
under the guidance of Miss M. Bowler (Education
The enthusiasm of all those who visited
Department)
during the two week period of display was obvious
to anyone.
.

5.

6.

The Infant & Junior Apparatus Workshop commenced on
the 17th September with the guidance of Mr. John
Culpin (Ilkeston Grammar School) and continued
throughout the Autumn Term.
All the Unions (N.U.T. Borough, N.U.T.N.E. Division,
N.A.S. Joint Four and N.A.H.T.) held activities of

.

.

.

..

.
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various kinds in the Centre during the course
of
the year.
7.

9.

8*

The Schools Council film on P.E. "Free to Move"
attracted an audience of 50 on the 18th September.
The film was introduced by Mr. K. Miller (Senior
P.E. Adviser for Boys)
The Centre Advisory Committee met on the 21st
September
A committee meeting of the Young Teachers' Associa tion was held on the 21st September.

10

.

Derbyshire Schools Sailing Association recommended
meetings on 22nd September.

11.

Mr. D. King

12.

Mr. B. Matthews, Borough Education Officer, organized
a meeting of Borough School Managers to review available audio-visual aids for Sex Education on the

(General Adviser) addressed a Meeting of
Borough Teachers of French on the 22nd September
(attendance approximately 40)

23rd September.
13

.

A One Day Conference of Group Teaching in
staffed by Mr. D. King (General Adviser),
(H.M.I.) and Mr. F. W. Ranson (Adviser in
Languages) had an attendance of 55 on the

French
Salter
Modern
1st October.

Mr.

14.

C.S.E. Art/Craft Exhibition commenced
the Centre on the 2nd October.

15.

C.S.E. (Commerical Subjects) Panel Meeting was held
(For details contact Mr. Martin,
on the 6th October.
Middlecroft Secondary School)

16.

One Day I.T.A. Reading Workshop - (fourth in an occasional series on the Teaching of Reading) supervised
by Mr. P. Daffon of the I.T.A. Publishing Company
was held on the 7th October (attendance 41)

17.

A.G.M. Borough Primary Games Association was held
on the 8th October

a

10 day run at

.

.
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18 .

The first full social event occurred
on the 8th
October when more than 80 teachers,
their relatives
and friends participated in a
Cheese and Win.
A further activity of a similaTTTnd
is antici^S
for the Autumn Term.

19

.

A One Day Activity on Winter-Curriculum
Prnj prf.
the Les s Able" was held on 10th
October.

20

.

21 .

—

S

—Chemistry/Ge ography

Exhibition commenced
five-day run at the Centre on the 12th October.
•

-

•

^
a

John Cutforth, the author, gave a talk entitled
-En gland at the Crossroads" to an audience of 95 on
the 13th October.

22

.

23

.

A meeting of ancillary staff on the 13th October were
given the first two talks on First Aid by Miss Rowland
(Health Visitor, N.E. Division) (attendance 71).
A repeat was held on 22nd October for a further 53
ancillar assistants.

Roland Hoste of N.F.E.R. contributed a talk on
''Standardized Tests, Their Construction and Use" on
the 21st October (attendance 25)

24 .

A large part of students from Matlock College of Education visited the Centre on the 4th November.
I talked to them about the work of the Centre and the
rest of the time was spent looking around.

25

.

Margaret Place of Novello, gave a talk on "Group
Music Making in Primary Schools" on the 4th November
(attendance 22)

26

.

Harold Fletcher and Ruth Walker contributed a talk
and demonstration of New Mathematics for the Infant
School before an audience of 80 on the 4th November.

27 .

C.S.E. Homecraft Regional Meeting on the 4th November
(For details contact
had an attendance of 24.
Mrs. Davenport, Gladys Buxton School).

28 .

The Retired Teachers' Association held their first
meeting of the term on the 10th November.

..

.

.

.

.
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29.

Miss Elsie Bates (co-author of the Impetus
Series
of books) contributed a talk on "Integrated
Studies"
^n audience of 90 on the 11th November.

30.

The Mayor and Mayoress of Chesterfield visited the
Centre on the 12th November.

31 *

Derbyshire Entomological Society Annual Exhibition
was held on 14th November.

32.

Harold Fletcher and Ruth Walked contributed a One
Day Course on Infant Mathematics (attendance 90)
Probably the most stimulating and challenging course
activity the Centre has ever offered (by common consent)
It is sad to know that Harold Fletcher will
not be coming again (he died just after Christmas)
.

33.

Chappell organized an Exhibition/Recital entitled
"Music for Education" on the 18th November (attendance 16)
.

34.

Mr. G. Baines contributed a talk on "The Child in the
Primary School" to an audience of 80 on the 19th

November
35.

An Audio/Visual Course for Adult Education Teachers
was held on the 21st November (attendance 12) and
also on the 28th November.

36.

Centre Advisory Committee Meeting held on the 23rd
November

37.

C.S.E, French Panel Meeting held on the 25th November
(attendance 30) (For details contact Mr. K. Mallinder,
Tupton Hall School)

38.

John Hodgson of Bretton Hall College of Education
contributed a talk on "Spoken English" on the 25th
November (attendance 25)

39.

A meeting of playgroup leaders was held on the 25th
November (attendance 50)
.

40.

Borough Athletics' Section held
the 26th November.

a

general meeting on

.

.
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41.

Keith Gardner contributed a One
Day Course of thp
Te aching of Reading on 28 November
(attendance 40)

.

42.

A further small group of students
from Matlock
College of Education visited the Centre
on the
1st December.
As with the last party, I gave them
a talk about the activities
and showed them around.

43.

Mr. Plumstead of Blandford Press introduced
materials
on the subject of "Environmental Studies
in the
Primary School" which included the recent
N.C.E.T.
film on the 1st of December.
(attendance 65)

44.

British—Assoc iation for the Advancement of Science
held a meeting on the 2nd of December about the
forthcoming Science Fair in Sheffield (attendance 13)

45.

The peripatetic remedial teachers attended
on the 4th December

46.

A party of children from the Manor Secondary School
visited the Centre on the 11th December.

a

meeting
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Hipper Teachers' Centre
Spring Program 1972

Table of Contents

Y ellow

S e cti on -

News, Activities, Displays and Services
of General Interest

Page No.

Wine and Cheese Party

3

Centre Audio/visual Kit Project

3

A View of Derbyshire

3

Guitar Workshop

3

Drama Workshop

4

Oxford University Press Music Workshop

4

Meet the New Library Adviser

4

Ancillar Staff Activities

5

County Primary Mathematics Project

5

...

6

Christian Education Movement
Teachers' Dramatic Society

6

North East Derbyshire Art Teachers' Association
Displays

7

Primary Library Books Display

7
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Brook Educational Service Exhibition

7

7

Probationer Activity
.P

mk

Section

& 8

p

Activi ti es of Interest to Infant Age Ra nge
Teachers

-

Creative Language in the Infant School

9

Creative Needlecraft in the Primary School

9

The Open Plan School

Osmiroid Mathematics Apparatus Seminar

10

County Primary Mathematics Project

5

Nursery and Infant Study Group

H
H

Infant/Junior Apparatus Workshop

11

Infant and Junior Science

Green Section

-

Activities of Interest to Junior Age Range
Teachers

Creative Needlecraft in the Primary School

9

Open Plan Schools

Talking and Listening on the Primary School

10

....

Integrated Studies 7-13
Primary French "Ev Avant" Continuation Course

12

13

...

Assessing Reading Abilities in the Primary School.

.

14
14

Chester Junior Music Workshop

14

Osmiroid Mathematics Apparatus Seminar

10

Infant/junior Science

11
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Primary Mathematics

5

Infant/junior Apparatus Workshop

11

Meet the Derbyshire School Journeys Association

16

Display and Design in the Environment and the
Primary School

15

Blue Section

-

Activities of Inte rest to Secondarv Aqe Ranqe
Teacher s

Secondary Schools

-

"Ideas of Types of Journey".

.

.

16

"Meet the Derbyshire School Journey Association"

.

.

16

Shell Maths Sessions

Physical Education

17

N.E. Derbyshire and Chesterfield Science Teachers'

Meeting

18

R.O.S.L.A. Working Party

18

Derbyshire Art Teachers' Association

18

Association of Science Education

19

Science/Maths Book Pack

19

C.S.E. Panel Meetings

19

......

.
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Witney Teachers' Centre
Notes

While scarcely as comprehensive

a

listing as

John Brand's, Gordon lists a variety of offerings:
Tues

18th April

Integrated studies meeting

Wed.

19th April

Playground Organiser's Course
(7-9 p.m.)

Tues

25th April

Mon

1st May

Students from Culham College visiting the Centre for the day.
Keele Integrated Studies Project
display
.

.

.

Tues

2nd May

Consultative Maths meeting 9-13

Wed.

3rd May

Slow Learners Course. Session 1
John Coe - The Needs of the Slow
Learner
.
.

.

.

-

.

Wed.

3rd May

Playgroup Organisers' Course (7-9 p.m

Thurs

4th May

Exhibition of school library books

Fri

5th May

Primary School Art. This is a practical course designed to give primary
teachers experience in painting,
drawing and printing methods which
may be used with young children

Sat

6 th

May

Primary School Art. Session 2 (1012:30 p.m.) At Henry Box Lower
School Design Centre.

.

... ... .
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Tues

9th May

Sources and Resources for History
Teachers.
Session 2 — The Romans.
(7:30 p.m.)

Wed.

10th May

Slow Learners Course. Session 2 The Learning Group - Peter Parr of
Culham College. (4:15 - 5:45 p.m.)

Wed

10th May

Keele Integrated Studies Exhibition ends.

Thurs

11th May

School Library Exhibition ends.

Fr i

12th May

European Studies. A display of
resource material available for the
depth study of one area (in this
case Germany)
.

.

.

Mon.

15th May

Math for the Majority Project meeting.
The members of this group
will be given further details
nearer the date. (4:15 p.m.)

Mon

15 th May

Study Group on Children's Books
organised by W.A. Ashbridge, J.A. Coe,
and C. Webley.
(7 p.m.) Membership
of this group by invitation.

Tues

16th May

Sources and Resources for History
Teachers.
Session 3 - Lets Look
at our Church.
(7:30 p.m.)

Wed.

17th May

Slow Learners Course. Session 3 Modes of Learning - D. Anderson of
Culham College. (4:15 - 5:45 p.m.)

Mon.

22nd May

Duke of Edinburgh s Award conference
organised by Mr. F. Fox. (7:30 p.m.)

Tues

23rd May

Sources and Resources for History
Teachers. Session 4 - The Medieval
Period. (7:30 p.m.)

.

'

...... .
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Wed.

24th May
•

Tues

6th June

Slow Learners Course. Session 4 —
The Learning Environment - W. A.
Asbridge. (4:15 - 5:45 p.m.)

Audio-Visual Aids Panel meeting
(4 p.m.)

Tues

6th June

Sources and Resources for History
Teachers. Session 5 - Homes.
(7:30 p.m.)

Wed

7th June

Wed

14th June

9-13 Practical Maths Full-day Course.
The syllabus for the day will be
partially decided at the consultative
meeting the 2nd May. Course tutor
for the day will be Miss Alice Burns,
H.M.I. (9: a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Fri

23rd June

Film-making Course (4:30

Sat

24th June

Film-making Course (All day)

Fri

30th June

Film Editing Course (6:30

Thur

8th June

Mon.

12th June

Slow Learners Course. Session 5 Forum - including contributions by
Mrs. Garnett of Bicester Special
Unit (4:15 - 4:45 p.m.)

Preview of Maths Film
matics" (4:30 p.m.)

-

-

8:30 p.m.)

- 9 p.m.)

"Why Mathe-

Meeting of 'Creation' working party.
(4:30 p.m.)

Wed.

5th July

Geography for the Young School Leaver
Mr. P. Bowen, one of the team members
of this new Schools Council Project
will explain the course for all inter
ested Geography teachers. It is
hoped that a large number of geographers will be able to attend in
view of the impending raising of the
school leaving age.
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Oxford Teachers' Centre
Singletree,
Rose Hill,
Oxford

Telephone:

77036

January Diary 1972

This list contains details of all meetings so far notified
to the Warden. Teachers should also refer to the Circular
for details of Advisers' courses which may be held at
Singletree or at other Centres.
Date

Nature of Meeting

Time

Tuesday 4th

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

7.00

Wednesday 5th

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

2.00

Monday 10th

Lower School Study Group:
Aims and Objects (Mr. P. J. James)

3.00

Tuesday 11th

Southern Regional Examinations
English Panel
Board:

10.30

Lower School Study Group:
Meeting with Parents (Mrs. Norman)

2.00

Ski Training Course - Austria
(Mr. Whaling)

4.30

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

7.00
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—

Nature of Meeting

Time*

Wednesday 12th

Woodwork for Primary teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

2.00

Friday 14th

Middle School Study Group:
Design (D.C.E.O.)

2.00

Steering Committee Meeting

4.15

Middle School Study Group:
Craft: (Miss Turbett and Mr. Shute)

2.30

Lower School Study Group:
Staffing (Mr. Morgan)

3.00

Children's Literature (Miss Woodhams)

4.30

Nursery Students Association General Meeting (Miss Kerslake)

7.00

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

7.00

Wednesday 19th

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

2.00

Thursday 20th

Middle School Study Group:
Links with Upper and Lower Schools
(Mr. Appleton)

4.15

Monday 24th

Lower School Study Group:
Aims and Objects (Mr. P. J. James)

3.00

Tuesday 25th

Lower School Study Group:
Curriculum Development (Mr. Snow)

3.00

Tuesday 18th

Tuesday 18th

Children's Literature (Miss Woodhams)

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

.

: :
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Wednesday 26th

Thursday 27th

Nature of Meeting

Time

Woodwork for Primary Teachers
(Mr. Grant and Mr. Shute)

2.00

Association for Special Education:
Annual General Meeting (Miss Martin)

7.30

Lower School Study Group:
Nursery Units (Miss Kerslake)

3.00

Middle School Study Group:
Curriculum Development (Mr. Snow)

3.00

Additional Bookings
Date

Nature of Meeting

Wednesday 12th

French Mode

3

C.S.E

(Mr. Miller)

4.00

Wednesday 19th

French Mode

3

C.S.E.

(Mr. Miller)

4.00

Thursday 20th

Middle Schools Study Group:
Languages (Mr. Miller)

3.00

Monday 24th

Middle Schools Study Group
Maths (Mr. Brarnwell)

3.00

Wednesday 26th

French Mode

Friday 28th

Middle School Study Group
Science (Mr. Brarnwell)

3

C.S.E.

Time

(Mr.

Miller)

(As an added sheet to this edition of the "Diary",

included
shop.

a

3.15

Larkin

special announcement about the use of the work-

Adjacent to the main teachers' center building and

toward the rear there is
shop.

4.00

a new,

well-equipped woodworking

and is
The shop is used by further education students

also available to the Oxford teachers.

Larkin's notice refers

,
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to this shop.)

Oxford Teachers' Centre
Singletree
Rose Hill,
Oxford.
Telephone:

77036

Use of Workshop

For an experimental period commencing on 17th January 1972,
the workshop at Singletree will he open on Monday evenings
from 6.00 to 8.00 p.m. for casual use by teachers wishing
to make apparatus etc., for use in school. Mr. R. W. Grant
will be in attendance to give any necessary advice or instruction.
It is hoped that as many teachers as possible will
avail themselves of these facilities so that the sessions
may be extended beyond the present term.

Additional Meetings
The following meetings have been arranged since the publication of the January Diary:
Date

Nature of Meeting

Time

Wednesday 12th

A.S.E. Committee Meeting
(Mrs. Casebourne)

7.30

Monday 17th

Theatre in Education (Mrs. Aitken)

7.30

Thursday 20th

Middle School Study Group:
Aims and Objects (D.C.E.O.)

3.00

Monday 24th

Lower School Study Group:
Design (D.C.E.O.)

3.00

Monday 31st

N.A.S. General Meeting

4.30

Theatre in Education (Mrs. Aitken)

7.30

.
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Newsletter No.

-

9

27th January 1971

Dear Colleagues,
Centre Activities for February are as follows:
Monday, 1st February
Tuesday, 2nd February

4.30 - 5.35 p.m.
2.30 - 4.15 p.m.

Thursday

,

4.30 - 5.45 p.m.
4.45 - 6.00 p.m.
6.00 - 8.00 p.m.

Monday,

22nd February

18th February

Tuesday, 23rd February

Thursday,

25th February

4.30 4.30 4.30 4.45 -

5.45
6.00
5.45
6.00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

6.00 - 8.00 p.m.
4.30 - 6.00 p.m.

Guitar Course
Secondary Heads
Meeting
Recorder Course.
Standinq Committee.
Bristol University Course
Guitar Course
R.E. Group
Recorder Course
Geoqraphy
Teachers' Group
Bristol University Course
Primary Forum
(Provisional)

The Conference Room is free at all other times.

Many requests for bookings arrive after we
Centre Bookings
have duplicated the monthly newsletter, and in January there
were eight events which we were not able to include in that
newsletter. It would be a great help if group secretaries
could give me a little more notice so that details of all
meetings could be circulated. Provisional bookings can be
accepted.
.

I have had several meetings with
Police/Teacher Co-operation
our local police authority with the aim of developing links
and exchanging ideas which would lead to closer and more effective cooperation in dealing with our many joint problems.
Any 'bright ideas' to further this aim would be welcome, and
Inspector Reed of the Somerset & Bath Constabulary will be
contacting Heads during the coming week to seek their further
co-operation.
.

Timber Off cuts. These are now in very good supply and we can
may
meet all needs. Stocks are building up, in fact storage
select
become a problem in the near future. Please call and

.
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what you need; if you have no transport
just call with
sack to make your selection, and I will
do my best to
deliver it for you.
G uitar Course

a

This course was over-subscribed and several
teachers have been disappointed. I will try
to arrange a
second course, so please let me know if you would
like to
join this. The present course is for beginners,
but if
there is sufficient demand, perhaps we could arrange
a course
for those with some knowledge of the instrument
.

Judkyn Memorial
May I remind you that Visual Aid kits
from the John Judkyn Memorial are available on free loan to
Bath teachers, and X can collect and deliver these for you.
Please contact the curator to make your bookings.
(James
Ayres, John Judkyn Memorial, Freshford Manor, TelLimpley
Stoke 3312)
.

Yours sincerely,
Ivan Wood
Warden
(City of Bath Teachers' Centre,
Newsletter No. 9, 27th January 1971)

A Newsletter issued a year later indicates the expansion of the center's programming.

Newsletter No. 20

-

26 January 1972

Dear Colleagues,

The centre booking for February are as follows:
Tuesday, February 1st

4.30 - 6.00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 2nd

4.30 - 6.30 p.m.

National Savings
Committee
C.E.M.R.E. Workshop
Computer Education
in Schools Project

6.45 - for 7.00

ROSLA Working Party

(UNLESS CANCELLED)
p.m.
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Saturday, February 5th

iu.uu a.m. Community Service
3.15 p.m.
Conference
Monday, February 7th
4.45 - 5.45 p.m. Guitar Course
Tuesday, February 8th
4.45 - 6.00 p.m. Teachers' Centre
Committee
Wednesday, February 9th
4.30 - 6.30 p.m. C.E.M.R.E. Workshop
Thursday, February 10th 11.00 a.m. Resources Exhibit
8.00 p.m.
5.00 p.m.
A.G.M. Vis. Aids
Committee
6.35 p.m. for
ROSLA Working Party
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 16th 4.30 - 6.30 p.m. C.E.M.R.E. Workshop
Thursday, February 17th
6.35 p.m. for
ROSLA Working Party
7.00 p.m.
Friday, February 21st
4.30 - 6.00 p.m. Geography Teachers
Group (In Cellar
Room)
Tuesday, February 22nd
6.40 - 8.30 p.m. Careers Group
Thursday, February 24th
4.45 - 6.00 p.m. Science 5-13 Group
6.35 p.m. for
ROSLA Working Party
7.00 p.m.
'

Saturday, February 26th

10.00 a.m. Guitar Refresher
3.00 p.m.
Course
4.45
5.45 p.m. Guitar Course

Monday, February 28th

Exhibitions

1.

Monday, February 14th - Friday, February 18th
Display of Primary and Secondary Publication
by Hutchinson.

2

Monday, February 21st - Friday, February 25th
Display of Primary Science Equipment by
Griffin & George

.

Advance Notices
Wednesday, March 8th
A display of books by members
of the Publishers Association. These books will all be
relevant to ROSLA and further details will be sent to
schools within a week or two.
.

A meeting of Domestic Science
Thursday, March 9th
Teachers - Further details will be sent towards the end
of February.
.

.
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Office Hours

Just

Mondays
Tuesdays

a

rem inder - the office hours

-From
-From

Wednesdays)
Thursdays
Fridays

-From

Saturdays

-From

4.30 - 5. 30 p.m.
9.00 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
1.30 p.m. 5.30 p.m.
1.30 p.m. 5.30 p.m.

)

-From 10.00

a .m

1.30 p.m.
9.00 a.m.

- 12.30 p.m.
5.30 p.m.
- 11.00 a.m.

am often asked how long the centre is open, and the
answer really is that it is up to you. Normally on an
evening when no meeting has been arranged, and there is
nobody around I close between 5.30 p.m. and 6.00 p.m., but
we are often open much later than that. if you want to
work here in the evening there is no problem, so never hesitate to make plans and contact me.
I am invariably here at
8.30 a.m. for the specific purpose of cutting urgent stencils,
and there is quite a demand for this.
Remember if you see
something in your morning newspaper which you would like
copied for urgent class use we can do it in time for school
hours.
I have only missed two or three of these 8.30 9.00 a.m. sessions since the centre opened, but if you want
to make doubly sure then ring me at home at 8.00 a.m. My
telephone number is BATH 22773 and if you forget this I am
in the book.
I

Half Term Holiday The Centre will be open during the mornings only on Monday and Tuesday the 14th and 15th February.
Yours sincerely,
(s)

Ivan Wood

Warden

SOURCES AND REFERENCES
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INTERVIEWS WITH BRITISH EDUCATORS

June 23,

1971

Mr. John Coe

Senior Primary Adviser
June 24,

1971

Mr. Vernon Hale

Oxfordshire Education
Authority, Oxford
John Hampden County
Primary School, Thame
Oxfordshire

Head Teacher

June 25,

1971

Miss M. P. H. Medhurst
Head Teacher

Speedwell Infants
School, Littlemore,
Oxfordshire

June 28,

1971

Mr. Richard Vines

Oxfordshire Education
Authority, Oxford

Adviser
June 28,

1971

Miss Jane Adcock
Probationary Teacher

John Hampden County
Primary School, Thame
Oxfordshire

June 28,

1971

Mr. & Mrs. Clifford

John Hampton County
Primary School, Thame
Oxfordshire

Smith

Primary Teachers
June 28,

1971

Mr. David Holmes

Deputy Head Teacher

June 29,

1971

John Hampden County
Primary School, Thame
Oxfordshire

Miss Alison Cureton
Assistant Museum
Officer

School Service, Oxford
shire City and County
Museum, Woodstock,
Oxfordshire

July

2,

1971

Miss Alison Cureton
Assistant Museum
Officer

School Service, Oxford
shire City and County
Museum, Woodstock
Oxfordshire

July

5,

1971

Mr. John Coe

Oxfordshire Education
Authority, Oxford

Senior Primary Adviser
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July

July

July

5,

5,

6,

1971

1971

1971

Mr. Rogers

Head Teacher

Queensdyke Primary
School, Witney,
Oxfordshire

Mr. Keith Gordon

Witney Teachers'

Curriculum Development
Officer

Centre, Witney,

Mr. George W. Perry

Department of Education
Oxford University,
Oxford

Senior Tutor

July 12,

March 17,

1971

1972

Miss Ann Banks

Schools Council for
Curriculum and Examinations, London

Mr. Gordon Hamflett

Schools Council for
Curriculum and Examinations, London

Coordinator, Field
Officers

March 19,

1972

Mr. Don Taylor

Headmaster
March 20,

1972

Mr. Gordon Hamflett

Coordinator, Field
Officers

March 20,

1972

Mr. Ernest Millington

Teacher -in-Charge

March 21, 1972

Mr. Paul Baker

Curriculum Development
Leader

March 21,

1972

Mr. David Martin

Head Teacher

March 21, 1972

March 22, 1972

Oxfordshire

Watford Grammar School
Watford, Hertfordshire
Schools Council for
Curriculum and Examinations, London

Newham Teachers'
Centre, Plaistow
Banbury Teachers' and
Audiovisual Aids Centre,
Banbury, Oxfordshire

Queensway Primary School
Banbury, Oxfordshire

Warden

Oxford (Singletree)
Teachers' Centre,
Oxford

Mr. Ivan Wood

City of Bath Teachers'
Centre, Bath

Mr. Brian Larkin

Warden
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March 22,

1972

March 23, 1972

Mr. Robert Spackman
Warden

Wells Teachers' Centre
Somerset Education
Authority, Wells

Mr. Christopher Carr

Leicestershire Education Authority,
Leicester

Assistant Education
Officer

March 23, 1972

Mr. Tony Leigh

Warden

March 23,

1972

Mr. John Rawlings

Glebe House Teachers'
Centre, Loughborough,
Leicestershire

Warden

Thurmaston Teachers'
Centre, Thurmaston,
Leicestershire

March 23, 1972

Miss Maggie Nandy
Warden

Blaby Teachers' Centre
Blaby, Leicestershire

March 24,

Mr. Frank Knight

Derbyshire Education
Authority, Matlock

1972

Chief Adviser

March 24,

1972

Mr. Norman Rutherford

Mathematics Adviser
Ma rch 24,

1972

Mr. John Brand
Warden

March 24,

1972

Mr. Henry Fowler

March 24,

1972

Mr. Gordon Leake

1972

March 27, 1972

Hipper Teachers'
Centre, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire

Derbyshire Education
Chief Education Officer Authority, Matlock

Warden

March 24,

Derbyshire Education
Authority, Matlock

Alf reton Teachers'
Centre, Alfreton
Derbyshire

Warden

South East Derbyshire
Teachers' Centre,
Ilkeston, Derbyshire

Mrs. Shelley Briault
Secretary to the
Warden, Mr. Wheatley

South West Hertfordshire
Teachers' Centre, Watford
Hertfordshire

Mr. Tony Priest
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March 28

/

1972

Mr. G. V. Pape

Staff Inspector for
Primary Education

March 28

,

1972

Mr. Robert Copland

Warden

May 11,

1973

Inner London Education Authority
London

Bournemouth Teachers'
Centre, Bournemouth
Education Authority
Bournemouth

Lady Bridget Plowden
Chairman

Central Advisory
Council for Education
(England) (Interviewed
New Paltz, N.Y.)

June 27,

1973

Mr. Ernest Millington
Teacher -in -charge

Newham Teachers'
Centre, Plaistow

June 30,

1973

Mr. Ivan Wood
Warden

City of Bath Teachers'
Centre, Bath

Mr. Brian Larkin

Oxford (Singletree)
Teachers' Centre
Oxford

July

4,

1973

Warden

July

4,

1973

Miss Tucker
Secretary to the
Warden

Banbury Teachers' and
Audiovisual Aids
Centre, Banbury
Oxfordshire

July

5,

1973

Mr. John Brand
Warden

Hipper Teachers' Centre
Chesterfield, Derbyshire

August 4

- 15,

British Participants, Anglo-American
History Conference, American Historical Association, California Institute of Technology.

1973:

Mr. David Griff in-Jones
Senior Lecturer in

American Studies
Mr. Thomas Hastie

Warden, Teachers'
Centre for History
and Social Studies

St. Catherine's
College of Education
Liverpool

Inner London Education
Authority, London
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Dr. Geoffery Morris

Principle Lecturer in
History

Doncaster College of
Education, High
Melton, Doncaster
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